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ABSTRACT
Until now, CI tetramer cooperativity has been theorized to be critical for the wild
type behavior of X. Specifically, it was believed that a CI cooperativity mutant phage
would not be able to grow lysogenically. Further, if it could be altered in some way to
grow lysogenicaliy, it was thought that the lysogen would not have the ability to switch to
and'or complete lytic growth after induction. However, the work on which these theories
were based was done with uncoupled systems. Then, inferences were drawn as to the role
cooperativity played in the intact switch. While this research was groundbreaking, CI
levels were unregulated since the regulatory network was disconnected from the action of
CI. This is unrealistic since within the lysogen, CI levels are extensively coupled to CI
activity via feedback. In this work, I study the role of CI tetramer cooperativity in an
intact phage. In this way, CI levels remain coupled to the extensive regulation which
controls them. The CI level is regulated by its own activity.
To test the role of CI cooperativity in k physiology, specifically in the genetic
switch, three CI cooperativity deficient phage were made. None could form stable, single
lysogens. Therefore, the CI Y21OX mutations were combined with mutations in the

Or

region that should confer increased occupancy of Or2, allowing stable lysogeny. A CI
cooperativity deficient phage was isolated that could successfully complete all three
aspects of A physiology; lytic growth, lysogenic growth, and a threshold response to the
switch between the two. Therefore, CI cooperativity is not required for wild t^-pe A
physiology. In addition, a CI Y210F phage was isolated. CI Y210F has wild type
cooperativity. However, phenylalanine cannot make the contacts described in the CI
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Structure papers, indicating that the proposed details of the cooperativity contacts shown
in the papers are likely to be uniiecessary or possibly incorrect.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
For the past several decades, molecular biologists have been working on both the
big picture and the details of gene regulatory circuitry. Many interesting mechanisms for
regulating gene expression have been discovered. An important aspect of the approach
has been uncoupling individual components of the regulatory circuitry from the overall
network in which it fimctions. This type of methodical study is an example of the
reductionist approach, and is necessary to decipher how individual components interact
within a complex network of relationships. Examples of gene regulatory mechanisms that
have been discovered using reductionist biology and that are now well understood
include positive control, negative control, and threshold responses.
For example, activator or repressor proteins bind to regions upstream of
transcriptional start sites to influence the rate of gene expression. These regulatory
proteins may bind nonspecifically or specifically to the upstream regions or operator
sites. Further, specific binding proteins may have different affinities for various
operators. An example is how the a gene regulatory proteins CI and Cro have different
and opposite affinities for the six operator sites to which they bind (Meyer et al, 1980).
Threshold responses are also commonly encountered methods of regulating gene
expression, especially in development. This allows for control of gene expression over a
gradient of regulatory protein concentrations. Threshold responses can be used to restrict
the expression of a particular gene to a specific stage of development. It may take a
certain period of time for the levels of the regulatory protein to reach the levels required
to modulate gene expression. Therefore, there is a defined lag time before which the gene
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is expressed or repressed. As the levels of the reguiatory protein fail, the expression of
the target gene is concomitantly changed. This creates a defined window in which the
target protein is expressed. Decapentapiegic (Dpp) is an example of this type of
regulation. Dpp indnces the expression of several genes, including vestigial, once its
concentration reaches a certain threshold level (Muller et al, 2003).
Once bound to the binding sites, these two categories of gene regulatory proteins,
activators and repressors, can function in different ways. Repressor proteins may act by
steric inhibition, blocking the polymerase from binding. Activators may function as
recruiters, bringing the polymerase to the transcription start site. They can also act as
scaffolds on which an entire transcription complex can be built. On a molecular level,
positive and negative control can be achieved using similar mechanisms. Protein
scaffolds can mediate looping which can either activate or repress transcription.
The more that is understood about the individual components of these gene
circuits, the more we comprehend the complexity of large-scale networks. However, it is
the complex interactions between elements of these individual circuits that make it
difficult to study how the individual, uncoupled elements contribute to the overall
function. Complex interactions also make it difficult to predict how a network will
respond to perturbations. It is similar to a spider's web, in which one can observe how the
individual strands are connected to each other to create a complex structure. However,
observing the connections does not make it possible to predict how pulling on one thread
will affect the vibrations felt on the other side of the web.
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To further understand how several individual regulatory networks
intercommunicate, they must be analyzed within the pathway or organism as v/hole.
Systems biology is a method of studying how a system as a whole fimctions in response
to certain perturbations or mutations. This is different from reductionist biology, in which
an uncoupled component is analyzed. Just as the reductionist method address issues too
complex to be understood using systems biology, systems biology addresses several
questions about physiological responses and circuit behavior that cannot be addressed by
the reductionist method.
Using systems biology, redundancies within networks can be determined by
removing individual elements and then observing how the whole continues to function
with the loss. The study of systems biology also offers insight into how evolution has and
potentially will alter the physiology of the system by allowing one to distinguish between
components necessary for the function of the whole, and components which fine-tune the
function of the whole. Elements which may appear to be critical when using reductionist
studies may increase the fitness of the organism but not be absolutely required. In
addition, the parameters within which an entire system can function can be determined.
In vitro, reductionist studies are done under precise conditions. However, the biological
system as a whole functions in an imprecise and constantly shifting environment.
Systems biology can contend with how a system functions in response to stochastic
events.
Many complex systems have evolved mechanisms to maintain stable gene
expression in the face of such an unstable environment. Two of these mechanisms are the
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threshold response and switching behavior. A threshold response allows a network to
withstand a certain amoimt of fluctuation in critical components of regulation. Past the
threshold, the network responds in a dramatic manner. A second way in which biological
systems deal with stochastic events in nature is to employ switches. A biological switch
is a two state system. In one set of environmental conditions, the organism exists in state
A. This state is relatively stable with respect to fluctuations in the environment. However,
when the input reaches a threshold level, the organism rapidly switches to state B. By
modeling a simple two state system, we can learn how stochastic events effect gene
expression and cellular states in more complex systems. Modeling of a simple two state
system is necessary to understand how switching between states with complex networks
is regulated.
The use of both reductionist and systems methods are important to the
understanding of complex organization, as both methods work to identify the components
of a gene regulatory circuit, describe all of the interactions both within the circuit and
within the entire network, and create an accurate model for the network. Model making is
an iterative process, using both methods to refine the model until it fits the observed
physiology.
X as a model system for using both reductionist and systems biology
The bacteriophage X utilizes many interesting gene regulatory mechanisms and is
also perhaps the best developed system for studying biological switches. Lambda's
ability to switch from the stable lysogenic state to lytic gro^vth is known as "the genetic
switch." The individual gene regulatory elements of the switch have been identified and
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Studied extensively for decades, as detailed below. The regulatory proteins CI and Cro
bind with different affinities to six operators, affecting the expression of eacii other.
Depending on which operators are occupied, CI can also act as either an activator or
repressor of its own expression.
The information about the details of A, gene regulation can now be integrated into
a model which describes how the switch functions within A as a whole. However,
complex interactions between the individual components make the behavior of lambda
difficult to predict. Therefore, a combination of reductionist and systems biology is now
needed to understand how critical aspects of X gene regulation contribute to the overall
physiology of lambda. The genetic switch is an easily observed assay of A, behavior.
Therefore, an individual component involved in the switch can be removed to determine
how that part affects the whole of X physiology and the genetic switch. This will identify
those components which are necessary to the physiology of X and which components are
modifications that allow X to better survive in its niche.
The regulatory protein CI has a critical role in all three aspects of X physiology lytic growth, lysogenic growth, and the switch between the two states (Ptashne, 1992).
However, its role has been investigated primarily using the reductionist method. In this
work, I have used both the reductionist and systems approach to investigate a particular
aspect of CI function, CI cooperativity. In particular, I will ask whether CI cooperativity
contributes to X physiology as has long been believed.
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X physiology
When A, infects a cell, it can follow one of two pathways as shown in figure 1.1.
In the lytic pathway, X replicates its own DNA and iyses the ceil, releasing about 100
new phages which may infect more cells. In the lysogenic pathway, X DNA physically
integrates into the host DNA. Except for the expression of CI, the prophage remains
silent in the chromosome, causing no apparent harm to its host. CI protein silences
expression of the lytic genes and allows the lysogenic state to remain stable indefinitely.
Under certain conditions, CI is inactivated and the lytic genes are derepressed. When this
occurs the lytic pathway is entered. This process is called prophage induction.
The {mmunity region
The genetic elements responsible for most of these regulatory decisions are
located in a locus of A called the immunity region. This locus contains the regulatory
elements which prevent an infecting phage from growing lytically or lysogenically in a
previously established lysogen; its name reflects the fact that the lysogens are "immune"
to super infections by X. Other phage with different immunity regions can still grow
lytically. The opposite is also true. If a different phage establishes lysogeny, lambda can
still grow lytically. This finding led to the idea that the immunity region contains
elements that confer specificity.
This region consists of the genes for Cro and CI. and the operators which control
their expression, O R I, OR2, and OR3 (see figure 1.2). (The immunity region also contains
three more operators,

OLI, OL2,

and

OL3.

These operators are located to the right of CI in

figure 1.2 and will be discussed later.) CI and Cro can bind to ail three operators in the
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Figure 1.1: The lytic and lysogenic pathways
After attachment, X injccts its DNA into the host cell and it is circularized. During
the early stages of infection, if lytic growth is followed, the prophage DNA is replicated
outside of the host chromosome; it never integrates. The phage DNA is packaged and the
new phage particles are released upon lysis of the host. The new phage can infect more
cells. If iysogenic growth is followed, the phage DNA integrates into the host
chromosome where it is termed prophage. It remains silent within the host chromosome,
expressing only CI. CI maintains this stable state indefinitely. When the host DNA is
damaged, CI is cleaved and inactivated. The prophage DNA is excised and the lysogen
enters the lytic pathway.
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Figure 1.2: The k imiBunity region (not to scale).
a. The X iimminity region contains the operators Or and Ol in addition to the genes for
CI and cro.
b. The promoter PR overlaps both OR 1 and OR2, while the promoter PRM
overlaps OR2 and OR3.
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Or

region, however, their affinities for the operators are opposite to each other. CI has the

highest affinity for ORI, while Cro's highest affinity is for OR3. The promoters for the
two proteins overlap with these operators. PR, which controls expression of Cro, overlaps
and OR2. PRM, which controls expression of CI, overlaps OR2 and OR3. It is the

ORI

balance between CI and Cro that underlies the mechanism stabilizing the two states and
the switch.
Lytic Growth
Cro predominates during lytic growth (figure 1.3). As one of the two immediate
early genes, Cro is expressed immediately after infection. Cro's highest affinity is for
OR3 to which it binds as a dimer. This prevents expression of

PRM , probably

by steric

hindrance (Hendrix et al, 1983). Without CI, the expression of the lytic genes is not
repressed and lytic growth ensues.
Lysogenic Growth
CI also binds as a dimer to the operators in the OR region (figure 1.3b). When
binding on CI is measured on single operators, CI dimers bind tightest to ORI, weaker to
OR2,

and very weakly to

OR3. The

affinity of CI for the operators in both the

OR

and

OL

regions differs depending on the context of the operator. When one operator is isolated
from the other operators, it is occupied by CI based on the intrinsic affinity of CI for the
operator. The difference in the intrinsic affinity of CI for ORI and OR2 is about ~15x
(Johnson et al, 1981). CI levels must be much higher than those found in a lysogen for
OR2

to be fully occupied based on its intrinsic affinity. However, in the lysogen, the

operators are in context of the entire operator region.
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Even though the intrinsic affinities for ORI and OR2 axe different, a phenomenon
known as cooperativity alters this occupancy pattern. The occupancy of one site in
inflnenced by the occupancy of the other site and the two operators are occupied at nearly
the same CI concentration in the lysogen. The cooperative interaction between two CI
dimers makes it energetically favorable for both operators to fill at the same time
(Johnson et al, 1979). The apparent affinity of CI for OR2 is essentially the same as for
ORI in the context of the intact OR region.

CI bound at OR2 has two effects, both of which are important for stabilizing the
lysogenic state. First, Cro expression is blocked by CI sterically hindering polymerase at
PR. Second, CI binding at OR2 stimulates expression from PRM through contacts with

RNA polymerase (Meyer, 1980 II). This is known as positive control, which is the
second type of cooperative interaction CI exhibits. Without occupancy at OR2, CI cannot
stimulate its own expression. This is necessary since PRM is a weak promoter on its own.
Once CI has established control over the OR region, it acts a repressor, blocking
expression of the lytic genes. In addition, when CI levels are high enough, it binds to
OR3, blocking its own transcription from PRM (Maurer, 1980). Therefore, CI acts as both

an activator and a repressor. A X capable of establishing the lysogenic state makes turbid
plaques. The turbidity is the result of immune cells growing in the center of plaque.
The intrinsic weakness of Prm also allows for the switch to lytic growth. Once CI
levels are reduced by specific cleavage, OR2 will be vacated and the rate of transcription
of CI will decrease. CI will no longer repress expression of the lytic genes and the
prophage will induce.
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Figure 1.3: The X immunity region
a. Lytic growth: the A, immunity region when Cro expression dominates. A Cro
dimer binds to Or3, blocking expression from Prm- Expression of cro from Pr is
uninhibited and lytic growth ensues.
b: Lysogenic growth: the X immunity region when CI expression dominates. CI
dimers bind to ORI and OR2 with two effects. Expression from PR is blocked and
expression from the weak promoter PRM is stimulated. When bound to ORI and OR2, CI
maintains the lysogenic state.
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The balance between CI and Cro
Figure 1.4 is the result of computer modeling of the decision between lytic and
lysogenic growth (J.W. Little, unpubiished). This figures illustrates a key feature of A.
physiology - the idea of balance between CI and Cro. The activity of CI and Cro balance
each other; a decrease in the amount (or function) of one can be countered with a
concomitant decrease in the other. The axes represent the promoter strengths of PRand
PRM. The area of the graph represents the physiological state of X. Each of the two

diagonal lines is called a separatrix since it separates the phase space into two areas. We
believe it should be possible to isolate CI cooperativity mutants which behave like wild
type A, based on the model shown in figure 1.4.
The separatrices defme the outer limits of wild type k behavior. Above the
blue line, only lysogenic growth is possible. The phage cannot follow the lytic cycle.
Below the purple separatrix, the phage can only follow lytic growth. It cannot make
lysogens. This graph shows that there is an area between the two separatrices in which
the system is bistable - it can grow both lytically and lysogenically and switch between
the two states. This implies that X can function normally under a range of conditions. By
changing the strength of either promoter, the physiological state of A, can be adjusted. For
example, increasing Prm strength will move the phage to point A, only lysogenic growth.
However, the phage can be moved back to wild type physiology, or point B, by also
increasing PR strength. The ability to adjust where the phage lies relative to the two
separatrices will become important in designing a lysogenizing variant of a CI
cooperativity mutant.
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Figure 1.4: Separatrix graph of A physiology
Wild type lambda can follow either the lytic or lysogenic pathway.
However, certain mutations, such as those which increase the strength of PRM, can push
lambda into region A. In this region, lambda only follows the lysogenic pathway.
Secondary mutations can be added which push lambda back into region B. where it can
follow either the lytic or the lysogenic pathway. This ability to manipulate the physiology
of lambda allows one to create variants which lack CI cooperativity but still reside in
region B.
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Looping between OL and OR
The CI octamer is gaining recognition for its importance in the physiology of X
iysogens. There is growing evidence that CI octamers play an important role in the
communication between OL and OR in the lysogenic state. It has been shown that CI
binding to pairs of operators can interact, forming an octamer and in the process creating
a loop of relaxed circular DNA (Revet et ai., 1999). In addition, it was shown that CI
octamers bound to ORI and OR2 and OLI and OL2 can increase the extent of repression
of a PR driven reporter gene placed between them (Revet et al, 1999). Negative autoregulation of CI levels also occurs via an interaction between OR3 and OI,3, indicating a
looping interaction between the two (Dodd et al, 2001). Using lacZ under the control of
PRM, Dodd et al found that P-galactosidase levels vary depending on the presence or
absence of OL at high CI concentrations. Second, UV induction experiments on phage
with Ol mutations indicate a role for Ol in determining the set-point of the switch. In
addition, we have several lines of unpublished data implicating CI octamers in
communication between OL and OR. In a separate chapter of this work, additional data
indicating a CI mediated communication between OL an OR will be presented.
Establishment of the lysogenic state
For the lysogenic state to be stable, CI must stimulate its own expression from
PRM and block the expression of Cro from PR. However, PRM is a weak promoter when

not stimulated by positive control from CI. This is a paradox since PRM drives the
expression of CI. How is CI initially transcribed, if PRM is a weak promoter without CI
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stimulation? Further, Cro is one of the first of two genes expressed when X infects a cell.
This means that Cro will occupy OR3 and repress PRM before CI can even be expressed.
To compensate for this, CI is expressed from a different promoter during the early
stages of infection. During the establishment phase in infection, CI is expressed from the
strong promoter Pre (Repressor Establishment) (Herskowitz and Hagen, 1980). As shown
in figure 1.2, PRE is on the far side of Cro so the transcript runs through cro in reverse and
then through the OR region and CI. Two A,-encoded proteins affect expression of CI from
PRE- CII is the positive regulator for PRE. However, CII is also the target of a host

protease, Hfl. CIII increases the stability of CII and therefore expression from PRE. It is
the level of CII that ultimately dictates the outcome of the lysis-lysogeny decision. Once
CI levels reach a certain level, CI can stimulate its own expression from PRM.

Induction: The switch from lysogenic to lytic growth
Under certain conditions, the prophage exits the host chromosome and enters the
lytic pathway. This switch occurs in response to damage to the host's DNA; it allows the
prophage to escape before its genetic material is lost by death of its host (figure 1.1). This
is due to a chain of events involved in DNA repair. DNA damage results in the activation
of the host's SOS system, which involves a cascade of proteins (Little and Mount, 1982).
The details of the SOS system will be discussed in the next subsection.
One of the standard methods for inducing a prophage experimentally is to UV
irradiate lysogens (Roberts and Roberts, 1975). Each lysogen has a characteristic
response to UV induction, withstanding a different amount of irradiation (or DNA
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damage) before switching to lytic growth. This threshold gives a significant amount of
information about the physiology of the lysogen.
The dose response of a wild type X, lysogen to UV irradiation is shown in figure
1.5. The response consists of three parts: the lag phase, the threshold, and ijrtic growth.
The lag phase, A, is a reflection of the stability of the lysogenic state. If there is a lot of
spontaneous induction (or switching to lytic growth with no obvious trigger), this point
will already have a lot of phage per cell, even in the absence of UV. In part A, the
lysogen is withstanding a certain level of DNA damage without flipping the switch.
At a threshold level of DNA damage, the switch is flipped much more efficiently.
CI is cleaved and PR is derepressed, leading to lytic growth and a large increase in burst
size over a very short increment of UV dose. This threshold is depicted by B in figure
1.5. The set point and steepness of this threshold can differ for different mutants. A very
stable lysogen may never reach a UV dose where it induces. Conversely, a lysogen may
induce after very little DNA damage. This indicates that the lysogen is barely maintaining
the lysogenic state.
In wild type, the threshold response is steep. Once a certain level of DNA damage
is reached, the lysogens switch to lytic growth as PR is derepressed. However, some
lysogens have a very shallow UV induction curve, as show in figure 1.5. This may
indicate that the population is more heterogeneous.
Part C is the region in which most or all of the lysogens have switched and
indicates the final burst size of the prophage. A phage with normal lytic growth has a
burst size large enough to ensure its survival in nature. Too small a burst size and it will
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Figure 1.5: Typical dose response of a wild type lysogen and mutant lysogen
The purple curve is a typical UV induction curve for a wild type lysogen. The
aqua curve represents the induction of a hypothetical mutant. In region A, the level of
DNA damage is low and the level of intact CI remains high enough to repress expression
from PR. However, after a certain level of DNA damage, enough CI is cleaved such that
its levels fall below the threshold concentration required to maintain the repression of PR.
When this occurs, the lysogens quickly switch to lytic growth. In region C, the lysogens
have completely switched to lytic growth.
Various mutations effect these three regions in different ways. Some mutations
make the lysogens unstable, affecting region A. Others alter the set point or steepness of
the curve, region B. Finally, some mutations affect the overall burst size, or region C.
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be out competed by other types of phage in nature. Certain A, mutations alter the burst
size, either increasing or decreasing it. We have obtained a large range of burst sizes, as
discussed in chapters two and three.
Prophage induction and the SOS system
The main function of the SOS system is to respond to conditions that halt
replication, and initiate DNA repair mechanisms. Single stranded DNA activates RecA,
which has several targets, including CI and LexA. LexA is a critical protein in the SOS
response. Under normal conditions, it inhibits the expression of the genes involved in
DNA repair. LexA is stable under these conditions because its co-protease, RecA is
inactive in the absence of DNA damage. When DNA damage is present, RecA is
activated and LexA undergoes RecA-mediated auto-cleavage. When cleaved, LexA can
no longer inhibit the expression of the genes involved in the SOS response (figure 1.6).
RecA also mediates the CI auto-cleavage reaction. By utilizing RecA to mediate
self cleavage, the prophage can respond to different levels of DNA damage in its host.
When there are many stalled replication forks due to DNA damage, the level of activated
RecA is high (Cox et al, 2000) and all or most of the CI is cleaved. CI is no longer
repressing the expression of the lytic genes and the lysogenic state is destabilized. Lytic
growth ensues. If the amount of DNA damage is low, fewer replication forks are stalled
and therefore there is less activated RecA. While some CI is cleaved, there is enough
intact CI to maintain repression of the lytic genes. However, once enough CI is cleaved
and CI levels dip below a certain threshold, the switch is flipped.
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On rare occasion, the switch to 15/tic growth occurs spontaneously, without DNA
damage. This spontaneous switching still involves the SOS response (Campbell and
Jacob, 1959; Brooks and Clark, 1967). Spontaneous switching is not observed in rec/l"
ceil lines. Further, CI ind" (CI mutation which prevents RecA mediated cleavage of CI)
blocks spontaneous induction. The ind' mutations prevents RecA mediated cleavage of
CI. When CI cannot be cleaved, it continues to repress the lytic genes when SOS is
active. There are still further instances in which mutations within CI (DNA binding
mutations, positive control mutants, dimerization mutants) prevent it from maintaining
repression of the lytic genes. Lysogens in which this occurs are unstable and often switch
to lytic growth.
Role of CI cooperativity in the threshold behavior of the genetic switch
At the start of this project, it was believed that CI cooperativity was necessary for
wild type k behavior, including the genctic switch and the threshold response to UV
irradiation. For example, in his book A Genetic Switch. M. Ptashne stated "...if OR
contained only a single site corresponding to OR2, the system might work but only
crudely." In another example from the literature, Ackers et a! stated "...cooperative
repressor binding aids in effectively .switching the phage from the lysogenic to the lytic
state..." (Ackers et al, 1982). The research that lead to these beliefs was done with
uncoupled systems. Then inferences were drawn as to the role cooperativity played in the
intact switch. This was not an accurate reflection of CI activity since the regulation of CI
levels in vivo is highly non-linear. The expression of the cl gene is both positively and
negatively controlled by the CI protein, depending on the cellular levels of Cl. Therefore,
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Figure 1.6: LexA and the SOS response
a. LexA represses the expression of the genes involved in the SOS response.
b. Single stranded DNA activates RecA. Activated RecA polymerizes on the
ssDNA.
c. Activated RecA mediates the cleavage of LexA and CI Cleaved LexA no longer
represses the expression of genes involved in the SOS response. Cleaved CI no longer
repression of genes involved in lytic growth.
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experiments performed in vitro uncoupied the regulation of CI levels from the activity of
CI. This was not an accurate description of CI activity in vivo.
According to the accepted model at the start of this project, CI cooperativit)' is
believed to have two functions in "k physiology. These are to increase the occupancy of
ORI and OR2, sterically hindering transcription from PR, and to allow for the occupancy

of Or2 at low CI levels and thereby stimulate PRM. Occupancy of OR2 is known to have
three results in X physiology. First, during establishment, CI is able to overpower Cro
after infection. The lysogenic state can be established before the lytic pathway is
irreversibly chosen. Occupancy of OR2 blocks further transcription of Cro and helps CI
gain control of the switch. Second, positive control from CI bound to OR2 and contacting
the polymerase at Prm strengthens this weak promoter, increasing the amount of CI made
during maintenance. Third, without CI cooperativity, CI concentrations would need to be
much higher to occupy OR2 and therefore establish and maintain lysogeny.
It has never been tested in the intact system whether CI cooperativity is a
necessary feature of X regulation, or if the switch could function without it. I will use
systems biology to determine if the current model, described above, is an accurate
description for the function of CI cooperativity or if cooperativity is a modification which
has fine tuned the function of the phage. To test the function of CI tetramer cooperativity
in the intact system, I isolated CI tetramer cooperativity deficient phage. As I had
predicted, these phage could not grow lysogenically. Therefore, I isolated variants of the
cooperativity deficient phage which could grow lytically. I then characterized these
cooperativity deficient lysogens for wild type behavior.
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Criteria for wild type - like behavior in CI cooperativity mutants
I defined the ability to follow three critical aspects of A, physiology as wild type
behavior. To have wild type behavior, the iysogenizing variant, cooperativity deficient
phage must be able to form stable, single lysogens. This was determined by free phage
tests (which titer the number of phage spontaneously released by lysogens) and iysogen
number tests (a PCR based test in which three primers are used to distinguish between
single and multiple lysogens). These are discussed in depth in the next chapter.
The phage must also be able to grow iytically. Completion of lytic growth
includes having a large enough burst to sustain oneself in a wild type population. Finally,
the phage must have the ability to both switch to and complete lytic growth after
induction. This will be assessed by the shape of its dose response to UV irradiation. Lytic
growth after induction must proceed with kinetics and burst size similar to wild type X.
If the CI cooperativity deficient phage can switch between the two states, then CI
cooperativity is not required for switching behavior of wild type A, as previously
believed. Further, if the switch has a threshold response, then some other aspect of/,
physiology is responsible for the shape of the UV induction curve.
CI Structure

Two domains

To determine the contribution of CI cooperativity to the overall physiology of X,
CI variants defective only in cooperativity must be isolated. This is possible since the
region of CI responsible for the recognition of specific DNA sequences and the region
responsible for dimerization and cooperativity are located on two separate domains
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(figure 1.7a). Between the two domains is a linker region of about 40 residues (Pabo et ai,
1979). It is in this region that cleavage occurs, separating the two domains from each
other.
The N terminal domain is responsible for specific DNA binding. It contains five
alpha helices and binds DNA via the helix-tum-helix motif formed by helices 2 and 3.
There is also an N-termina! arm consisting of six amino acids, which wraps around the
DNA and contributes to the strength of operator binding. Helix 2 contains the residues
which make cooperative contacts with RNA polymerase to stimulate expression from
PRM- On its own, the N terminal domain cannot make cooperative interactions or form

dimers (although helix 5 is involved to a limited extent in dimerization) (Bearner and
Pabo, 1992). The N terminal domain binds to the OR region very weakly relative to the
dimer, explaining why cleavage inactivates DNA binding.
C terminal domain
The C terminal domain contains the residues involved in dimerization and
cooperativity. The C terminal domain does not bind DNA, but can form dimers and
higher order oligomers. Since the cooperativity domain is separate from the DNA binding
domain, it is possible to isolate CI m^utants which have a defect only in tetramer
cooperativity. Several groups have used genetic screens or selections to isolate
cooperativity mutants. These mutations have been mapped onto the crystal structure of
the CI tetramer. As shown in figure 1.8b, these mutations all map to specific faces of CI.
On the left are two dimers of CI, each consisting of a green monomer and yellow
monomer. Each monomer has a red and a blue cooperativity surface and when two
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Figure 1.7a: Domain structure of CI
The DNA binding domain and the tetramer/octamer cooperativity and
dimerization domains of CI are separated by a linker region. RecA mediated self cleavage
occurs in this linker region, separating the two domains of CI.

Figure 1.7b: Cooperativity interfaces in CI tetramer
Figure L7b illustrates two CI dimers forming the tetramer. The boxed figure is to
orient the viewer. Previously, the CI dimer and tetramer had been depicted as in the box.
In the new view, the CI oligomer is viewed from the top, as indicated by the purple
arrow.
Only the C terminal domains are depicted. The locations of known cooperativity
mutations are indicated by red and blue. These mutations are clustered on the surface of
CI. As shown in the tetramer, there are four cooperativity faces still exposed which may
interact with more dimers to form a CI octamer.
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dimers are lined up, these surfaces interact. Within each tetramer, there are two
interacting surfaces (Bell et al, 2000).
The tetramer on the right has four open cooperativity interfaces. These interfaces
are involved in the formation of CI octamers, which are composed of four CI dimers. The
dimers have four faces which can contact an other (figure 1.8). Three of the four faces
make the same interaction as shown above. The fourth face makes a different interaction,
called a secondary interaction (Bell et al., 2001). This secondary interaction is explored in
fiirther detail in chapter two.
The hypothesized CI mediated interaction between the two operator regions is
shown in figure 1.8b. CI tetramers at ORI and OR2 and OLI and OL2 interact to form an
octamer that bridges the two operator regions. Data of Revet et al suggest that tetramer
binding to the OR or OL region is strengthened by octamer formation (Revet et al, 1999).
This suggests that looping lowers the levels of CI required to occupy these operators. If
CI tetramer or octamer cooperativity is mutated, then higher levels of CI would be
required to fill these sites. When wild type CI levels are high enough, another tetramer
binds which bridges OL3 and OR3. Looping facilitates this by the chelate effect. This
results in the negative auto-regulation of the levels of CI in the lysogen.
Of the CI cooperativity mutants that have been isolated, only a few have been
characterized biochemically for their degree of cooperativity deficiency. In addition,
others have been analyzed and shown to have defects in dimerization and/or cleavage
(table 1.1). These deficiencies would make an analysis of the effects of cooperativity on X
physiology too difficult. The Y210H mutation is the only identified cooperativity mutant
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that has been shown not to have defects in dimerization or cleavage. Other residues
shown to have a role in cooperativity are expected to have defects in dimerization or
cleavage based on analogy with LexA.
Several substitutions at CI Y210 have been isolated. The physiological properties
of Y21 OH have been extensively characterized. It is similar to wild type CI in
dimerization, it is not likely to be involved in cleavage, and it has no residual tetramer
cooperativity. From this we hypothesize that the other Y210 substitutions found in
genetic screens, Y2iOC and Y210N, should have the same properties. This work uses all
three.
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Figure 1.8: The CI octamer
a. There are two types of interactions in the CI octamer. The interactions between
dimers 1:2, 2:3, and 3:4 are the same. Due to steric hindrances, the interaction between
dimers 4;1 is different and called the secondary interaction. Only the C-terminal domains
are depicted in this figure.
d. Speculated structure of CI octamers and tetramers looping OR and
Ol
CI tetramers bound to ORI and 2 and OLI and 2 mediate looping by forming an
octamer bridging the two operator regions. As CI levels increase, a dimer bound at OR3
interacts with a dimer at Ol3, forming another tetramer. This tetramer inhibits
transcription from PRM.
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Table 1.1: Biochemical Characterization of CI Cooperativity Mutants
Residues
involved in
cooperative
interactions
G147 D (a)

S149
E188K(b)
K192N (b)
D197A (b)
S198N (a),
S198R (b)
F202
O204
Y210H (b)

Y210N (s)
Y210C (b)
M212R (b)
S228R (b)
S228N (a,e)

Cooperativity
biochemically
characterized

Dimerization
biochemically
characterized

noncooperative

similar to wild
type (c)

Intermediate
cooperativity
noncooperative
No
No

no

No
No
noncooperative
No
No
No
Intermediate
cooperatively
Full

similar to wild
type fc)
no
no

Likely
to be
involved

Useful in
this study

cleavage
resistant
to
cleavage
(a)
yes (f)
no

no
no

yes (f)

no

no

no
no

no
no
similar to
wild type (c)
no
no
no
weak (c)

no

potentially
potentially
no
no

weak (c)

no

no

no
no
no

no
no
yes

a. Beckett et
al, 1993
b. Benson et
al, 1994
c. Burz et al,
1994
d. Burz and
Ackers, 1994
e.
Hochschild
and Ptashne,
1988
f. Sliiaty and
Little, 1987
g. Whipple et
al, 1994
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CHAPTER II: CI COOPERATIVITY AND THE X LIFECYCLE
When wild type k infects a cell, it can follow either lytic or lysogenic growth.
Once the lytic pathway is chosen, the pathway is irreversible. However, a lysogen can
switch to lytic growth under certain circumstances. This is known as the "genetic
switch". While the expression of many genes (both host and X encoded) influence these
decisions, two are critical to the decisions. The expression of both of these genes, CI and
Cro, and the decision and switch between lysogenic and lytic growth is regulated in the X
immunity region. The immunity region (figure 2.1) contains six specific binding sites for
CI and Cro (OL and OR), three promoters (PL, PRM, and PR), and the genes encoding both
CI and Cro.
CI and Cro bind to six operators with different affinities. The Or region contains
three operators, ORI, OR2, and OR3. CI binds the tightest to ORI, and with decreasing
affinity to OR2 and OR3. The opposite is true for Cro, which has the highest affinity for
OR3, and decreasing affinities for OR2 and ORI. In the OL region, CI binds most tightly to
OLI. There are also two promoters. FR drives the expression of Cro; PRM drives the

expression of CI. The occupancy pattern of the operators determines which of the two
genes is expressed. When Cro is bound to OR3, expression of CI is blocked. When CI is
bound to either OR! or OR2, expression of Cro is blocked.
Two types of CI cooperative interactions occur in the Or region. A cooperative
interaction is one in which occupancy of one site affects the occupancy of another site.
One t}pe of cooperative interaction is positive control, in which CI stimulates its own
expression from PRM- When CI is bound at OR2, it stimulates its own expression from
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PRM via contacts with the RNA polymerase. The second type of cooperative interaction is

between CI dimers bound at two adjacent operators. This tetramer cooperativity
intluences the occupancy pattern of ORI and OR2. CI has a much higher affinity for ORI
than OR2, yet they are occupied simultaneously. This is due to cooperative interactions
between the CI dimer at OR! and the CI dimer at OR2. This is a cooperative interaction
since occupancy of ORI greatly increases the occupancy at OR2.
CI tetramer cooperativity is believed to be necessary for the wild type behavior of
X. While CI cooperativity mutants could follow lytic growth after infection, it was
believed that these mutants could not follow the lysogenic pathway. Since they could not
grow lysogenically, they could not switch to lytic growth. In addition, it was
hypothesized that the threshold behavior of the genetic switch may have been the result
of cooperativity. However, this could not be tested unless until there was a lysogen of a
CI cooperativity mutant.
In this work, we show that CI cooperativity is not required for the physiology of
wild type lambda. For this work, we have defined three features of /- physiology as wild
type behavior. To behave like wild type X, the cooperativity deficient phage must be able
to form stable, single lysogens. Further, it must be able to switch from the lysogenic to
the lytic state. Lastly, the mutant must be able to successfully complete lytic growth.
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Figure 2.1: The X immunity region (not to scale)
a. The immunity region: the OR region is located between the genes cro and cl,
while the Ol region is found on the far side of the cl gene.
b. The OR region; the promoter PR drives expression of cro. PR overlaps both ORI
and OR2. The weak promoter PRM drives expression of cl in the lysogen. PRM overlaps
OR2 and OR3. Soon after infection (during establishment), cl is expressed from the strong
promoter PRE. This transcript contains the antisense of the cro sequence, the OR region,
and cl. After lysogeny is established, cl is expressed from PRM, which is then
strengthened by positive control (CI occupancy at OR2 stimulates the RNA polymerase at
PRM).

c. Looping between OL and OR is mediated by a CI octamer. This octamer
occupies Oi.I and 2 and ORI and 2. When CI levels reach a certain point, another two
dimers bind at OL3 and OR3. This results in negative auto-regulation.
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Tests for the three criteria of wild type-like behavior
Prophage number
When k establishes lysogeny, it can do so as a single or a multiple lysogen in
which the copies of k are in tandem. Some phage form only single lysogens while others
form only multiple lysogens. Wild type can form both. For physiological tests, single
lysogens are used. It is difficult to assess the physiology of a multiple lysogen since the
regulatory apparatus appears to act in part in cis and there are gene dosage effects. Also,
multiple lysogens are not completely stable, breaking down by homologous
recombination. Therefore, cultures are likely to be genetically mixed. In addition, there
is no reliable way to differentiate between double and polylysogens. However, we do
have a method to distinguish single lysogens from the rest.
The multiple lysogen test was developed by Powell et al (1994) as a method of
using PGR to differentiate between single versus multiple lysogens. It consists of three
primers, (depicted in figure 7.1a), one of which binds to the host DNA, while the other
two bind to the prophage. In a single lysogen, there is one PGR product which results
from the host specific primer and one of the prophage specific primers. If the lysogen is a
polylysogen, there is an additional product resulting from the two prophage specific
primers (figure 7.1b).
Lysogen stability:
Wild type lysogens are very stable; they rarely induce without DNA damage.
Some very small percentage of wild type lysogens will spontaneously switch to lytic
growth, resulting in some amount of free phage. Unstable lysogens induce easily, giving
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rise to large amounts of free phage. The above mentioned multiple lysogen test is one
way to test lysogen stability. Unstable phage have an intense bottom band due to
prophage replication. A multiple lysogen and an unstable lysogen are distinguishable in
the presence of high levels of exogenous CI supplied from a piasmid. The multiple
lysogen retains the lower band, while it is lost in an unstable lysogen. A second method
for determining lysogen stability is to observe the morphology of colonies of the
lysogens. Unstable lysogens give rise to a heterogeneous colony phenotype.
Functional switch from lysogenic to lytic growth
The second criterion for wild type like behavior is the ability to switch from
lysogenic to lytic growth. Under certain conditions, the stable lysogenic state can break
down and lytic growth follows. The switch from lysogenic to lytic growth, also known as
the genetic switch, can be induced by DNA damage. DN A damage results in the
activation of the host's DNA repair system, or the SOS response. One of these genes,
recA, mediates the self-cleavage reaction of CI. Cleavage inactivates CI. If CI levels fall
below a critical level, PR is no longer repressed and Cro is expressed. The lysogen enters
the lytic pathway.
As discussed in chapter 1, lysogens can be made to switch from lysogenic to lytic
growth by UV irradiation. A reasonable burst size indicates that the switch has occurred.
In some cases, there is no burst but the cultures lyse, indicating some late gene
expression. However, by our definition, to have a functional switch, lysis is not enough.
The induced lysogens must also produce progeny in amounts approaching those of wild
type.
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The shape of the UV iriduction cuive is descriptive of the physiology of the
iysogen. The dose at which the iysogen induces, or the set point, is an indicator of the
stability of the lysogenic state. The steepness of the curve indicates how much the switch
behaves like a threshold. Wild type switches with a very steep threshold response. Other
Iysogens have a very shallow curve; it is not a threshold response. In this work, we are
not demanding that the iysogenizing variants of CI Y210X cooperativity mutants have a
particular shape to their induction curve. We are only interested if they can switch
successfully. However, it would be a bonus if we isolate a mutant which has a threshold
response.
Isolation and characterization of CI Y210N phage, XJL506
The cooperativity mutant CI Y210N was isolated by Hochschild et al in a genetic
screen designed to isolate CI tetramer cooperativity mutants. Based on the results of the
genetic experiments, CI Y210N appeared to have little or no residual cooperativity. We
obtained a plasmid from Prof. Ann Hochschild (Harvard University) which contained the
CI Y210N mutation. This mutation was crossed onto wild type /. with a phage-byplasmid cross (figure 2.2). The resulting CI Y210N phage, }JL506, made clear plaques
similar in size to wild type. No Iysogens could be isolated by streaking from the center of
the plaque. This result strongly suggested that cooperativity is necessary to establish
and/or maintain the lysogenic state.
Cooperativity coefficient, o), of CI Y210N
CI Y210N has been shown to be deficient in tetramer cooperativity using genetic
experiments (Whipple et al, 1994). However, it had not been biochemicaiiy shown to be
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deficient for tetramer cooperativity. Therefore, we used a quantitative in vitro method,
DNaseIfootprinting, to measure the affinities of wild t)/pe CI and CI Y210N for the OR
operators. This information could then be used to determine the cooperativity coefficient,
CO, for CI Y210N.

In order to determine whether CI Y2 ION was deficient in cooperative binding, the
CI ¥21ON protein was isolated as described as in materials and methods (chapter 7) and
footprinting experiments were done on three templates (figure 2.3). The first template had
wild type ORI and OR2 and was used to measure the affinity of CI for each operator
based on cooperative interactions. The second template was used to measure the intrinsic
affinity of Y210N for OR2 by preventing CI binding to ORI. The third template was used
to determine the intrinsic affinity of CI to ORI by abolishing CI binding to OR2. The
values for CI occupancy determined from these templates are then used in equation 1 to
determine the cooperativity coefficient, o).
The footprinting experiments were done as described in the material and methods
section. The binding curves are shown in figure 2.4. Y210N had very little residual
cooperativity, with a cooperativity coefficient of 4.7. The cooperativity coefficient of
wild tj^pe CI is 119, while a mutant protein completely lacking cooperativity would have
a 0)=! (that is

(table 2.1)). The amount of residual cooperativity in CI Y210N was

considered negligible and CI Y210N was used as a CI tetramer cooperativity mutant.
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Figure 2.2: Piasmid by phage cross to construct CI cooperativity mutant phage
/JL506, CIY210N
The CI Y210N mutation was crossed from the piasmid pLRl :Y210N onto wild
type lambda. Recombinants were screened for clear plaques and verified by DNA
sequencing of PCR products (of CI, the OR region, and Cro). The cells containing the CI
Y210N piasmid were not immune to infection by wild type A, presumably because the
defective CI was expressed from the piasmid at levels low enough to not block
expression of PR and Pr. in the infecting phage.
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Figure 2.3: Footprinting templates for CI Y210N cooperativity
Three different plasmids were used as PGR templates. The PGR products were
then used as the DNA in the footprinting reaction.
pJWL 511 has wild type O R I and OR2. This template allowed for cooperative
interactions between GI dimers bound to these two operators.
pJWL 512 was used to measure the intrinsic affinity of the protein for OR2. ORI
had three mutations which abolished GI binding. Therefore, OR2 was occupied based on
its intrinsic affinity. These three mutations were V3 (a well characterized CI binding
mutation in ORI), the same change in the other half-site of the dyad symmetric operator,
and the O R I mutation which exhibits the greatest defect in CI binding (Takeda et al,
1989). These mutations were designed to completely eliminate CI binding to ORI.
Without occupancy of ORI, the intrinsic affinity of CI for OR2 can be measured.
pJWL 516 was used to measure the intrinsic affinity for ORI. It had three
mutations in OR2 which prevented CI binding to this operator. These mutations were in
the same positions as those found in the O R I of pJWL 512. This template allowed for the
determination of the intrinsic affinity of CI for O R I .
The first few bases of OR3 were present in all three templates to preserve the
context of OR. A truncated version of OR3 was used to prevent cooperative interactions
between CI dimers bound at OR2 and OR3.
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Equation 1: Calculation to determine the cooperativity coefficient
to {Carlson and Little, 1993).
To determine the cooperativity coefficient, the values for the intrinsic and
cooperative affinity of CI for ORI and OR2 must be determined. Ki and K2 are the
intrinsic affinities of CI for OrI and Or2. The R values are the measures of the
cooperative affinities for the two sites. R21 is affinity of CI for ORI when CI can occupy
OR2. Ri2 is the affinity of CI for O R 2 when CI can also occupy O R I . When there is no
cooperativity, o)=l. In a system with a high degree of cooperativity, the cooperative
coefficient, o). can be from 100 to 2500.

KiK2/RiR2= cooperativity coefficient 0.)

where:
Ki is the intrinsic affinity of CI for ORI
K2 is the intrinsic affinity of CI for OR2
Ri is the apparent affinity of CI for ORI
(measured on the template with both operators)
R2 is the apparent affinity of CI for OR2
(measured on the template with both operators)
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Isolation of lysogenizing variants of CI Y2ION
As expected, CI Y210N could not make lysogens so v/e needed to select for
spontaneously arising variants that allowed for lysogenization. A kanamycin resistance
gene on the phage allowed us to select for lysogenized cells out of a large culture. Phage
from A,JL506 stocks were adsorbed to cells and grown overnight in the presence of
kanamycin. The next day the cultures were diluted, grown to midlog phase, and irradiated
to release the prophage. The released phage should be variants that could both grow
lysogenically (grew overnight) and successfully complete lytic growth upon prophage
induction. Any phage that could not successfully switch and complete the lytic cycle (i.e.
make new phage) should have been eliminated from study at this stage. Lysogens were
streaked from the turbid plaques and these variant phage were analyzed further.
Summary of the XJL506 lysogenizing variants:
Over thirty turbid plaques with a range of phenotypes were sequenced. Several
secondary suppressors were found, and these fell into four categories: OR region
mutations, CI mutations, Cro mutations, and unknown mutations. Figure 2.5 summarizes
the suppressor mutations found in the selection and screen for lysogenizing variants of
XJL506. Using a slightly different method (chapter three), I also isolated suppressors of
the CI cooperativity mutant Y210C. These suppressor mutations are also illustrated in
figure 2.5. The lysogenizing variants were hypothesized to act either by increasing CI
levels or by decreasing Cro function.
Increasing CI levels was accomplished by three main types of mutations. First
were mutations which increased CI promoter strength. Second was the OR3 mutation.
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This mutation may have decreased the affinity for CI and/or Cro. Decreasing the affinity
for CI would decrease negative auto-regulation of CI levels. Decreasing the affinity for
Cro would prevent steric hindrance by Cro at Prm- Third were mutation within cl and
cro. The cl G48S mutation may have altered CFs affinity for the operators. This could
have increased its own level by increasing positive control or decreasing negative autoregulation. Conversely, the frameshift in cro most likely abolished Cro function.
CI and Cro have antagonistic activities. These activities are balanced. Therefore, a
decrease in CI function, such as from a cooperativity mutant, can be compensated by
decreasing the function of Cro. We presume the lysogenizing variants decreased Cro '
function by either: reducing the level of Cro, reducing its functional ability, or altering
Cro's ability to bind to OR3. OR3 mutations may decrease Cro's ability to block
transcription from Prm, preventing low levels of Cro from tripping the switch. Mutations
in Cro's Shine-Dalgarno sequence most likely decreased Cro levels. Finally, mutations
within Cro itself could have decreased its activity.
Characterization of Lysogenizing Variants of}JL506, CI ¥21&N:
The ability of the lysogenizing variant phage to complete all three criteria of wild
type >v behavior was assessed. First, they must be able to form stable, single lysogens.
Second, they must be able to switch from lysogenic to lytic growth. Finally, they must
have normal lytic growth after induction. None of the thirty variant phage which were
isolated in this screen met all three criteria. Either the phage could not maintain a stable
lysogenic state as a single prophage or they had a defect in some part of the l)?tic pathway
resulting in low burst sizes. In addition, only one variant behaved in a reproducible
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Table 2.1: Cooperativity coefficients and occupancy data for the CI
variants
Ki

K2

Ml

Ra

cooperativity
coefficient, o)

Wild 12.5 nM
type CI

152 nM

4nM

4nM

119

CI
Y210N

71 nM

5iiM

24 nM

4.7

8nM

Figure 2.4: Semi log plots of the percent protection of ORI and OR2 by CI
Variants
a: Protection of ORI by wild type CI
b: Proicction of OR2 by wild type CI
c: Protection of ORI by CI Y210N
d: Protection of OR2 by CI Y2ION
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Figure 2.5: Lysogenizing variants of CI cooperativity mutants Y210N and
Y210C
Several categories of suppressors were obtained. Several mutations were within
Cro, or believed to affect the translation of Cro. Other mutations were within CI. Two
types of promoter mutations were found within PRM. Prmupl is a well characterized PRM
mutation which increases the strength of that promoter (Johnson et al., 1979). Prm252
had been previously isolated in the lab and unpublished results show that it also increases
the strength of PRM, though to a lesser degree than prmupl. In addition, an operator
mutation was obtained within OR3. Two of the variants were isolated as suppressors of a
different cooperativity mutant, CI Y210C.
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manner. The physiology of the rest was not reproducible; colony morphology of lysogens

was heterogeneous and their growth in liquid culture was slow. Slow growth creates
selective pressure on the cultures.
Problems with the selection for lysogenizing variants:
The selection for lysogenizing variants of AJL506 was designed in such a way as
to minimize the isolation of both the starting phage and phage with an undesirable
physiology. First, JL6039 was used as the host strain. This strain contains an hflmutation which allows for lysogeny after single infection. Therefore, a rare variant could
form a lysogen on its own, without co-lysogenizing with a phage of another genotype
(most likely the parent phage). Second, a relatively low multiplicity of infection (an
M01=0.5) was used. A low MOI increases the chances that a cell will be singly infected.
However, all of the variants isolated in this selection had an undesirable physiology.
They either could not form stable, single lysogens, or they could not complete lytic
growth after the switch. Further, sequence analysis of cl, cro, and the OR region of
several of the clear isolates showed that they were the starting phage, XJL506.
In principle, non-lysogenizing phage (such as the parent phage AJL506) could
have made it through the selection process by co-lysogenizing with another variant which
could lysogenize. When co-lysogenized, their gene products could act in trans, allowing
lysogenization. It is unlikely that two different variants would co-lysogenize since they
would be so infrequent in the culture. For the same reasons, phage which could not
complete lytic growth after induction could have bypassed the screen for ability to grow
13/tically after induction.
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Designing a lysogenizing variant of CI Y210N:
We were successful in isolating several different types of lysogenizing variants of
the CI Y210N phage. This was a promising result since it indicated that it was possible to
restore this aspect of wild type physiology in the absence of cooperativity. While each
variant restored some aspect of lambda physiology, none restored all three criteria for
wild type A, physiology: lytic growth, lysogenic growth, and the successful completion of
the switch between the two. However, existence of the lysogenizing variants moved ixs
one step closer to our desired lambda variant.
Since no naturally occurring lysogenizing variants which restore wild type
physiology were isolated, it seemed likely that such mutants could not arise by a single
mutational change. Accordingly, variants with additional mutations were designed based
on what was learned from the isolated variants. The variants restored the balance between
CI and Cro. Some increased promoter strength and therefore CI levels, some decreased
negative auto-regulation, and some decreased steric hindrance of PRM. Others reduced or
abolished Cro function.
We surmised that these variants did not restore wild type A, physiology for various
reasons. Phages containing certain promoter mutations (prmupl) might not successfully
switch to lytic growth because the promoter was too strong. Conversely, other promoter
mutations (prm252) might not make single lysogens because the promoter did not
increase CI levels enough to compensate for the loss of cooperativity. In principle, a
promoter of intermediate strength could compensate for the loss of cooperativity.
However, this t5/pe of promoter has not been identified, and perhaps cannot arise from
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P rm by a single change. A combination of different types of mutations, not just a

promoter mutation, may compensate. We reasoned that if OR2 were easier to occupy,
then Prm could be expressed at stimulated levels. If one of the weaker promoter
mutations isolated as a lysogenizing variant, the prm252 mutation, was present, then CI
levels would be even higher.
Affinity of ci for an Or2 operator containing O r 2 up
A mutation termed OR2UP (figure 2.6a) had been obtained in a previous screen
performed in the lab. In this screen, lysogenizing suppressors were isolated of phage that
formed turbid plaques but could not lysogenize. Presumably, this OR2 mutation restored
the balance to some extent, allowing stable lysogeny. Based on the properties of the
starting phage and the Takeda data regarding affinity of CI for various operators (Takeda
et al, 1989), it was believed that this mutation resulted in an increased affinity of CI for
OR2, hence the name OR2UP.

To test if this 08,2 mutation increased the intrinsic affinity of OR2 for CI, in vitro
footprinting experiments were performed. Two templates were used. The first template,
pJWL 512, had wild type OR2, but ORI had three mutations that abolished CI binding
(see figure 2.6b). On this template, CI cannot bind to ORI and the intrinsic affinity of CI
for wild type OR2 could be determined. The second template contained the same
but also had the OR2UP mutation in OR2. This template was used to measure the intrinsic
affinity of CI for OR2UP. Footprinting experiments were performed as described in the
materials and methods section.
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Figure 2.7 shows the binding curves of wild type CI to each of the OR2 operators.
Since intrinsic affinities were being measured, cooperative interactions should not matter;
the cooperativity mutants should have the same intrinsic affinity. K2 for OR2UP was ~25
nM dimers, while K2 for wild type Or2 was -50 nM dimers (see equation 1 for
description of K values). The OR2UP mutation increased the affinity of OR2 for CI about 2
fold.
>JL516 (CI Y210N, Oglup^prm 252)
We designed a triple mutant phage, XJL516, which contained the CI Y210N
cooperativity defect, prm252, and OR2 UP. This phage was made through a phage by
plasmid cross using a plasmid which contained both the prm252 and OR2UP mutations
(figure 2.8). The progeny were plated and screened for turbid plaques. The turbid plaques
were purified and a PCR product of CI, the OR region, and Cro was sequenced.
Physiology of XJL516
This triple mutant phage made turbid plaques from which single lysogens were
readily isolated. The colonics were homogenous and the lysogens stable. They were
easily grown in liquid culture in standard conditions. These suggested wild type like
behavior.
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Figure 2.6a: The OR2UP mutation

Figure 2.6b: OR2UP footprinting templates
See figure 2.3 for a complete description of the templates. The plasmid pJWL 514
contains OR2UP mutation and was used as a template for PGR. The PGR product was
used in the footprinting reaction.
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Figure 2.7; Semi log plot of the intrinsic affinity of wild type CI for OR2UP
Both templates, pJWI.512 and pJWL514, contain Or I (-3) (described in figure 2 3
and 2.6b). However, pJWL 512 has wild type O R 2, while pJWL 514 has On2up.
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}JL516 behaved similarly to wild type when UV induced. Figure 2.9b shows the
dose response cup/e for A,JL516. Surprisingly, not only did AJL516 successfully switch to
and complete lytic growth, but it also switched with a threshold response.
We conclude that cooperativity is not a necessary feature of wild type lambda
physiology. We have designed a cooperativity mutant phage which met all three criteria
of wild type behavior. Instead, cooperativity may be refmeinent in lambda circuitry
which enables lambda to better survive in its niche.
XJL510 vs XJL516: the addition of Or2up
Y210N prm252 ()vJL510) on its own could not make single lysogens and had a
very low burst size after induction (figure 2.9a), indicating a defect in either the switch to
lytic growth or in lytic growth. However, pairingprm252 with OR2UP returned the three
criteria for normal phage physiology to the cooperativity mutant. This would make sense
if OR2UP increased the affinity for CI, rather than decreases it. Further, the OR2UP
mutation on its own did not allow for stable, single lysogens. This may be because the
mutation did not increase the intrinsic affinity of CI for OR2 enough, or because simply
occupying Or2 does not compensate for the loss of CI cooperativity.
The phage /JL510 (CI Y21 ON. prm252) could not fonn single lysogens, nor did it
have a significant burst size after induction. However, the addition of the OR2UP mutation
restored all three aspects of wild type physiology. The Ou2up mutation increases the
affinity of OR2 for CI, presumably increasing its occupancy. Therefore, the loss of
cooperativity can be compensated for by increasing the amount of CI (the promoter
mutations) and occupancy of OR2 (On2up). Presumably, the occupancy of OR2 allows for
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Figure 2.8: Construction of WL516
A,JL516 was made with a phage by plasmid cross. A plasmid, pJWL506,
(containing Oj<2np andprm252) was constructed. Cells containing pJWL506 were
infected with MLS 06, the CI Y210N phage. After several generations of growth, the
phage were harvested and screened for turbid plaques. The cl and cro genes and the OR
region of the purified phage were then sequenced.
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Figure 2.9: Dose response of two CI Y210N lysogenizing variants
a. AJL510 (CI Y21ON, prm252) dose response.
b. The UV induction curves of wild type and >JL516 (CI Y21 ON, prm252, Os2up)
lysogens are shown. The difference between XJL510 and >JL516 is the addition of the
OR2UP mutation, which restores the threshold response to UV irradiation.
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the positive regulation of Prm, further stimulating Prm in addition to the prm252
mutation.
CI tetramer cooperativity is not required for wild type lambda physiology
We have isolated a cooperativity deficient phage which can successfully complete
all the three criteria for wild type A, fiinction. XJLS16 can follow the lytic pathway after
infecting a cell as evidenced by plaque formation. AJL516 can also make stable, single
lysogens. Lastly, /JL516 can successfully switch from lysogenic to lytic growth as
evidenced by the UV dose response which showed a reasonable burst size. We conclude
from these findings that cooperativity is not required for the proper operation of these
aspects of the X regulatory circuitry. Further, we conclude that CI cooperativity is not
entirely responsible for the threshold behavior of the switch since the dose response of
A,JL516 had a threshold just as the wild type dose response.
Isolation and characterization of the CI Y210F phage XJL504
Another CI cooperativity mutant, CI Y210C, was available in the lab. CI Y210C
was also believed to be tetramer cooperativity deficient based on genetic analysis
(Benson et al, 1994). As expected, the CI Y210C phage made clear plaques and could not
form lysogens. A selection for lysogenizing variants of the CI Y210C phage, XJL500,
was done. One of the lysogenizing variants isolated was of particular interest because it
behaved so similarly to wild type. This phage contained the pseudorevertant Y210F as
the only mutation.
The Y210F variant made turbid plaques which were similar in size and turbidity
to wild type plaques. In addition, XJL504 formed single lysogens which were stable; they
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did not give off a lot of free phags and had a consistent colony phenotj^pe. Finally, the set
point, thresholds, and burst sizes were similar to wild tj^e, indicating that other parts of
the lytic pathway, such as replication and timing, were similar between wild type and
ML504. Its dose response is shown in figure 2.10. These findings suggested that this
variant had restored a normal or near-normal level of cooperativity, a reasonable
expectation given that phenylalanine, like tyrosine, is an aromatic residue.
Cooperativity coefficient, co, of CI Y210F
Therefore, the cooperativity coefficient, to, for CI Y210F was determined to see if
the phenylalanine substitution restored wild type cooperativity to CI. CI Y210F was
isolated as described in the materials and methods (chapter VII) and its affinities for OrI
an Or2 were tested using the three footprinting templates described in figure 2.3.
Footprinting with Y210F on these three templates was done as described in the materials
and methods section. The binding curves of a typical footprinting experiment are shown
below (figure 2.10). The cooperativity coefficient of CI Y210F is 130, essentially the
same as wild type (to=l 19) (table 2.2). Therefore, while X,JL504 (CI Y210F) retained all
three aspects of wild type X physiology, it was not useful for this study. However, it did
offer insight into the structure of the CI tetramer and octamer.
Insight into the structure of the CI tetramer and octamer
The CI Y210F protein offered insight into the crystal structure of the CI tetramer
and octamer. The CI tetramer and octamer structure papers assign specific interactions to
the hydroxy! group of Y210 (Bell et al, 2000 and 2001). Further, Bell et al assert that
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these contacts are critical to CI tetramer and octamer cooperativity. Phenylalanine lacks
this hydroxy! group.
The CI tetramer is shown in figure 2.12a. It consists of two dimers, the black line
indicating the monomer-monomer interface within a dimer. Since this structure has dyad
symmetry, the interactions shown on one side of the tetramer are repeated on the other
side of the tetramer. The cooperative interactions between CI dimers (those surfaces
involved in the tetramer cooperativity interface) are indicated with arrows, figure 2.12b
is an enlargement of the interface between the dimers boxed above. In the CI tetramer,
the hydroxy! group of Y210 makes specific hydrogen bond contacts with Q204. The
specific interaction is highlighted by a blue arrow.
This interaction also occurs in the octamer. Four CI dimers (two CI tetramers) can
form an octamer as shown in figure 2.12c. This octamer has four surfaces in which there
are dimer dimer contacts. Three of these four surfaces (indicated with green arrows) are
the same as the dimer dimer interface described above.
The final surface of interaction is different from the other three. It occurs only
once in the octamer, between dimers 1 and 4 (highlighted by the purple arrow). This
forms what Bell et al call the secondary interaction. This secondary interaction is made
by hydrophobic packing between Y210 on one subunit of dimer 1 and P211 on another
subunit of dimer 4. They hypothesize that since this is a hydrophobic interaction, it may
contribute quite a bit of strength to the octamer, even though it involves burying only a
small surface area of the protein (Bell et al, 2001). This secondary interaction is shown
in figure 2.12d.
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Figure 2.10: Comparison of wild type and CI Y210F lysogens
The set points, thresholds, and burst sizes of wild type and the pseudorevertant CI
Y210F are very similar.
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Figure 2.11; Semi log plots of the percent protection of ORI and OR2 by wild
type CI and CI Y21OF
a: Protection of ORI by wild type CI
b; Protection of OR2 by wild type CI
(a and b are repeated from figure 2.3)
c: Protection of ORI by CI Y210F
d: Protection of OR2 by CI Y210F
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Table 2.2: The OR region occupancy and cooperativity coefficient of CI
Y210F
Ki

K.

Ri

R2

cooperativity
coefficient,
03

wt CI
CI
Y210F

12.5 nM
12 nM

152 nM
112 nM

4nM
3.2 nM

4iiM
3.2
nM

119
131

94

Figure 2.12; The tetramer cooperativity interface of wild type CI
a. The C-terminal domains of two dimers are shown in the picture. Each dimer
consists of a yellow monomer and a green monomer.
b. A magnified view of the tetramer cooperativity interface between two CI
dimers. The C-terminal domain belonging to the monomer of one dimer is shown in
yellow. The C-terminal domain belonging to a monomer of the other dimer is shown in
green.
c. The C-terminal domains of 4 dimers are shown above. One type of interaction,
the interaction responsible for tetramer cooperativity, is signified by the green arrows.
This interaction occurs between dimers: 1:2, 2:3, and 3:4. The secondary interaction is
believed to be responsible for octamer cooperativity. This interaction is slightly different
due to the steric constraints of grouping 4 dimers into this arrangement. The purple arrowshows the location of the interaction, between dimer 1 and dimer 4.
d. Magnified view of the secondary interaction. This shows the secondary
interaction between dimers 1 and 4 of the CI octamer
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The phenylalanine substitution at amino acid 210 cannot make the hydrogen bond
contacts with Q204 at the tetramer interface since phenylalanine does not have the
hydroxyl group. However, the phenylalanine substitution confers wild type tetramer
cooperativity to CI. Three possible explanations are as follows. First, the interactions for
Y210 in the tetramer hypothesized by Bell et al may occur but are not necessary (as
predicted) for tetramer cooperativity. Another possibility is that that this contact may not
occur in the wild type tetramer. If this interaction does not occur, then there is no reason
to expect that CI Y210F would not behave similarly to wild t5^e CI. Either of these
possibilities suggest that the tyrosine in position 210 may be making different contacts
within the wild type CI tetramer which are critical to cooperativity.
It is also possible that the interaction over the secondary interface is actually
strengthened by the phenylalanine substitution. Bell et al hypothesize that it should be
possible to isolate cooperativity mutations in which tetramer and octamer cooperativity
are affected in different ways (Bell et al., 2001). This implies that one may be able to
alter tetramer cooperativity without affecting octamer cooperativity and vise versa.
Phenylalanine is more hydrophobic than tyrosine; since the secondary interaction is
hydrophobic in nature, this substitution may actually increase the strength of the octamer
cooperativity. We have only measured the tetramer cooperativity.
Lysogenization Frequency
Up to this point, we have discussed three criteria for wild type like behavior in
lambda. These criteria are the ability to form stable, single lysogens, the ability to grow
lytically, and the ability to switch with a threshold response from lysogenic to lytic
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growth. One CI cooperativity deficient phage, the triple mutant CI Y210N, OR2UP,
prm252 (AJL516), met these three criteria. A second phage, CI Y210F (/JL504), met
these criteria, but also had wild type tetramer cooperativity.
Another way in which we can compare the physiology of these phage is to look at
their lysogenization frequencies. The lysogenization frequency is a measure of what
percentage of infecting lambda phage establish and then maintain lysogenic growth
versus follow lytic growth. A low lysogenization frequency may indicate that the phage
has a difficult time establishing lysogeny, but once established it can maintain the
iysogenic state. Another possibility is that establishment is normal, but the phage is
unable to maintain the state once it is established. These experiments were performed as
described in materials and methods and the results shown in table 2.3. In this
physiological test, as in the others, X,JL504 again behaved similarly to wild type.
The triple mutant, MLS16, had a considerably lower frequency of lysogenization,
less than half that of wild type. This indicated that MLS16 had a difficult time
establishing or maintaining the lysogenic state. Since AJL516 forms stable, single
lysogens, it is unlikely that there is a defect in maintaining the iysogenic state. Instead,
the problem is most likely in the establishment of the lysogenic state.
During the estabiishment of the lysogenic state, CI is expressed from the strong
promoter PRE (repressor establishment), not PRM (figure 2.1). Once CI levels are high
enough, OR2 is occupied and PRM is stimulated by positive control. While PRE is a
stronger promoter than Prm, expression from Pre might not be strong enough to
compensate for the loss of cooperativity; more cooperativity-deficient CI will be required
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during the establishment phase to occupy Or2 and begin positive feedback. However,
once Or2 was occupied and there was positive feedback (in addition to the increased
promoter strength from the prm252 mutation), XJL516 behaved similarly to wild type A,.
Therefore, while X,JL516 could still follow the lysogenic pathway as described earlier, it
was not as efficient as either wild type or XJL504 at this task.
Lysogen CI Levels
We hypothesized that an increase in Prm strength partially compensated for the
loss of CI cooperativity. However, too great an increase in Prm strength inhibited the
ability to successfully switch to lytic growth. For example, strong PRM up variants (such
as prmupl) did not have a threshold behavior in response to UV induction and they did
not successfully complete the lytic cycle after induction (data not shown). Conversely,
the weaker Prm up variant, prm252, could not form single lysogens. However, when
prm252 was paired with OR2UP, the triple mutant (>JL516) met all three criteria for wild
t3Ape behavior. We hypothesized that the strong Prm up mutations (such as prmupl) had
too great an increase in promoter strength while prm252 had too little an increase in
promoter strength.
We looked at CI levels in various lysogenizing variants which did not restore all
aspects of wild type physiology. If our hj/pothesis was correct, these would have different
amounts of CI. The variants that behave most like wild type would have a high amount of
CI, high enough to compensate for the loss of cooperativity and occupy OR2. Further, the
in vivo strengths of prmupl (Ptashne, 1980) and prm252 (Little lab, unpublished data)
have been determined. Therefore, we predicted that the prmupl variants would have an
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Table 2.3 : Lysogenization frequencies of three k phages
Wild
type
Lysogenization
Frequency

44%

CI Y210F
(>JL04)
53%

CI Y210N,
OR2UP,

prm252,

>JL516)
20%
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even greater amount of CI. It is difficult to predict the amount of CI in the prm252
containing lysogens since these did not form single lysogens. Therefore, the level of CI
may be high in these lysogens due to gene dosage effects.
Figure 2.13 and table 2.4 show the CI levels in the lysogens of the two phage
(A,JL504 and A,JL516) which restored all three aspects of wild type lambda behavior.
>JL504 lysogens had CI levels similar to the wild type lysogen, or 0.8. This was not
surprising since the phenylalanine substitution restored wild type cooperativity to CI and
this phage behaved like wild type in our experiments. MLS16 lysogens had three to four
times the level of CI as a wild type iysogen.
Discussion
Cooperativity is not required for wild type lambda physiology
The behavior of XJL516 confirms that cooperativity is not required to maintain
wild type 'k physiology. This cooperativity deficient phage was able to restore the three
criteria of wild type lambda physiology. It made turbid plaques and formed stable, single
lysogens. In addition, it could successfully complete the switch to Ij^ic growth with a
threshold response. We conclude that cooperativity is not a necessary feature of lambda
physiology. Instead, CI cooperativity is an evolutionary refinement which may make
lambda more fit. CI cooperativity allows occupancy of OR2 at lower levels of CI,
maintaining the ability of the OR region to function like a switch. Once OR2 is occupied,
PRM is stimulated. Therefore, mutations that increase the intrinsic strength of PRM or the
intrinsic affinity of OR2 for CI should counteract the necessity for CI cooperativity.
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Figure 2.13; CT Levels in lysogens with wild type-like behavior.
Lysogenizing variants were grown to mid log phase (~2xl0® cells/ml),
centrifuged, resuspended in an equal volume of TMG and then mixed with an equal
volume of 2x cracking buffer (resulting in 10^cells/|il). Most lanes were loaded at 5*10^
cells/lane. However, some lanes had such a high level of CI expression that to maintain
the linearity of detection, different amounts of certain lysogens were loaded. The amount
of CI was later normalized to account for the differences in loading.
Lane A is not a lysogen; it has no CI.
Lanes B and E are wild type lysogens.
Lanes C and F are AJL504 (CI Y210F) lysogens.
Lanes D and G are XJL516 (CI Y210N, OR 2 UP , prm252) lysogens.
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Table 2.4a: CI Levels in lysogens with wild type behavior.
The volume of a band that nonspecifically bound the aCI antibody was used as
the loading control. The volume of the CI band was divided by the volume of this loading
control. This value for the level of CI was then averaged (average volume of CI). The
amount of CI in XJL504 and A,JL516 is given with respect to the amount of CI in the wild
type lysogen, which is defined as 1.

1. The amount of CI in the wild type lysogen is defined as 1. The rest of the lanes
are referred to with respect to wild type.
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Table 2.4a: CI levels in lysogens with wild type behavior
Prophage
Genotype
wild type
Y210F
Y210N, 0^2up, prm252

Normalized
Level of CI
1
0.8
3-4
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Cooperativity is not required for the threshold behavior of the
induction curve
We have shown with >JL516 that cooperativity is not required for the switching
behavior or the threshold response of the switch. We surmise that the induction threshold
results instead from the kinetics of RecA activation. RecA is the mediator between the
UV induced DNA damage and PR derepression. Its kinetics, including how quickly and
how much of it is activated, will contribute greatly to the shape of the curve. Activated
RecA levels are initially similar at low and high UV doses. At low UV doses, RecA does
not stay activated long enough to cleave all the CI in the lysogen. As the UV dose
increases, one of two things may happen. Either more RecA is activated or the RecA
which is already activated stays active longer. In either case, RecA is active long enough
to cleave all of the CI and lead to derepression of PR.
CI monomer self-cleavage is stimulated by RecA. An increase in RecA activity
due to DNA damage will result in faster cleavage of monomer, pushing the equilibrium
away from dimers towards monomers. As monomers are pulled from solution, the dimer
monomer equilibrium will be moved away from dimers. There will be a decrease in
occupancy of OR2 and ORI and PR will be derepressed.
Figure 2.14 represents what we hypothesize happens to CI levels in response to
increasing amounts of UV irradiation. The x-axis is time after DNA damage and the Yaxis denotes levels of CI. Threshold A, which we shall term the ''switching threshold,"
represents a value of CI above which the lysogenic state remains stable, and below which
PR is de-repressed. At this threshold, CI levels are low enough that CI starts falling off of
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OR2. When this occurs, there is no positive controi at PRM and the rate of CI transcription
decreases. In addition, there is no steric hindrance to PR transcription. PR starts being
expressed and Cro represses PRM- Lytic growth ensues.
With no UV irradiation, the level of CI in a lysogen is relatively constant. At a
low dose of irradiation, CI concentration drops initially, but as the host DNA is repaired,
RecA is no longer activated and CI cleavage is no longer enhanced. CI levels then return
to lysogen levels. At higher UV doses, the DNA damage is more severe. We hypothesize
that this either increases the amount of activated RecA or, more likely, increases the time
during which RecA is activated. In either case, there is more CI cleavage. CI levels drop
below threshold level A before the host has repaired its DNA. CI levels do not have time
to recover and the lysogen induces. We believe that this viewpoint accounts for the
threshold behavior in response to graded amounts of UV damage.
Threshold B in figure 2.14 represents what we think may happen in CI
cooperativity mutants, although we are not certain how much the value of the is changed
in such mutants. Without cooperativity, much higher levels of CI are required to occupy
OR2,

stimulating PRM and blocking transcription from PR. This increases the threshold

level of CI from A to B. When this happens, the lysogen is less stable in response to UV
induction. While a cooperativity wild type lysogen would be able to recover from this
decrease in CI levels, the cooperativity deficient phage cannot. The CI concentration fall
below the threshold B concentration, tripping the switch. If threshold A is determining
the system, we might expect a UV induction curve similar to the wild type. If threshold B
is controlling the system, then we might expect that the UV induction curve threshold has

been moved to the left. Since UV induction ultimately affects ORI and OR2 occupancy
and PR repression, one can predict that cooperativity may contribute to the steepness of
the UV induction curve, but it is not solely responsible for the shape.
CI cooperativity contributions to lambda physiology
While CI cooperativity is not necessary for wild type lambda behavior, we believe
that cooperativity makes three contributions to lambda physiology. First, it allows for
occupancy of OR2 at lower levels of CI. This occupancy results in the positive autoregulation of PRM and the steric hindrance of PR. By using lower levels of CI, the cell is
able to maintain lysogeny at lower levels of CI. Second, lysogen levels of CI remain low
enough to be entirely cleaved in response to the metabolic and physiological state of the
host. If CI levels were too high, then it would take too long for the prophage to respond to
changes in the host. This would decrease the fitness of lambda as it would not survive as
well in nature; it would die with the host cells. Third, CI cooperativity may help
coordinate expression between PL and PR, as described below.
CI affinity for 0R2UP
The OR2UP mutation results in a ~2x increase in the affinity of CI for OR2. By
increasing the intrinsic affinity of CI for OR2, the OR2UP mutation allows for occupancy
of OR2 at lower CI levels. This in turn results in positive auto-regulation of CI at lower CI
levels. However. OR2 alone is not enough to compensate for the loss of cooperativity and
restore wild type physiology to k. While the Y210N, Or2up phage had a threshold
response to UV. it could not form single lysogens.
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Figure 2.14: Expected changes in CI concentration after UV irradiation
There is a certain concentration of CI which must be maintained to prevent
expression from PR. This is depicted by the dashed line A. We hypothesize that certain
types of mutations increase the amount of CI required to maintain repression of CI (solid
line B).
Each colored curve represents the hypothesized changes in CI concentration after
a particular dose of UV irradiation. When not irradiated, the CI concentration should not
change. With a low dose, the CI concentration will drop somewhat, but then increase
after a short lag period. In wild type k, the CI concentration does not dip below the
threshold concentration, or line A. Therefore, the lysogens do not induce. However, a
mutant that has an increased threshold CI concentration will induce since the CI
concentration dips below this new threshold concentration (line B). Both the 7 and 20 J
doses result in the cleavage of enough CI to reduce the levels below either threshold.
Both the wild type and mutant lysogens will induce.
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When compared to the cooperative affinity of CI for Or2 (R2= 2.2 nM), the
intrinsic affinity (K2) of Opjup was much lower. This is consistent with the physiological
findings; the OR2UP mutation did not compensate for the loss of cooperativity. The
intrinsic affinity of CI for OR2UP is higher than its intrinsic affinity for Or2. When the
cooperative affinity of wild type CI to Or2 is considered, wild t)Ape CI still has a higher
affinity for wild t>T>e OR2. This may explain why OR2UP does not completely restore wild
type physiology. If the intrinsic affinity of CI for OR2 was increased even more, it may be
possible to completely compensate for the loss of cooperativity. If this were true, then the
role of CI cooperativity is to occupy OR2. When OR2 is occupied, PRM is stimulated and
PR is

repressed. Without expression of Cro from

PR,

the switch can never be flipped.

CI Y210F cooperativity
Lysogens of the pseudorevertant Y210F behaved like wild type lysogens in
physiological experiments and the CI levels were the same. This was because
phenylalanine restored CI tetramer cooperativity. Bell et al (2000, 2001) show specific
contacts for tyrosine 210 at both cooperativity interfaces. These contacts are based on the
tetramer and octamer crystal structure and are hypothesized to be critical for both types of
cooperativity. At the tetramer cooperativity interface, they speculate that tyrosine
interacts with glutamine. Phenylalanine cannot make this contact. However, we have
shown that Y210F has wild type tetramer cooperativity. Therefore, while this contact
may occur in a wild type lysogen, it is not be necessary for tetramer cooperativity.
At the secondary interface, or the octamer cooperativity interface, they speculate
tyrosine makes a hydrophobic interaction with proline. Phenylalanine is more

Ill

hydrophobic than tyrosine. It is therefore plausible that Y210F may have increased
octamer cooperativity. However, at this time we have no way to test octamer
cooperativity.
An additional role for CI cooperativity
Our data suggest an additional role for CI cooperativity - to coordinate PL and PR
expression. Several of the isolated lysogenizing variants of the cooperativity deficient
phage grew well lytically, forming plaques after infection. However, they did not grow
well lytically after induction. This suggested a physiological difference between lytic
growth after induction versus lytic growth after infection. There are two differences
between these types of lytic growth. First, CI is present and its levels gradually
decreasing after induction. Second, the prophage DNA is physically integrated after
induction. Preliminary experiments were inconclusive; the controls were not what we
expected. However, we speculate that CI coordinates expression from

PI.

and PR,

ensuring proper lytic growth after induction. This coordinated PL/PR expression is a
consequence of cooperativity that had not been previously appreciated since the research
was performed on uncoupled systems.
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CHAPTER III: LYSOGENIZING V ARIANTS OF MLSiO (CI Y210C),
XJL506 (CIY210.N), AND AJL514 (CI Y210H)
In this chapter, I discuss work which did not ftirther our understanding of CI
tetramer cooperativity. The selections and screens performed on CI Y210C and CI
Y210N phage did not provide us with lysogenizing variants which met the three criteria
for wild type behavior set forth in chapter two. Since a third tetramer cooperativity
mutant, CI Y21OH, could form lysogens, we could not do a selection for CI Y210H
variants which met the criteria for wild type behavior. Further, we could not clone a
lysogenizing variant of CI Y2I0H which met all three criteria.
The three CI cooperativity mutants were obtained from various sources. A phage
containing the CI Y210C was available in the lab. This mntation was isolated by J. Little
as described below. The CI Y210N plasmid was obtained fi-om Professor Ann
Hochschild. Phage were made containing only the CI Y21()X mutations. The Y210C and
Y210N phage did not form lysogens. Lysogenizing variants of these two phage were
made so the physiology of the lysogens could be studied. Variants were either selected
for as naturally arising spontaneous mutations or cloned based on the current model for
the stabilization of lysogenic growth. These lysogenizing variants of cooperativity
deficient phage were then tested for their ability to conform to the criteria for normal
operation of the circuitry. Three aspects of normal operation were tested to assess the
importance of cooperativity to a physiology. These were; the ability to form stable, single
lysogens, the ability to switch to lytic growth with a threshold response, and the ability to
successfully complete lytic growth after induction. The phage presented in this chapter
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did Bot meet all three criteria for wild type behavior. However, several had an interesting
physiology.
Characterization of lysogenizing variants of CI Y210C, XJL500
CI Y210C
The Y210C mutation was available in the lab in a double mutant with prmupl. It
was separated from the prmupl mutation by crossing XJL413 with wild type A,. The
progeny were screened, clear plaques were purified, and the Cfo-Or-CI region was
sequenced. As expected, AJL500 CI Y210C made clear plaques and could not form
lysogens.
I then selected for lysogenizing variants of Y21OC by plating on kanamycin
plates. Colonies were purified. The free phage obtained from the supernatant of a liquid
culture of the lysogens were used to reinfect J L2497. Some of the free phage isolated
from the purified Y210C lysogenizing variants did not have uniform plaque
morphologies, giving rise to both clear and turbid plaques. Even though the variants were
isolated using JL6039, there were still many mixed lysogens. Therefore, some of the
isolated variants may not be able to lysogenize on their own. Polylysogeny with prophage
of different genotypes may have acted in cis, allowing for variants to lysogenize when
they normally could not.
Isolation and characterization of CI Y210C lysogenizing variants:
Single lysogens were made by isolating free phage from cultures of the original
lysogenizing variants. The free phage were plated on JL2497. The resulting plaques were
turbid and streaked for lysogens. These lysogens may be single or polylysogens, but
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because the phage were purified before they were used to infect cells, the prophage
within a polylysogen would be all of the same genotype. The new single genotype
lysogens gave free phage. This indicated that they could successfully complete both the
lytic and iysogenic pathways. These were good candidates for fiixther study so they were
sequenced. Two variants were of particular interest. One was a pseudorevertant to Y210F
(discussed in chapter two) and the other was a mutation in the Shine-Dalgamo sequence
of cro.
The Shine-Dalgamo sequence of the cro gene of wild type X is the same as the
consensus sequence. The suppressor mutation moved the sequence away from consensus,
from UAAGGAGGUUGUAUG to UAAGGCGGUUGUAUG. This most likely
decreased the amount of Cro due to decreased translation. Since CI and Cro have
functions set in opposition to each other, a decrease in the amount or function of one
(Cro) may offset a decrease in the amount or function of the other (CI cooperativity
deficient). The expression of the two proteins is in equilibrium; decreasing the activity of
one can compensate for loss in the other.
Characterization of lysogenizing variants of CI Y210N, ML506
Y210N
The selection was repeated with the CI cooperativity mutant CI Y210N. However,
measures were taken in an attempt to bypass the difficulties encountered in the CI Y210C
selection. The variant phage were isolated by UV induction immediately after selection.
They were then purified and used to reinfect JL2497. This was to eliminate both the
characterization of genotypically heterogeneous polylysogens and the characterization of
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variants which could not complete lytic growth after induction. This is discussed in depth
in the materials and methods chapter.
A plasmid containing CI Y210N was obtained from Prof. Ann Hoshschiid. As
described in chapter 2, this mutation was crossed onto wild type lambda, giving rise to
AJL506 (CI Y210N). /JL506 made clear plaques and no lysogens could be isolated. A
selection and screen for iysogenizing variants was performed as described in the
materials and methods. Four TJ^es of suppressing mutations were found: OR region
mutations, cro mutations, cl mutations, and unknown mutations. The iysogenizing variant
phage carrying these suppressors are discussed below.
Identity of OR Region Mutations:
The OR region mutations fell into two subcategories; promoter mutations and
mutations within the operators. The operator mutations were presumed to alter CI and
Cro affinities for the operators.
Identity of promoter mutations:

Two promoter mutations, shown in figure 3.1, were found in the OR region. Both
affected PRM- One was in PRM-10 and the other in PRM-35. Prmupl, located in the PRM-35
region, has already been discussed in this work (paired with a CI cooperativity mutation,
Y210C). Prmupl increases the intrinsic strength of the promoter 7 to 8 fold by increasing
promoter recognition by RNA polymerase. When PRM is stimulated by Cl, prmupl still
increases promoter strength another 3 to 4 fold (Meyer et al, 1980).
In many promoter regions, information within the -10 region affects the rate of
isomerization, while information within the -35 region affects the binding of RNAP.
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However, these roles axe only a trend. For example, prmjijji, which is in the -35 region of
PRM,

affects both the initial binding and the isomerization (Shih and Gussin, 1983). The

step affected by the PRM-10 mutation, j7rOT2J2, is unknown.
Since the CI is cooperativity deficient, OR2 wiil not be significantly occupied in
these phage at wild type iysogen levels of CI. The increase in Prm strength is postulated
to increase the level of CI enough to overcome the loss of cooperativity and occupy OR2.
Once occupied, positive control further increases the strength of prmupl (Meyer et al,
1980). The same is speculated forprm252.
Physiology of phage conlaining the promoter mutations:
Single lysogens of CI

prmupl were very stable. They grew normally in

liquid culture at 37° and formed homogenous, large colonies at 37". further, they had no
faint bottom band in the multiple Iysogen test, indicating that they seldom spontaneously
induced. The same was observed for the prmupl

Y2 1 OC

phage. This suggests that CI is

transcribed at such a great rate that Cro can never take control of the

OR

switch to lytic growth does not happen without outside input, such as

region; the

DNA

damage. In

contrast, the prm252 Iysogen had a very strong bottom band. The multiple Iysogen test
done on lysogens carrying pFG600 showed it to be a multiple Iysogen. Single lysogens of
prm252 CI Y21ON could not be obtained.

UV induction of lysogens containing the promoter mutations:
Figure 3.2 shows the UV dose response of lysogens containing the promoter
mutations. Figure 3.2a is the dose response of the two promoter mutations. As expected,
the prmupl, CI Y210N Iysogen had a very small burst, like the prmupl, Y21DC phage.
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Figure 3.1: Sequence changes in lysogenizing variants of XJL506
Three subcategories of CI Y21 ON suppressor mutations were located in the OR
region. One suppressor was located within PRM-10. This suppressor has been previously
isolated in the lab and is namedprrn252. A second was located in PRM-35. This mutation
is namedprmupl. Finally, one mutation was located in the center of OR3. We
hypothesize that this mutation alters the negative auto-regulation of CI.

o«i

Or2

Pi,M-35
RM

Or3

RM"•10

ATTATCACCGCCAGAGGTAAAATAGTCAACACGCACGGTGTTAGATATTTATCCCTTCiCGGTGATAGATT

prmupl

prm252
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However, these lysogens lysed after UV induction. This indicated that they did switch to
lytic growth and completed some part of the lytic pathway. In wild type, the lytic genes
are expressed after excision and replicatioa has started. Therefore, lysis indicated that the
lytic pathway was not simply stalled early after the switch. There was a specific defect
with excision of phage DNA, replication, or packaging when the prmupl mutation was
present. We hypothesize that this defect may have resulted from improper timing
between PL and PR. This is explored in a later chapter.
The burst size of prm252 was low, compressing the slope of the threshold and
making comparison with the wild type threshold difficult. Therefore, figure 3.2b has the
dose response of prm252, CI Y210N normalized to the highest burst size obtained (that
of wild type). This kept the set point to the curve, but allowed for the analysis of the
threshold. This iysogen had a much shallower response than wild type and the set point
was higher, indicating that this Iysogen does not induce with a strong threshold response
and is more stable than wild type.
Identity of the operator mutation:
Another suppressor was isolated in Or3. Based on studies by Takeda et al (1989),
this mutation weakens binding of Cro. This may have decreased the ability of Cro to
inhibit transcription from PRM, resulting in increased amounts of CI. The OR3 mutation
may have also prevented Cro irom being able to gain a foothold in flipping the switch. If
Cro cannot bind to OR3, it can never stop CI transcription. As long as CI is transcribed, it
can continue to repress the Ij/tic genes and maintain the lysogenic state.

Figure 3.2: Dose responses of lysogens containing OR region mutations

12!

wild type

Y210N, prm252
adjusted to highest burst size of
wild type

Y210N, OR3 mutant
Y210N. prm252
double lysogen

Y210N, prmupl

UV dose, J/M^
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The particular base change in the OR3 mutation also exhibits the weakest CI
binding of any of the four possible base changes at this position. With weaker CI binding,
there is less negative auto-regulation of CI. This may allow levels of CI to increase to a
point where it can occupy OR2 without cooperativity. We could not distinguish between
these two possible effects, and the mutation may have had both of these effects.
However, in both cases, the result would be increased levels of CI.
Physiology oflysogens containing the operator mutation:

A lysogen containing the OR3 suppressor mutation formed only multiple
lysogens. No single lysogens could be isolated and the culture of a poly lysogen did not
grow well at 37", but did grow at 30°. It is intriguing to consider how this suppressor
functioned in a lysogen. It is difficult to rationalize the need for a multiple lysogen as a
gene dosage effect for an operator mutation. However, the hypothesized outcome of the
OR3 mutation

was to increase CI levels. Therefore, a lysogen may have required several

copies of this prophage to obtain sufficiently high CI levels. In addition to having several
copies of CI, each may have been expressed slightly more than in wild type (due to the
OR3 mutation). Further, each prophage may have also made slightly less Cro. White each

prophage would produce slightly higher levels of CI and slightly lower levels of Cro than
a wild type prophage, it was not enough to maintain a lysogenic state as a single lysogen.
UV induction of lysogens containing the operator mutation:

The shape of the Y210N, OR3' dose response was similar to that of the Y210N,
prrn252 lysogen. The burst size was low (see figure 3.3c).
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Identity of cro mutations:
Several different mutations were isolated within the coding region of Cro. One
was a single base insertion in the second codon of Cro. This frame shift mutation
presumably knocked out all Cro function. The others were AllT, G24A, G24D, V25A
and V50A, as shown in the figure 3.3. Cro V50A is a very unstable, down mutant (Prof.
Matt Cordes, persona! communication). The effects of the other mutations are not known.
It is hypothesized that they decreased or abolished the function of Cro. We believe this
for several reasons. First, we obtained a Cro Shine-Dalgarno mutation in a previous
selection. This mutation moved the Shine-Dalgamo sequence away from consensus,
indicating a loss of translational efficiency. Second, the frame shift mutation isolated in
this screen resulted in a nonsense reading frame and a loss of Cro function, as opposed to
a gain of function. Third, the Or3 mutation isolated in this screen may have decreased the
ability for Cro to block cl transcription. Lastly, many of these plaques were small or very
small. This was expected since Cro is nearly an essential gene. A few made larger
plaques and these may have retained some residual Cro function. These all indicate that
Cro acts as an opposing force to CI and that by reducing levels or function of Cro, we can
return the balance to switch if there is a crippled CI.
Physiology of lysogens containing cro mutations:
The lysogen number and stability of several Cro mutations were tested. These
were Al IT, G24A, G24D, V25A, P59Q. None of these five mutations gave lysogens that
grew well in liquid culture at 37°, but instead grew better at 30° or room temperature.
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All five had the unstable lysogen colony phenotype; they were heterogeaeous at
37°. Further, the colonies did not breed true. Small and large colonies arose from the restreak of a large colony. Likewise, a small colony gave rise to large and small colonies.
Past experience in the lab with Xprm240 has shown that large colonies are multiple
lysogens and the small colonies which arise from it are single lysogens. To test if this was
true for the Cro suppressors, selected variants were analyzed to determine whether the
heterogeneity of the colonies was related to prophage number. Colonies of each size were
streaked at 30° and 37° degrees and the multiple lysogen test was done on colonies of
different sizes from 37° and 30°. All had a very heavy bottom band and practically no top
band. This indicated that all were either unstable or multiple lysogens.
After examination in lysogens carrying pFG600, it was determined that all were
multiple lysogens. Again, no single lysogens could be isolated. This too can be ascribed
to gene dosage effects. If each of these mutations greatly decreased the function of Cro,
then more copies of the deficient Cro would be required for normal lytic growth.
UV induction of lysogens containing cro Mutations:
The dose response for each of the Cro mutations was examined (figure 3.4). Note
that the burst size for the wild type iysogen has been multiplied by 0.1 to allow for
scaling of the graph. Again, there were two problems in the analysis of the dose
responses. First, the burst sizes were too low, making it difficult to assess the threshold
and set point. This indicated that there was a defect in some part of the lytic pathway.
Second, these phage only made polylysogens.
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Figure 3.3; Lysogenizing Variants of CI Y210N; Cro Variants
Several CI Y210N suppressors were located within Cro. We hypothesize that
these mutations decrease the function of Cro. Both the base (A) and amino acid (B)
substitutions are shown.
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a. sequence of Cro with lysogenizing variants
start Cro
TTGTAT'GG AA CAACGCATAA CCCTGAAAGA TTATGCAATG CGCTTTGGGC
(insert G)

A(AllT)

AAACCAAGAC AGCTAAAGAT CTCGGCGT ATATCAAAGCGC GATCAACAAG

t
A (G24D)
C (G24A)

C (V25A)

GCCATTCATG CAGGCCGAAA GATTTTTTTA ACTATAAACG CTGATGGAAG

CGT'ITATGCG GAAGAGGTAA AGCCCTTCCC GAGTAACAAA AAAACAACAG

t

C (V50A)

t

A (P59Q)

CATA/^TAA
stop Cro

b. amino acid sequence of Cro with lysogenizing variants
M E Q R 1 T L K D Y A(t) MRFGQTKTAKD
L G (d or a) V(a) Y Q S A I N K A 1 H A G R K I F L T
I N A D G S V(a) Y A E E V K P F P(q) S N K K T T A
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Figure 3.4: Dose responses of Cro mutants
The dose responses of all the suppressor mutations located within cro are shown.
The burst size of wild type was much larger than the rest of the lysogens; its final burst
size is outside of the scale of the graph.
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Identity of cl mutations:
^Tiile several Cro mutations were found, only one was isolated in CL G48S was
located in the recognition helix, helix three, of CI. The recognition helix lies in the major
groove and contributes to CFs affinity for the operators. This mutation most likely
increased the intrinsic affinity of CI for Or2, overriding the need for cooperativity to
occupy OR2. Based on the crystal structure of the N-terminal domain with Oi , G48 forms
a hydrophobic pocket around the third base pair thymine (Beamer and Pabo, 1992).
Physiology of lysogens containing cl mutations:
Lysogens of the CI mutation G48S grew well at 37° in liquid culture and formed
homogenous colonies like wild type. However, it too only formed multiple lysogens. This
is again most likely due to gene dosage effects. The hypothesized tighter binding to the
operators may have not been enough to compensate for the cooperativity deficiency on its
own, but when several copies of this gene were present, the levels may have been high
enough.
Unidentified mutations:
The identity of the suppressor mutation in two variants was unknown. They did
not reside in the OR region. It is possible that these mutations were involved in the
establishment of lysogeny, instead of the maintenance. However, we did not test for this.
Problems with the selection for lysogenizing variants
The selection for lysogenizing variants of X,JL506, CIY210N phage had many
measures incorporated to reduce the number of suppressers isolated that would not be
useful in this study. Specifically, measures were added to reduce the occurrence of
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unstable phage, phage which could not make single lysogens, and phage which had a
very small burst. However, many such phage were isolated. The multiple lysogen test on
the lysogens obtained before the overnight enrichment indicated that there were still
many mixed lysogens and polyiysogens even though this was done at low multiplicity of
infection and in an hjl strain. The hjt strain only decreases the possibility of obtaining
multiple lysogens, not eliminates it. Therefore, many of these phage were most likely
isolated as either heterogeneous or homogenous multiple lysogens. They were able to
lysogenize and have a reasonable burst size in response to UV irradiation due to trans
acting factors or gene dosage effects.
The lysogenizing variant prophage were recovered from the lysogens by UV
induction. This step was added as a means of enriching for phage which could
successfully complete the lytic pathway after the switch and have a reasonable burst size.
This was done after our experience with /JL413 which made the switch to lytic growth in
response to UV light (cultures lysed), but no significant burst size was made. However,
we isolated variants which behaved the same as AJL413. We hypothesize that this was
also due to multiple lysogens in the culture. If one prophage did not have the essential
machinery for any stage of lytic growth, it may have been compensated by elements from
its co-prophage acting in trans. The isolation of low burst size variants could have also
been aided by using JL6039 to recover the phage after induction. This strain allows for
the recover)'" of very rare lysogenizing variants. Only one phage is required to establish
lysogeny so the rare variant will not be lost. However, in this case it allowed for the
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isolation of phage which have a low burst when induced. JL6039 still should have
enriched for those with good bursts, if they are present at ail.
Isolation and characterization of CI Y210H phage, AJL514
CI Y210H
Of the CI Y210 mutations used in this work, only CI Y210H had been
biochemically characterized as having a negligible amount of tetramer cooperativity by
Burz and Ackers (1994). We repeated the DNase I footprinting experiments on CI
Y210H (in addition to CI Y21 ON, CI Y210F, and wild type CI) as described in the
materials and methods. The footprinting experiments were done on templates shown in
figure 2.3. CI Y210H was isolated as described in the materials and methods. By our
methods, CI Y210H had a cooperativity coefficient, ra, of 19.6, while wild type had a
0)=119 and CI Y210N had a 03=4.7. (Our a> for CI Y210H is a preliminary value. The
experiments to determine Ri have only been repeated twice.)
Isolation of the CI Y210H phage, AJL514
A plasmid carrying CI Y210H was obtained from Prof. Gary Ackers. The Y210H
mutation was cloned into a plasmid and a strain containing this new plasmid was crossed
with wild type X to make A,JL514 - a CI Y210H phage (figure 3.6). Since the desired
progeny contained a CI cooperativity mutant, it was expected that they would not form
lysogens and that the resulting plaques would be clear.
Characterization of Y210H lysogens
To our surprise, XJL514 plaques were very slightly turbid and contained abundant
lysogens. It seemed that a o) of 19 was enough residual cooperativity to maintain the
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ability to form Iysogens. (CI Y2iON had a o)=4.7 and could not form Iysogens.)
Unfortunately, the A,514 iysogens had an undesirable physiology; several lines of
evidence indicated that X514 Iysogens were unstable. First, they did not have a consistent
colony phenotype; they were heterogeneous in size and did not breed true for this
property. Second, A-JL514 could not make single Iysogens. All the tested AJL514
Iysogens were both unstable and multiple Iysogens. We were unable to get a single
lysogen of MLS14. Interpretable physiological studies cannot be performed on multiple
Iysogens. It is not known what the gene dosage effects would be in a poiylysogen.
A third indication that these Iysogens were unstable was that they grew slowly in
liquid culture and released a high rate of free phage, suggesting that the slow growth rate
was due to spontaneous switching. While wild type Iysogens began growing quickly at
30° and doubled about every thirty minutes, the XIL514 iysogens did not begin to show
any growth in liquid media until six to seven hours after inoculation. After this length of
time, they might have begun to accumulate suppressing mutations which allowed for
growth. They also had a large amount of free phage compared to wild type. It was
apparent that the starting size of the colony used to inoculate the cultures was not
important to the growth of the culture. This was consistent with the multiple lysogen test
findings, in which small and large Iysogens looked the same. The high concentration of
free phage confirmed that the poor growth of the culture was due to unstable Iysogens
which spontaneously switched to lytic growth.
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Table 3.1; Cooperativity coefficients and occupancy data for the CI
variants
Ki

K2

Ml

R2

cooperativity

coefficient, m
Wild
type CI
CI
Y210H
CI
Y210N
CI
Y210F

12.5 nM

152 nM

4nM

4nM

119

5.8 nM

85 nM

4.2 nM

6 nM

19.6

8nM

71 nM

5nM

24 nM

4.7

12 nM

112 nM

3.2 nM

3.2 nM
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Figure 3.5 Binding Curves of CI Y210H
a. Affinity of CI ¥21OH for OrI
b. Affinity of CI Y210H for OR2
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Figure 3.6; Construction of/JL514, CI ¥21011
A plasmid with the lac promoter driving CI Y210H was obtained from Prof. Gary
Ackers. However, the high levels of CI from the strong promoter couid have made the
cells resistant to A, infection and a phage by plasmid cross would not be possible.
Therefore, the region containing the Y21OH mutation was cloned into a plasmid which
had no promoter driving CI expression. In addition, it was missing the first 5 residues of
CI. The incomplete CI should not confer immunity to the cells.
The new plasmid, pJWL505, was used in a cross with wild type X. The
recombinants were screened for clear plaques. No clear plaques were observed, but a low
frequencey of very slightly turbid plaques was seen. These phage were purified and
sequenced and were CI Y210H.
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The free phage phenotype may have been responsible for the heterogeneous
colony phenotype. We could not distinguish between the numbers of prophage in a
polylysogen. Perhaps the difference in colony sizes was due to lysogens with different
prophage numbers. It is possible that XJL514 polylysogens were throwing off some
prophage, but still remaining polylysogenic. Since their prophage number may have
already been so high, losing some prophage would not have resulted in lysis since CI was
still repressing expression of the lytic genes. This could explain why small colonies gave
rise to large colonies; the small colonies were already polylysogens. If they increased
their prophage number even more, they might become larger.
We hypothesized that these lysogens were straddling the separatrix between lytic
growth and normal physiology. When a lysogen straddles this line, stochastic and chaotic
events can have a large effect on the stability of the lysogen. We cannot control or
reproduce these stochastic effects, nor can we predict their effect. Therefore, studies
cannot be done on a lysogen that is unduly influenced by stochastic events. The free
phage phenotype also resulted in extremely slow growth. This was undesirable since
extended periods of growth put selective pressure on the lysogen to developed
suppressors which compensated. These few spontaneously arising phages could take over
a slow growing culture resulting in the characterization of a phage of unknown genotype.
Conditions which favored CI Y210H lysogen stability
Since /JL514 formed lysogens, we could not select for lysogenizing variants.
However, we had to isolate a stable, single lysogen with a reproducible physiology to test
for the three criteria of wild type a physiology. Therefore, >JL514 lysogens were grown
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under several coBditions in an attempt to find one in which a,JL514 physiology was
reproducible. This included different media, temperatures, and host strains.
Minimal media stabilized the lysogenic state for Xprm240. X,IL514 lysogens were
streaked onto M9 glucose plates at 37° and 30°. The colonies were heterogeneous, as
before, being either the same size as wild type lysogens or small. Three were tested with
the multiple lysogen test, and as before, all were multiple lysogens and/or unstable. In
addition, Y210H lysogens had an unstable lysogen phenotype at both 37° and 30° on
regular media. Changing the media or the temperature did not allow for a stable lysogenic
state.
Test for Hyper-cleavability of CI Y210H
No media or temperatures conditions were found which stabilized /JL514
lysogens. One possible explanation for the instability is that the Y210H mutation confers
a hypercleavability phenotype. The Y210 residue hangs over the active site as per the
LexA structure (Luo, Y., et al 2001). LexA self cleavage is also mediated by RecA. If the
instability of /JL514 lysogens was the result of RecA mediated hypercleavability of CI,
then A,JL514 should make true breeding colonies on a strain which is recA". If
homogenous colonies forming stable single lysogens were isolated on this strain, it would
indicate that CI Y210H was hypercleavable.
However, even without RecA, AJL514 lysogens had the heterogeneous phenotype
at different temperatures. The plaques were slightly more turbid on the recA" strain. This
was expected, as less cleavage of CI would result in a more stable lysogenic state and
therefore more turbid plaques. Lysogens of AJL514 in a recA' strain were also tested for
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lysogen number and stability. Again, the lysogens were multiple, unstable lysogens.
Therefore, the unstable lysogen phenotype, including colony heterogeneity, lysogenic
instability, and inability to form single lysogens, was not due to the hypercleavability of
CI Y210H.

Design of CI Y210H lysogenizing variants
Since it was not possible to select for lysogenizing variants of CI Y210H, we
chose to design variants of A,JL514 that might be expected to behave more like wild type,
using the information gained in the previous studies with }iJL506. The secondary
mutations that allowed for lysogenization were believed to work in two ways to restore
wild type A. physiology to CI cooperativity deficient phage. The suppressing mutations
either decreased the function of Cro or increased the levels of CI. The OR region
mutations have been better studied. Mutations that increase Prm strength somewhat
counteracted the loss of cooperativity. However, only the prmupl mutant made single
lysogens. It seems that the all the other mutations compensated enough to allow
formation of polylysogens, but were not strong enough to form single lysogens. Among
the isolates of CI Y210N, A,JL516 exhibited the closest physiology to wild type X.
Therefore, the two suppressing mutations, prm252 and/or Oalup, were crossed onto a
phage with the other CI allele, CI Y210H.
Construction of ¥21OH, prm252, Og2up and ¥21 OH, Os2up
lysogens
Recombinants from a cross with XJL514 as a parent would be difficult to screen
since it already formed slightly turbid plaques. We expected the Y210H, OR2UP, and the
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Y2l(M,prm252, OR2UP phage to be able to make lysogens. Therefore, they would make
turbid plaques which might be difficult to differentiate from the parent AJL514.
Accordingly, A,JL514 was crossed with a plasmid containing the OR mutations vivj. These
two mutations prevent lysogenic growth at lysogen levels of CI. The Y210H, vuvs
(MLS15) phage made clear plaques which allowed for easy discrimination between
parent phage and desired recombinants. A,JL515 was crossed with plasmids containing
either 0^2up or Opjup + prm252 (figure 3.7).
Characterization of Y210H lysogenizing variants
Both the triple mutant >JL520 (Y210H, OR2UP, prm252) and the double mutant
XJL526 (Y210H, OR2UP) made turbid plaques and lysogens had a homogenous colony
phenotype. However, Y210H, OR2UP formed only polylysogens; no single lysogen could
be isolated. The triple mutant. Y2I0H, O R 2 UP , prm252, made unstable lysogens, but
single lysogens were isolated.
Dose response of XJL526 and kJL520
The dose response of the single and multiple lysogens were tested {figure 3.8).
The triple mutant did not give the expected behavior. When paired withY210N, the
OR2UP +prm252 combination had a threshoid response and a reasonable burst size.

When paired with Y210H, the combination did not. In addition, the single lysogen had a
larger burst than the dilysogen. This indicated that whatever was inhibiting the formation
of phage was even more inhibited when gene dosage increased. Based on these
observations, we hypothesized that this triple mutant combination was too strong to
compensate for Y210H. This was consistent with CI Y210H having more residual
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Figure 3.7: Construction of >JL520 and /JL526
a. >JL515 (CI Y210H, vl, v3) was made by crossing a plasmid containing vivi
with AJL514 (CI Y210H)
b. /JL520 was made by crossing a plasmid containing Or2 andprm252 with
>JL515. The parent phage is dear, so the recombinants were screened for turbid plaques.
/JL526 was fortuitously isolated as a rare double cross over within the Or region.
This eliminated the need to clone a new plasmid (lackingprm252) to make this phage.
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A. Phage by plasmid cross to make XJL515 (CI Y210H, vl,v3)
CI Y210H

AJL514
vl and v3

O'
XJL515

X

-H
vl

CI Y210H

j

v3

B. Phage by plasmid crosses to make XJL520 (CI YllOU,prm252,
OR2UP) and /JL526 (CI ¥21OH, OR2UP)
Nsil-Bglll

PJWL
506

CI Y210H

XJL515

OR2UP

HI

prm252
vl

v3

I
JJL520

CI Y210H

•CH:|C|H

O,1(2up prm252

CI Y210H
>JL526
0^2up

XJL526 was fortuitously
isolated as a rare double
cross over within the OR
region.
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Figure 3.8: all Y axis as phage/cell
a; Dose response of CI Y21 OH lysogenizing variants.
The Y210H, O R2 UP, prm252 lysogens had a very low burst size. However, the
Y210H. ORIUP dilysogen had the largest burst size we have seen. Further, it had a "hair
trigger" switch -- it induced with a very low dose of UV irradiation. While the burst size
was high with every repetition, the numbers at each individual dose varied.
b: Dose response of Y210H variants scaled to wild type
Those dose responses of the Y21OH lysogenizing variants adjusted to the final
burst size of wild type. The steepness of the thresholds are now apparent.
c: Dose Response of various dilysogens
The CI Y210H, OR2UP dilysogen had a very large burst size. To determine if this
was due to being a dilysogen, the dose response of several dilysogens were tested. Even
XJL175, which also has a "hair trigger" response, has a wild type burst size. Higher doses
were given to the wild type dilysogen to ensure that its burst size would not increase.
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cooperativity than CI Y210N.
In this view, the double mutant fared better since it was a weaker combination,
with only one suppressing mutation. The burst size was much larger than the burst for the
triple mutants. However, it was extremely large. In addition, the lysogens were imstabie.
Even at the 0 jW dose there was a significant amount of phage in the culture. (However,
the concentration of free phage was considerably less than from >JL514 (Y21 OH)
lysogens.) Unlike /JL5i4 lysogens, Y210H OR2UP lysogens still grew at a rate similar to
wild type. Due to the free phage, it was difficult to determine how much of the large burst
size was the result of the induction or spontaneous switching. It was also possible that the
large burst size was the result of polylysogeny.
To facilitate the comparison of the thresholds and set-points of these lysogens
with drastically different burst sizes, the final burst sizes were all normalized to that of
wild type, figure 3.9b. The results were consistent with what is stated in the preceding
paragraphs. The ¥21OH, Or2up dilysogen had a much lower set point and a steeper
induction curve. This indicated that it was not as stable as wild type, shown also by
higher levels of free phage than wild type at the 0 J/m^ dose. The location of the set point
and steepness of the threshold indicated that we were straddling the lytic separatrix for
¥21OH with the Y210H, Oglup phage. Any weaker, and it would not have formed
lysogens; it would have been too imstabie. As it was, it was only stable enough as a
dilysogen.
The ¥21OH Or2up prm252 single and dilysogen had a much higher set point than
wild type and a much shallower induction curve, indicating that they were more stable
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Table 3.2: Characterization of AJL520 and XJL526
Y21 OH, OR2UP,

Y210H, Or2up

prm252

strain number
JL2497 lysogen
morphology
(colony size)
Multiple lysogen
test

UL520
Homogenous, like
wild type, maybe
larger
Single and dilysogen

>JL526
Homogenous, little
larger than wild type
Only dilysogens,
cannot form single
lysogens
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lysogens. The very low burst size illustrated an unknown problem in the lytic pathway
after the switch. This indicated that the lysogenic separatrix of Y210H's has been defined
with this triple mutant. If it had been much stronger, the lysogen would not have been
able to induce.
Extremely large dose response not the result of polylysogeny
To eliminate polylysogeny as the cause for the large burst size, two other
dilysogens were UV induced and their burst sizes compared to that of the CI Y210H,
OR2UP dilysogen. The wild tj^e diiysogen had a similar UV induction curve to the wild

type single lysogen. The induction curve of the A,JL175 dilysogen also had a normal burst
size of around 140-150 phage/lysogen. (XJL175 was constructed by J. Little and contains
OR3 in position of ORI, resulting in an OR region consisting of the operators OR3, OR2,
OR3. This phage was chosen because, like AJL526, it has a low set point and a high level
of free phage at the 0 J/m^ dose (Little et al, 1999). Therefore, the large burst size was not
the result of being a dilysogen. Further, A,JL175 single and double lysogens had a very
low set point. The set point for the diiysogen was nearly the same as the set point for the
¥21011, OR2UP dilysogen. Also, the ML175 dilysogen had more free phage at the 0 J/nr
time point than the ¥21OH variant diiysogen. Therefore, the large burst of ¥21OH Or2up
dilysogen was also not the result of spontaneous switching. There was something specific
to the physiology of this phage which resulted in the extremely large burst size.
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Summary of CI Y210H lysogenizing variants
We were unable to isolate a iysogen of A,JL514 (CI Y210H) which restored all
three aspects of wild type A-physiology. aJL514 lysogeas were unstable, multiple
lysogens. Siace A,JL514 readily formed iysogens, we also could not select and screen for
variants which restored the three aspects. Therefore, we cloned two A,JL514 variants
(XJL520 and AJL526) based on information gained in the CI Y210N experiments. Neither
pairing of these suppressor mutations restored wild type physiology to >JL514. They
either could not form single lysogens and were unstable (/JL526), had practically no
burst after induction (AJL520), or had an abnormally high burst size (AJL526).
The level of residual cooperativity, w, for CI Y21 OH is consistent with our
findings. >wJL514 (CI Y210H) can make lysogens, but they are unstable multiple
lysogens. Perhaps a to ~20 is barely enough residual cooperative to maintain the
lysogenic state (in a poly Iysogen), while a co =4.7 (CI Y2I0N) is too little. Table 3.2
illustrates the amount of cooperativity in the mutant protein compared to the physiology
of the Iysogen. This would also explain why the combination of OR2UP + prm252
restored wild t5^e physiology to Y210N phage, but not to Y210H phage. The
combination of the two suppressor mutations was too strong when paired with the already
partially functioning Y210H CI. These lysogens were pushed to closely to the lysogenic
separatrix and could not successfully complete the lytic pathway.
CI levels in lysogenizing variants of various CI cooperativity mutants
We hypothesize that the promoter mutations isolated as lysogenizing variants
worked by increasing the level of CI. This increase compensated for the loss of

cooperativity, allowing for occupancy of OR2 and stimulation of PRM- The strengths of
prmupl and prm252 are known, however, they were not determined in a lysogen. We
used western analysis to determine the level of cooperativity deficient CI in various
lysogenizing variants. Since prmupl is stronger than prm252, we expected that CI levels
would be higher in these lysogens. It was difficult to predict the amount of CI in the
prm252 containing lysogens since these did not form single lysogens. Therefore, the level
of CI may have been high in these lysogens due to gene dosage effects.
Figure 3.9 and table 3.3 show the CI levels in various lysogenizing variants which
did not restore all aspects of wild type physiology. The Y21ON prmupl variant (XJL508)
had more CI than a wild type lysogen. The Y210N prm252 variant (AJL510) had
considerably more CI than the wild type lysogen. This is not surprising since it was a
multiple lysogen. The CI levels in several CI Y210H lysogens were also determined.
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Table 3.2 Cooperativity coefficients compared to
prophage physiology
cooperativity

coefficient,
03
wild type
CI

119

CI Y210F
CI

131
19.6
(preliminary)
4.7

Y210H
CI
Y210N

ability to make
lysogens
(including multiple
lysogens)
yes

wild type
behavior

yes

yes

yes

no

no

No

yes
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Table 3.3: CI levels in various lysogenizing variants.
Lysogenizing variants were grown to mid log phase (~-2x 1 i f cells/ml),
centrifliged, resuspended in an equal volume of TMG, and mixed with an equal volume
of 2x cracking buffer (resulting in lO^cells/fxl). Most lanes were loaded at 5*10®
ceils/lane. However, some lanes had such a high level of CI expression that to maintain
the linearity of detection, different amounts of certain lysogens were loaded.
The loading in figure 3.9 could not be adjusted for loading inaccuracies using a
nonspecifically bound band since they could not be detected in the lanes analyzed. (The
nonspecific bands were detected in the lanes not analyzed. However, these lanes were not
analyzed because the CI levels were past the linear range of detection.)
1. The amount of CI in the wild type lysogen was defined as 1. The rest of the
lanes were referred to with respect to wild type and adjusted for differences in
the amount of lysogen loaded.
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Table 3.3a: CI levels in lysogenizing variants
Normalized
Prophage
Level
Prophage
Lane

Name

Genotype
Y2l(M,prmupl single

ofCI^'^

A

/JL508

2

B

>JL5]0

lysogen
Y210N, prm252
polylysogen

C

/JL52()

D

XJL520

E
F

Y210H, OR2 UP, prm252
single lysogen
Y210H, OR2 UP, prm252

11
5
7

ML526

polylysogen
Y210H, OR2UP
polylysogen

/JL163

wild type

1

3
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Figure 3.9; CI levels in various lysogenizing variants
Lane A is a single lysogen of XJL508 (CI Y2\0N,prmupl).
Lane B is a polylysogen of/JL510 (CI Y2lO'N,prm252).
Lane C is a single lysogen of >JL526 (CI Y210H, OrIup, prm252).
Lane D is a polylysogen lysogen of AJL526.
Lane E is a polylysogen of A,JL520 (CI Y210H, OR2UP).
Lane F is a single lysogen of wild type.
Different amounts of lysogens were added to each lane. Lanes A, D, E, and F
contain 5*10^ lysogens/iane. Lanes B and C contain 2.5*10*' lysogens/lane. The lanes
which were between the lanes shown were deleted for clarity. These lanes contained
various amounts of each lysogen and were used to determine the range of detection.
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CHAPTER IV: THE O, OR INTERACTION
The Ol region is also involved in the gene regulatory pathway which imderlies
lambda's lytic/lysogenic switch and is regulated by the same proteins as the OR region,
CI and Cro. As with the OR region, CI and Cro have graded, opposite affinities for the OL
operators. Cro binds tightest to OL3, while CI binds tightest to OLI. The two regions are
separated by ~2300 base pairs, part of which is the CI gene.
Several lines of evidence implicate Cl-mediated looping between OL and OR in
regulating the bistable switch of lambda. Revet et al have shown with electron
micrographs that CI can mediate looping between -2500 base pairs on relaxed circular
DNA (Revet et al, 1999). Revet et al have also shown repression of a P R regulated

reporter gene in a system which contains both operator regions (Revet et al, 1999).
Finally, Dodd et al (and unpublished results from this lab) have show that the dose
response of a phage is altered when a CI tetramer cannot bind between OR3 and OL3.
This represents altered regulation of Prm (Dodd et al, 2001). CI repression through Or3
occupancy is enhanced when OL3 is present. Figure 4.1b shows the hypothesized
structure of the loop between OL and OR. A CI octamer links OLI, OL2 and ORI, OR2.
When CI levels are high enough, another tetramer links OL3 and OR3. This tetramer
represses expression of the Prm promoter.
Early observations:
A suggestive plating pattern for phage on lawns expressing high levels of CI from
a plasmid had been observed in previous lab experiments (J.W. Little, impublished
results). Wild type lambda made turbid plaques on JL468. This was the expected

observation as IL468 has no exogenous CI. Also expected, no plaques were observed on
JL5434 and JL5433 lawns. These lawns contain CI expressing plasmids. The plasmid in
JL5434 expresses CI at a level lower than that found in a iysogen. JL5433 has more CI
than that found in a wild type Iysogen. Since CI is present at infection, the prophage
cannot integrate into the host chromosome or follow the lytic pathway. It remains silent
outside of the chromosome, with the exogenous CI blocking the expression of the lytic
genes.
Lambda requires expression from PL and PR for lytic growth. In these strains
(JL5434 and JL5433), the requirement for PL expression was relieved because the cell
contained a plasmid providing the N protein. N is the only essential protein made from
PL. Accordingly, only expression from PR was required for the formation of plaques. The
ability of certain phage to form plaques on these cell lines is shown in table 4.1. >JL161
has two O R region mutations; vi is located in O R I and V3 is in OR2. In JL5433 (which has
CI levels slightly lower than those of a iysogen), ORI and OR2 could not be occupied by
CI. Lytic growth follows and clear plaques are made. As CI levels increased, the mutant
ORI and/or OR2 sites were occupied and PR was repressed. No plaques were made.
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Figure 4.1: The X immunity region
a. The cl gene is flanked by OL and OR,
b. CI mediated looping between OL and OR, A CI octamer binds to Otland 2 and ORI
and 2. When the CI concentration is high enough, another tetramer bridges OL3 and OR3.
This decreases transcription from Prm-
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The interesting observation relates to the plating of X,vir, which has an additional
mutation in the Ol region, v 2 is in OlI. Even at the highest level of exogenous CI tested,
Xvir enters lytic growth; CI cannot bind to the operators sufficiently to block expression
of lytic genes. The only difference between AJL161 and Xvir is the Ol mutation, yet Xvir
enters the lytic pathway even in the presence of high levels of CI. It is puzzling that a
mutation in OLI allows increased expression from PR. This indicates that there is CImediated communication between the two operators.
This difference in plating ability was used to select for phage which could form
plaques on JL5433. These phage should have no residual communication between Ol and
OR. To enrich for mutations within the OL region and eliminate the isolation of many OR

region mutations, the screen was started with >JLi61. Therefore, the mutations should
accumulate in O l . In addition, if one or two operators in O l have a particularly strong
contribution to the communication, then the suppressors should be concentrated in those
operators.
Selection for phage vlv3 variants which plate on a lysogen
Six isolates of AJL161 were plated on a wild type lysogen in an attempt to isolate
virulent mutations, like lambda vir. XJLIGI was not plated directly onto JL5433 due to
the high levels of CI which may have resulted in too much selective pressure. (This was
attempted later. For reasons we do not currently understand, we did not obtain any
plaques when XJL161 was plated directly onto JL5433.) The expectation was that by
starting with lower levels of CI many different types of mutants could be isolated,
hopefully representing a gradient in the strength of residual communication.
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Table 4.1: Plaque morphology on lawns expressing exogenous CI
JL468
no CI
wild type
lambda
ML161
(V1V3)
kvir

(V1V2V3)

JL5434
intermediate

CI

JL5433
higher CI

turbid

_

clear

clear

_

clear

clear

clear
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The virulent phage which could plate on a lysogen were variants which could
escape repression by CI. Cells iysogenic with wild type lambda are considered immune.
This means that fiirther infection by more lambdas will not result in lytic growth. The CI
already present from the iysogenic prophage immediately occupies OL and OR, inhibiting
expression of the lytic genes. The newly infecting phage do not incorporate into the host
DNA, but remain repressed by CI.
Six /JL16I plaques were cored from JL2497 lawns and the entire cored plaque
was plated onto a JL5932 lawn. JL5932 is a wild type lambda lysogen so the level of CI
present is that found in a lysogen. Those phage which contained spontaneous mutations
which would allow them to plate would form plaques.
There was a broad range of plaque phenotypes from plating on JL5932, ranging
A

from extremely small and extremely turbid to medium in size and clear. These plaques
indicate variants within the XJL161 stock which can still follow the lytic pathway, even
when CI is present at infection. There were between 12 and 54 variants within each
)JL 161 cored plaque. A selection of plaques was purified on JL2497 so that there was no
selective pressure for additional mutations to arise. This also ensured that no wild type
prophage from JL5932 were being purified since clear plaques were purified. The Ol
regions of the AJL161 variants, known as vlv3*, were sequenced to identify the tertiary
mutations. All had the initial vlv3 mutations, in addition to one further mutation in the Ol
region. There was one exception (isolated #2a) which had two additional mutations in the
OL

region. One of the OL mutations was also found in A.JL535. The second

was in OL2.

OL

mutation
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Characterization of v/v^* phage
Plating phenotype
After purification on JL2497, the vlv3* mutants were piated on three different CI
containing strains. The mutants were plated on JL5932 to ensure that the phage were still
virulent, or able to follow the lytic pathway, when lysogen levels of CI were present. The
phage were also plated on JL5434. It was expected that all of the vlv3* phage could plate
on this lawn, since vlv3 itself can plate. Finally, the phage were plated on JL5433, the
strain with high levels of CI. /JL16i could not plate on this strain. We hoped to find
some vlv3* isolates which were able to plate on JL5932, but were unable to plate on
JL5433. Several of the isolated vlv3* isolates could plate on JL5932, but not on JL5433.

However, some vlv3* isolates could plate on JL5433.
Conclusions:
>JL161 could not plate on JL5433, indicating that with enough CI there was
residual communication with O l . We hoped to find some vlv3* isolates that were able to
plate on JL5932, but would be unable to plate on JL5433. If a vlv3* phage could plate in
the presence of high CI, then the communication between OL and OR was reduced
sufficiently to allow enough PR expression for plaque fomiation. Finding many virulent
mutations within a particular operator would implicate that operator as being important
for the communication.

Table 4.2: Plating phenotypes of v/v.?* phage
a. all contain vlv3 in the
b. >JL537 (viv2vJ) is "kvir

region

phage

Number
of
Isolates

phenotype on
JL 5932

X535

1

>w533

2

A,534

2

turbid,
pinpoints
turbid,
pinpoints
pinpoints

1530

1

X537

5

A,536

1

clear, small

X532

1

Isolated
#2a

1

>v531

1

clears and
turbid, very
small
clear,
small/medium
clear, very
small

turbid,
pinpoints
clear, medium
and large

phenotype on JL phenotyp
5434 (lower CI)
e on JL
5433
(higher
CI)
clear, medium
nothing
clear,
small/medium
clear,
small/medium
clear, small and
medium
clear, small and
medium
clear, small,
medium, and
large.
clear,
small/medium
clear,
small/medium
clear,
small/medium

OL region sequence

0,2(5): T to C

nothing

0,2(7): G to T

nothing

(),2(7): G to T

nothing

0, l(5):TtoC

clear and
turbid,
small
turbid
pinpoints

OL1(6): G to T, ¥,

clear, very
small

0,1(12): C to A (same
position as V, but in nonconsensus side)
OL2(8), C to T, 0J(5): T to
C, (maybe others)
0,1(6): G to C, (same
position as V,)

clear, very
small
very small

OLl(6):GtoA
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No plaques meant that CI was still mediating commimication between the two
operator regions, preventing expression of the lytic genes. A clear plaque indicated that
even though CI was present at infection, the phage was still entering the lytic pathway.
There was no communication between the operator regions. A turbid plaque indicated
that the phage still had some residual communication between the operators, but the
prophage did occasionally enter the lytic pathway. It was difficult to interpret turbidity
when plaques were tiny. This was especially a problem with pinpoint plaques.
Several of the isolated vlv3* isolates could plate on JL5932, but not on JL5433,
indicating that the tertiary mutations still allowed communication between the two
operator regions. In contrast, several vlv3* isolates could plate on JL5433 indicating that
there was little or no communication between the two operator regions.
These findings are interpreted as follows. A change in Ol allowed better
expression of OR. This indicated CI mediated communication between the two operator
regions. Residual looping may be possible with vlv3, even though these mutations block
CI binding to

OR .

This is because the additional energy from octamerization with a

tetramer formed in the Ol region may allow for occupancy of these sites. None of the
phage with tertiary Ol2 mutations could plate on JL5433, indicating that there is still
residual communication between the operator regions. (One phage with an Ol2 mutation
could plate on JL5433, but it also contained an OlI mutation.) 0l2 mutations were not
strong enough to eliminate communication between Ol and OR. This indicated that 0l2
was not the critical operator in communication between OL and OR. However, it may be
involved in the communication since phage with 0l2 mutations could plate at
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intermediate CI levels, but not with high CI levels (unlike Xvir, whose third mutation is in
OLI). OL2 contributed in the formation of the octamer between the two operator regions,
but the primary binding sites are OlI and Or.1. Or2 and Ol2 could be filled based on
cooperative (tetramer and octamer) affinities.
Ail but one of the OlI mutations plated with high CI. This indicated that there
was liicely a gradient of residual communication. Below some threshold, the phage could
start forming plaques on JL5433. With these O L I mutations, the residual communication
between OL and OR was too weak to repress PR. The OL2- phage that couid plate on the
high level of CI also contained a mutation in OLI (5). It was the combination of these two
mutations which allowed for plating. The OLI(5) mutation on its own did not plate on
high CI. No mutations were found in OL3, indicating that it was not involved in CI
mediated communication between Oi. and OR during lytic growth.
This was consistent with model for Ol OR looping shown in figure 4.1b. A CI
octamer between 0 l 1,0 l 2 and

OR1,OR2

mediated expression from the two operator

regions. No OL3 mutations were identified. The working model shows the OL3 OR3
interaction involved in repression of CI. Further, communication between Ol and OR is
involved in regulating the latency period and burst sizes of lambda.
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Figure 4.2: Communication between OL and OR
The isolated mutations are shown below. The mutants in purple do not plate on
high levels of CI. This indicates that there is still residual communication when these
mutations are present. These mutations are only located in OL2. There is one mutation in
Oi l which also does not plate on high levels of CI. However, this mutation was found in
conjunction with a mutation in OL2.
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CHAPTER V: EXCISION DEFECTS IN CI COOPERATIVITY MUTANTS
Many of the Y210C, Y210N, and Y210H lysogenizing variants had very smaii
burst sizes but exhibited otherwise normal physiology. Other low burst mutants are
believed to have defective excision (Nishimune, 1970; Freifelder et al., 1973). Nishimune
has shown that when induced, the prophage excises from the host chromosome and the
ends of the host DNA re-join as part of the excision reaction (Nishimune, 1970). Further,
work by Freifelder has shown that the prophage replicates within the host before excision
and that replication is not dependent on excision (Freifelder et al, 1973). Replication of
the prophage DNA within the host chromosome results in amplification of host DNA
flanking the attachment sites. The amplification is more pronounced in excision defective
phage. Recent work by Pato has shown that nonreplicating prophage do not excise as
quickly as wild type prophage (Pato, 2001). (Figure 5.1 describes the gene regulation
involved in lytic growth after infection and after induction.)

Excision in AJL413
A lysogenizing variant of a CI cooperativity mutant (Y210C) was previously
isolated in the lab. This variant was isolated as a suppressor of the small plaque
phenotype of the prmupl phage,

XJL282.

Prmupl is an up promoter mutation in

P RM -35

(Meyer et al, 1980). This phage formed very small, turbid plaques with a low efficiency
of plating. Presumably the increased activity of Prm lead to expression of CI upon
infection, leading to the lysogenic state in a majority of infected cells. In this view, the
prmupl mutation unbalanced the circuitry in favor of the lysogenic state. We presume
that Y210C suppressed the promoter mutation by increasing the concentration required to
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Figure 5.1 Lytic growth
A.
Lytic growth after infection: Immediately after infection, the genes N and cm are
expressed (shown by the solid arrows) from P[_ and PR. The N protein acts as an
antiterminator so transcripts from both promoters are extended (as shown by the dotted
arrows). The Pi, transcript, from which N is expressed, extends into xis and int. Int is
required for integration of the prophage DNA into the host chromosome and for excision
after induction. It is not required in lytic growth after infection. Xis is required for both
lytic growth after infection and induction. This elongated Pl transcript also has the "sib
region" after xis. This sib region mRNA folds in such a way as to attract RNase III.
Therefore, this transcript is progressively degraded from the sib end. The result is that the
int mRNA is degraded before much protein can be translated. However, the xis mRNA is
translated so there is an excess of the Xis protein. This prevents the prophage DNA from
integrating into the host DNA. Late in infection, Cro protein has accumulated to high
enough levels where it binds to operators in PL and PR, blocking expression of both
transcripts. The transcripts shown with the dashed line is from PR'. PR' is stimulated by
the Q protein. This transcript reads into the head and tail genes.

B.
Lytic growth after induction: The main differences between lytic growth after
infection and after induction are that after induction, the prophage DNA is physically
integrated into the host DNA and CI is initially present, with its levels falling. As CI
levels fall, PR and PL are derepressed. Expression from these two promoters follows, as
described in part A. The former difference, physical integration in the host chromosome,
results in another difference from the sequence of events described in part A. In lytic
growth after induction, the sib region is separated from int. This is because the phage
attachment site is located between the sib region and int. Therefore, the int mRNA is
stable and both Int and Xis proteins arc translated. Both proteins are needed for excision
from the host chromosome.
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occupy OR2. This would have inhibited expression of Cll-independent expression of CI
during the lysis-lysogeny decision, moving the balance towards the lytic state. Without
cooperativity, CI dimers must bind Or2 based on their intrinsic affinity. Therefore, the
increased amount of CI due to the prmupl mutation was countered by the cooperativity
defect.
The prmupl, CI Y210C double mutant, XJL413, made slightly turbid plaques. It
also formed stable, single lysogens. Hence it fulfilled two criteria for normal circuitry.
The dose response to UV was tested to determine if/JL413 had a threshold response
when it switched to lytic growth and if it could successfully complete lytic growth once it
had switched.
Unexpectedly, >JL413 had a very low burst size (figure 5.2). However, the
culture lysed at the end of the experiment after chloroform was added. This indicated that
there was at least some late gene expression from the lytic pathway. Lysis for AJL413
cultures was observed between the 2.5 J/m and 5 J/m , while for wild type X lysis
'7
9
9
occurred between 5 J/m and 10 J/m with the set point at 10 J/m . This observation
indicated that XJL413 initiated the switch to lytic growth and continued at least through
late gene expression. The initiation of lytic growth indicated that AJL413 lysogens were
capable of making the regulatory switch to the lytic state.
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Figure 5.2
a : Dose Response of/JL413
When UV irradiated, XJL413 had almost no burst size. However, the culture
lysed, indicating that there was some late gene expression and therefore a switch to lytic
growth. A particular aspect of lytic growth was defective, resulting in the drastically
diminished burst size. While the burst size of >JL413 was extremely low, there were
some phage released. When this value was normalized to the burst size of wild type, it
was evident that there was a threshold response to the switch.
b: XJL413 single and dilysogens with burst sizes normalized to wild type
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To compare the thresholds of low burst size phage, their final burst sizes were
normalized to the highest burst size observed for a given phage. The burst size of AJL413
was extremely low but there were some phage released. As shown in figure 5.2a, AJL413
had a threshold which was set substantially lower than the wild type threshold. This type
of behavior is called "hair-trigger." Several phages with the hair trigger threshold have
been isolated. They also had a problem completing lytic growth.
There were several possible reasons why the A-JL413 induction did not have a
reasonable burst size. The phage DNA may not have replicated, it may have replicated in
situ but not excised, or it may not have been packaged. One way to test this was to look at

the dose response of a >JL413 dilysogen. Packaging of phage DNA requires tandem cos
sites. If the prophage excises but does not replicate, it will have only one cos site and will
not be packaged. The dilysogen will have tandem cos sites between the two prophage
DNAs which can be recognized by the terminase protein. If the prophage is excising but
not replicating, or if it is replicating without excising, there should be an increased burst
size for the dilysogen.
The XJL413 dilysogen and wild type phage cultures had only a very faint residual
turbidity at 10 J/m^, indicating that most of the cells in both cultures had been induced by
this point. From this, we predicted that the X,JL413 dilysogen would have a set point like
the wild type. However, the >JL413 dilysogen had almost no burst (figure 5.2 lower
curve). When the burst was normalized to wild tj/pe, it had the hair-trigger curve and a
much lower set point. Compared to each other, the single and double iysogens were
similar. This indicates that the low burst size was not due to defective excision.

Delayed Burst
The Y210C, Y210N, and Y210H lysogenizing variants appeared to have the low
burst phenotj/pe. However, they may have had a normal size burst which appeared low
due to a delayed burst. To determine if this hypothesis was true, lysogens of wild type
and Y210N +prmupl (A,JL508) phage were irradiated at 40J/m^. Once irradiated, the
entire culture was resuspended in growth media and grown in the dark at 37°. Aliquots
were taken at various time points and treated with chloroform. The cell debris was spun
down and the supernatant was titered. Figure 5.3 shows the time course of phage
production for both lysogens. After 3 hours, Y21ON + prmupl was still not producing
phage while the wild type lysogen had started producing phage by 80 minutes.
The time course experiment did not reveal the defect that phage like Y210N +
prmupl had in prophage production after induction. It did not appear that the burst was
merely delayed. However, as discussed above, the low burst size phenoiype was often the
result of defects in replication and/or excision. Therefore, the ability of these phage to
excise from the host was tested.
Excision of Prophage in XJL509 Lysogens
The primers used in the multiple lysogen test could be used to determine if the
prophage excises from the host DNA after induction. Further, they could give
information regarding the replication of the prophage DNA. When the prophage has
excised, there should be no 500 bp band. In addition, the 300 bp band should increase if
the excised DNA replicated. If the 300 bp band did not increase in amount, then the
prophage DNA was not being replicated, as it is in wild type.
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Fig'ore 5.4 shows a reconstruction experiment iiiustrating that the multiple
lysogen test primers could be used for this purpose. The first lane was the PGR of an
uninduced wild type lysogen. As expected, there was a heavy 500 bp (integrated) band
and not much of the 300 bp (replication product) band. The following four lanes were the
PGR products from a wild type lysogen plus increasing amounts of commercial lambda
DNA. Not only did the excised band increase in amount, but also the integrated band
disappeared as lambda DNA concentration increased. This was because the shared
primer, int, was being used up in the 300 bp product; there was so much lambda DNA
that it competed for the primer. Therefore, if there was a lot of replication, we may have
expected to see the 500 bp band disappear due to competition for the primer. However,
we expected that excision would take place before this occurs. Further, the amount of
lambda DNA in the reconstruction experiment was much greater than would be in an
induced lysogen.
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Figure 5.3: Time course of phage production in wild t^'pe lambda and /JL508
Lysogens are normally allowed to recover for two hours after induction before
being titered. Since several of the lysogenizing variants of CI Y21OC and N had no burst
size, the recovery period was extended to determine if the lytic pathway was simply
delayed.
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Figure 5.4: Prophage DNA excision reconstruction experiment
This experiment was done to show that the multiple lysogen test primers could be
used to detect changes in the levels of integrated versus excised phage DNA. Each lane
has 17 ng of lambda DNA from the uninduced or induced lysogens in addition to the
added commercial lambda DNA. This DNA was isolated as described in the material and
methods section. Lanes 1, 6, and 7 are controls showing the location and approximate
amounts of the two PGR products in an uninduced lysogen, commercial lambda DNA,
and an induced lysogen respectively. These were the three possible states in which
lambda DNA can exist within the host cell. Lanes 2-5 showed that as commercial
lambda DNA was added to the PGR reaction mixture, the 300 bp product (excised)
competed with the 500 bp product (integrated) for the shared primer, int. Lanes 8 and 9
were the result of the multiple lysogen test performed on an induced lysogen using only
half the amount of the shared primer, int.
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Lane 7 was the PGR product of an induced wild type lysogen (induced at 40J/m').
A 300 bp band was evident, so replication of prophage DNA could be detected in an
induced lysogen. The PGR reactions in lanes 8 and 9 were done with half the normal
concentration of the shared primer. The intensity of both bands was decreased when
compared to lane 7.
The PGR method should work to determine if the prophage DNA is being excised
from the host chromosome after induction. Therefore, a wild type lysogen was irradiated
with two different doses of U V; a low dose of 2.5 J/nr and a high dose of 40J/m" to
completely induce the prophage. Samples for each dose level were taken at time points
after irradiation and used as the template for the PGR. The results are shown in figure 5.5.
When not induced, there was no bottom, excision band. At a low dose of UV, there was
no significant excision band. (The faint band which appeared in the 60 minutes lane was
most likely the result of some spontaneous induction while processing of the sample.) At
40 J/m", an excision band did appear in the time course which was expected based on the
latent period for wild type A.
However, the top band never disappeared, even after two hours. Further, the band
did not decrease in intensity. This implied that the prophage never excised from the host.
It was expected that the integrated band be present as the replication band began to
appear since replication began before excision. By two hours, wild type lambda had lysed
the host cell and given its full burst.
Based on the current knowledge of prophage induction and replication, the
integrated band should no longer be present by this point. The existence of the upper

band at the 90 minute time point may be explained as a product of replication into tlie
host DNA. The replication of X, DNA is bidirectional and continues into the host DNA
flanking the integration sites. This is where the attB primer is located. Therefore, the PGR
products from both sets of primers may be equal. Also, Freifelder proposed that excision
can occur after several different stages of prophage DNA replication. In some of the
models, several copies of the prophage are made back to back before excision occurs. If
this model is correct, it would be possible to make some 300 bp (replication product)
before excision has occurred. This may also contribute to the presence of both bands for
many time points. Neither explanation can explain the presence of the top band at two
hours.
To eliminate the possibility that the UV inductions were not fully excising the
prophage, a

prophage was used. At high temperature, the temperature sensitive CI is

unstable. The culture should induce more synchronously. This should have completely
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Figure 5.5; Time course of excision
a: Time course of excision with UV induced induction.
Wild type lysogens were UV irradiated at three different doses. At each dose,
aliquots were taken after several time points and processed to determine the relative
amount of excised and integrated prophage. Each lane had approximately 50 ng of
lysogen DNA isolated as described in the material and methods chapter.

b: Time course of excision with temperature inducec. induction.
A temperature sensitive CI lysoge n was U V induced. At specific time points,
aliquots were processed to determine the ratio of excised to integrated prophage. The Cl'^
was used to ensure that we were getting c omplete induction Each lane had approximately
50 ng of lysogen DNA isolated as described in the materials and methods chapter.
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eliminate the possibility that a small fraction of cells in the UV treated population did not
induce and therefore made the top band even though most of the culture had indnced.
Figure 5.6 shows the results. Replication began more quickly, with the replication
product present at 30 minutes post induction. Again, the top band did not decrease. This
indicated that the prophage was not excising before induction in wild type lambda. One
caveat to the

experiments was int thermolability. After this experiment was done,

Pato published data that showed excision in the Cf® lysogens is reduced due to the
thermolability of int (Pato, 2001).
Excision of Y210N + prmupl
It is unknown why the attachment band was still present after two hours in wild
type lambda. It is contrary to the known mechanism of induction. However, a lysogen of
>JL508 (Y21ON + prmupi) was tested. The 300 bp replication band began to appear at
80 minutes, 20 minutes later than in wild type. Further, it never equaled the intensity of
the top band, as it did in wild type. This indicated that replication of the prophage DNA
was delayed in the Y21 ON + prmupl lysogen. It also appeared to be reduced. Therefore,
there was a timing defect in lytic growth in these phage. This most likely contributed to
the low burst size phenotype.
Pato showed that int dosage effects contribute to decreased excision in replication
deficient prophage (Pato, 2001). He hypothesized that without replication of the
prophage, there is only one copy of the int gene and therefore less int is transcribed. By
supplying int from a plasmid, he was able to restore excision to replication deficient

phage. It is possible that since replication is delayed, int may not be transcribed at the
times needed.
Enrichment for increased burst size XJL413
The PGR method to determine excision had anomalous results. Therefore, an
enrichment was done to select for an increased burst size starting with Y210N + prmupl
phage. The types of mutations which suppressed the low burst defect would give insight
into the nature of the defect. Two different cultures of low phage were irradiated and the
prophage were used to infect exponentially grown cells. The new lysogens were grown
overnight and irradiated again. Any spontaneously arising mutant which had an increased
burst size would quickly become the predominate phage in the culture, as the number of
prophage from the starting phage was very low. After a few rounds irradiation and
enrichment, the spontaneously arising suppressed phage would be the predominate phage
in the culture.
The enrichment was initially done with lysogens of M13 (Y21QC, prmupl).
Lysogens were grown to mid log phase, resuspended in TMG and irradiated at lOJ/m .
The cells were then resuspended in growth media and grown for 2 hours at 37°. The
culture was treated with chloroform and the supernatant was used to infect an exponential
JL2497 lawn. An. aliquot of supernatant was titered. After 20 minutes of adsorption, the
infected cells were diluted into 20 mis of growth media and grown for 30 minutes at 37 °
to express kanamycin resistance. Kanamycin was added to the cultures and the cells were
grown overnight to select for lysogens. The burst from this first day was 0.26 phage/cell.
The overnight culture from the first day of enrichment was diluted and grown for a
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Figure 5.6: Time course of excision in UV induced lysogens of CI Y2I0N,
prrnupl

Lysogens of CI Y2l(M,prmupl were induced. At specific time points, samples
were analyzed for the amount of integrated and excised prophage DNA. (The identity of
the nonspecific band which appeared at 80 minutes is not known.) Each lane had 10'
lysogenic cells as template material.
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second round of iixadiation. Instead of increasing, the burst size actually decreased to
.0035 phage/celi.

Enrichment for increased burst size a JL509
Since the cysteine substitution may have been problematic in the event that
biochemical experiments needed to be performed on CI, the enrichment was repeated
using AJL509 (Y210N + prmupl). In addition, the UV dose was increased in an attempt
to induce more lysogens and increase the pool of spontaneously arising variants. In
addition, two different types of lawns were used. JL5901 has a constitutiveiy active recA
so all infecting phage enter the lytic pathway. This strain was also used in case some of
the spontaneously arising suppressors strongly favored the lysogenic pathway. Lysogens
were grown to mid log phage, resuspended in TMG, and irradiated with 20J/m 'sec. The
cultures were then resuspended in growth media and grown for 2 hours. The culture was
treated with chloroform and the supernatant was used to infect an exponential lawn of
JL2497andJL5901.
The titers for the enrichments are shown in table 5.1a. After the first and second
round of enrichment, the titer continued to decrease. By the third and fourth round, the
titer began to increase, but did not return to initial levels. After the fourth enrichment,
plaques with a variety of phenotypes were observed. However, the titer was still lower
than the initial experiments. It was unclear why the titer decreased. It could not be an
inherited effect since new lysogens were made after every round of irradiation. For the

same reasons, it could not be a factor within the lysogens that was slowly diluted out with
each round of enrichment. Also, this was seen in the previous enrichments with XJL413.
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The enrichment scheme was repeated again using the same phage, Y210N +
prmupl. However, a different cell line was infected for overnight growth after each
enrichment. JL6039 is an hfl' strain; the iysogenic state can be established after infection
with only one phage. Therefore, a rare spontaneously arising phage which does have an
increased burst size can establish lysogeny on its own; its phenotype will not be masked
by another colysogenizing phage. In a fourth enrichment, the prophage were only titered
on IL6039. Table 5.1b shows the burst sizes as counted on the three different lawns after
each round of enrichment, with the phage reinfecting JL2497. The burst size began to
increase by the 6^^ round of enrichment. When titered on both JL2497 and JL5901, there
was a mix of plaque morphology. Some phage were the same size as wild type and little
less turbid while others were very turbid and small. Only four rounds of enrichment were
done with the prophage reinfecting JL6039. After the second round, the titer was .0163
phage/cell, but by the third round, the titer increased to 0.11 phage/cell.
Of the four times the enrichments were performed, the final burst size after
several rounds of enrichments was never greater than the initial burst size. Another odd
observation is that these cultures did not lyse after induction. In dose response
experiments, both Y21 ON and Y21 DC + prmupl phage give no burst, but the cultures
iysed, indicating that part of the lytic pathway was intact. With these enrichment
experiments, only one large dose of UV was given, as opposed to several smaller doses.
Perhaps there is a small fractions of lysogens which do not induce in response to the one
large dose. If they do not induce, they will quickly overgrow the culture and it will appear
that the culture did not induce. Even so, several different plaque phenotypes were isolated
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from the last two enrichiBcnt experiments (reinfecting JL2497 and JL6039). The phage
were purified and the CIII and imnninity regions were sequenced. Table 5.2 shows the
results. There is no obvious pattern to the suppressing mutations. In addition, they did not
restore the burst size to ML509. It is stili unclear why these phage had a low burst size.
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Table 5.1a: Burst sizes after enrichment of XJL509
(Y210N + prmupl)
After
Enrichment
Round
1
2
3
4

Titered on JL2497

Titered on JL5901

.024
.0085
.00495
.00405

.016
.0058
.0015
.0075

Table 5.1b: Burst Sizes of XJL509 reinfecting JL2497
After
Enrichment
Round
1
2
3
4
6
7

Titered on
JL2497

Titered on
JL5901

.0385
.0535
.0086
.0145
.0036
.00295
.00355
.006
1.8
2.95
(given as phage/cell)

Titered on
JL6039
.022
.0065
.00029
.00159

Table 5.2: Suppressor mutations of X,|L509's low burst phenotype

Phenotype on
JL2497

OR region
mutation

Cro
mutation

16

Isolated
from
reinfection
on:
JL2497

very small
very turbid

away from
highly
conserved
PRM'10

E53G

20

JL6039

very small
very turbid

away from
highly
conserved
PRM"10

E53G

18

JL6039

slightly
smaller and
less turbid
than wt
very small
very turbid
slightly
smaller than
wt, turbid like
wt

none

V25A

R17H

none

L42S

Y88H

OK2
CACCA to
CACCG

N61D

Isolate
number

Times
isolated

8

2

J1.2497

6

3

JL2497

CI
mutation

cm
mutation

50 bp
before
start cm
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we defined three aspects of lambda physiology as critical. Wild type
lambda can grow lyticaily, form stable, single lysogens, and switch from iysogenic to
lytic growth with a threshold response. Since CI cooperativity mutants cannot form stable
single lysogens, the role of cooperativity in two aspects of lambda physiology cannot be
tested in vivo. Therefore, we isolated several lysogenizing variants of three different
substitutions at Y210: cysteine, asparagine, and histidine. Y2I0 was selected because its
sole defect is in cooperativity. For CI Y210H, dimerization and cleavage are unaffected.
We assumed that this is true for the asparagine substitution.
None of the suppressors isolated in the screens restored all three aspects of wild
type physiology; they could not complete lytic growth. In addition, only one could make
single lysogens. However, the identity of the secondary mutations did offer insight into
the role of CI cooperativity in lambda gene regulatory circuitry since each restored some
aspect of lambda physiology. The suppressor mutations fell into three categories: OR
region mutations. CI mutations, and Cro mutations. In each case, the mutation appeared
to tip the balance between CI and Cro in favor of CI.
The

OR

region mutations were operator and promoter mutations. The promoter

mutations increased the strength of PRM while the operator mutations were believed to
affect the regulation of both

PR

and

PRM-

The OR2UP mutation had a nearly two fold

increase in affinity for CI.
The cro mutations were believed to decrease Cro function. The Shine-Dalgamo
mutation of Cro should have made wild-type Cro in decreased amounts. Conversely, the
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G48S mutation, located in the CI recognition helix, may have increased the affinity of CI
for OrI and Or2 and/or altered the specificity of the CI (Benson et al, 1992). The
properties of these mutations were consistent with the view that CI and Cro activity
counter balance each other at the switch. If CI function was decreased by loss of
cooperativity, then decreasing Cro function brought the entire switch back to equilibrium.
Using the knowledge gained from the suppressor screens, several lysogenizing
variants were designed in the attempt to restore wild type-like behavior. One of the
designed variants, AJL516, did restore all three aspects wild type lambda physiology.
1. Cooperativity is not required for wild type lambda physiology
The cooperativity deficient phage /JL516 was able to restore the three criteria of
wild type lambda physiology. It made turbid plaques and formed stable, single lysogens.
In addition, the Y210N OR2UP prm252 triple mutant could successfully complete the
switch to lytic growth with a threshold response. We conclude that cooperativity is not a
necessary feature of lambda physiology. Instead, CI cooperativity is an evolutionary
refinement which may make lambda more fit. In support of this idea, all the CFs of all
lambdoid phages examined for cooperativity have this property (Carleson and Little,
1993; and Smith and Sauer, 1995)

Cooperativity is not required for the threshold behavior of the
induction curve
It was previously believed that CI cooperativity was required for wild type
lambda behavior. We have shown with X,JL516 that cooperativity is not required for the
switching behavior or the threshold response of the switch. We surmise that the induction
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threshold results instead from the kinetics of RecA activation. RecA is the mediator
between the UV induced DNA damage and PR derepression. Its kinetics, including how
quickly and how much of it is activated, will likely contribute greatly to the shape of the
UV dose response curve. Activated RecA levels are initially similar at low and high UV
doses. At low UV doses, RecA does not stay activated long enough to cleave all the CI in
the lysogen (Little, 1983). As the UV dose increases, one of two things may happen.
Either more RecA is activated or the RecA which is already activated stays active longer.
In either case, RecA is active long enough to cleave all of the CI and lead to derepression
OFPR.

In addition, the dimer-monomer equilibrium will contribute to the shape of the
curve. As less CI is bound as tetramers to the DNA, there will be an increase in dimers.
This pushes the dimer monomer equilibrium towards more monomer. CI monomer self
cleavage is stimulated by RecA. An increase in RecA activity due to more DNA damage
will result in faster cleavage of monomer, pushing the equilibrium away from dimers
towards monomers. As monomers are pulled from solution, the dimer monomer
equilibrium will be moved away from dimers. There will be occupancy of Or2 and
therefore less PR repression.
Figure 6.1 represents what we hypothesize happens to CI levels in response to
increasing amounts of UV irradiation. The x axis is time after DNA damage and the Yaxis denotes levels of CI. Threshold A, which we shall term the "switching threshold,"
represents a value of CI above which the lysogenic state remains stable, and below which
PR is

de-repressed. At this threshold, CI levels are low enough that CI starts falling off of
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Or2. When this occurs, there is no positive control at Prm and the rate of CI transcription

decreases. In addition, there is no steric hindrance to PR transcription. PR starts being
expressed and Cro represses Prm- Lytic growth ensues.
With no UV irradiation, the level of CI in a iysogen is reiatively constant. At a
low dose of irradiation, CI concentration drops initially, but as the host DNA is repaired,
RecA is no longer activated and CI cleavage is no longer enhanced. CI levels then return
to iysogen levels. At higher UV doses, the DNA damage is more severe. We h>'pothesize
that this either increases the amount of activated RecA or, more likely, increases the time
during which RecA is activated. In either case, there is more CI cleavage. CI levels drop
below threshold level A before the host has repaired its DNA. CI levels do not have time
to recover and the Iysogen induccs (Bailone et al, 1979). We believe that this viewpoint
accounts for the threshold behavior in response to graded amounts of UV damage.
Threshold B in figure 6.1 represents what we think may happen in CI
cooperativity mutants, although we are not certain how much it is changed in such
mutants. Without cooperativity, much higher levels of CI are required to occupy OR2,
stimulating PRM and blocking transcription from PR. This increases the threshold level of
CI from A to B. More CI is required to maintain the lysogenic state. A decrease in CI
concentration from which a wild type Iysogen could recover would result in the switch to
lytic growth for a cooperativity deficient Iysogen. If threshold A is determining the
system, we might expect a UV induction curve similar to the wild type. If threshold B is
controlling the system, then we might expect that the UV induction curve threshold
would be moved to the left.
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CI cooperativity

affects the occupancy of ORI and OR2. The occupancy of ORI

and OR2 controls both PR repression and PRM stimulation. When these two sites are
occupied, PR is repressed and PRM is stimulated. Likewise, when unoccupied, PRM is not
stimulated and PR is not repressed. UV induction also affects the occupancy of OR and
ultimately the expression from PR and PRM- The DNA damage resulting from UV
irradiation results in the activation of RecA, Activated RecA mediates CI cleavage and a
decrease in CI levels. This ultimately decreases the occupancy of ORI and OR2.
Therefore, one can predict that cooperativity may contribute to the steepness of the UV
induction curve, but it is not solely responsible for the shape.
CI cooperativity contrihutiom to lambda physiology
While CI cooperativity is not necessary for wild type lambda behavior, it is
believed that cooperativity contributes three things to lambda physiology. First, it allows
for occupancy of OR2 at lower levels of CI. This occupancy results in the positive autoregulation of PRM and the steric hindrance of PR. By using lower levels of CI, the cell is
able to maintain lysogeny at lower levels of CI. Second, lysogen levels of CI remain lowenough to be entirely cleaved in response to the metabolic and physiological state of the
host. If CI levels were too high, then it would take too long for the prophage to respond to
changes in the host. This would decrease the fitness of lambda as it would not survive as
well in nature; it would die with the host cells. To compensate for this, the CI protein
would have to mutate so that it cleaved faster.
Third, CI cooperativity may help coordinate expression between PL and PR. It is
possible that successful completion of lytic growth requires orchestrated expression and
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/or repression from PR, PRM, and PL. CI occupancy in the or region coordinates expression
from PR an PRM- It is possible that CI mediated looping is how the eel! S)mchronizes
expression and or repression over the distance between PL, and PR/PRM2. The study of systems biology has added to the understanding of lambda physiology
Traditional, reductionist biology studies how individual components function on
their own and how they interact with other isolated components of a system. However,
when the interactions involve elements such as feedback and non-linearity (as in the case
of cooperativity), this type of in vitro study cannot reliably predict the behavior of the
system. Systems biology endeavors to place the isolated component back into the system,
and study how it functions as part of a whole. Systems biology allows us to understand
how individual components work together to produce the functional physiology of an
entire organism.
The study of biological systems should be an iterative process. Individual
components of a system need to be identified and characterized in the traditional
reductionist manner. Based on this information, a model can be made for the function of
the system. Systems biology tests if this mode! is correct by observing the behavior of the
entire system or organism. Using this information, the model is revised and there is a
return to reductionist biology to further illuminate the function of the components. This
process continues until the hypothesized model fits the observed system.
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Figure 6.1: Expected changes in CI concentration after UV irradiation
There is a certain concentration of CI which must be maintained to prevent
expression from PR. This is depicted by the dashed line A. We hypothesize that certain
types of mutations increase the amount of CI required to maintain repression of CI (solid
line B).
Each colored curve represents the hypothesized changes in CI concentration after
a particular dose of UV irradiation. When not irradiated, the CI concentration should not
change. With a low dose, the CI concentration will drop somewhat, but then increase
after a short lag period. In wild type k, the CI concentration does not dip below the
threshold concentration, or line A. Therefore, the lysogens do not induce. However, a
mutant that has an increased threshold CI concentration will induce since the CI
concentration dips below this new threshold concentration (line B). Both the 7 and 20 J
doses result in the clcavage of enough CI to reduce the levels below either threshold.
Both the wild type and mutant lysogens will induce.
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The belief that CI cooperativity was necessary for wild type physiology was based
upon research which used uncoupled systems to study the individual components of the
genetic switch. This data was then synthesized to form a picture of how the components
would function as a whole in vivo. However, the function of CI cooperativity in the intact
switch was not studied. We have endeavored to determine the role of CI cooperativity in
the genetic switch. Specifically, we have endeavored to determine if cooperativity was
necessary for the switch, or if it was an adaptation that has evolved to allow wild type
lambda to compete in nature.
We have shown that this assumption is not true; essentially wild type physiology
can be obtained without CI cooperativity. This is a good example of how studying the
parts will not necessarily lead to correct models of how the whole functions. However,
the process is iterative. Based on what we have learned about the suppressor mutations,
we can now return to in vitro studies to determine other unknowns, such as the role of
octamer cooperativity in lambda physiology.
3. CI affinity for OR2UP

The OR2UP mutation resulted in a ~2x increase in the affinity of CI for OR2. By
increasing the intrinsic affinity of CI for Or2, the OR2UP mutation allowed for occupancy
of Or2 at lower CI levels. This in turn resulted in positive auto-regulation of CI at lower
CI levels.

However, OR2 alone was not enough to compensate for the loss of

cooperativity and restore wild type physiology to >-. While OR2UP, Y210N/H phage had a
threshold response to UV, they could not form single lysogens. Further, the Y210H
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double mutant had an abnormally large burst size, while the Y210N double mutant had a
burst size smaller than wild type lambda.
The intrinsic affinity of CI for OR2UP (K2, OR2UP) was 25 nM, higher than its
intrinsic affinity for Or2 (IG, wild type= 50). UTien the cooperative affinity of wild type
CI for OR2 was considered (R2= 2.2 nM), wild type CI still had a higher affinity for wild
type Or2 than for Opjup (without cooperativity, K2, oRiup)- This is consistent with the
physiological findings; the Or2UP mutation did not compensate by itself for the loss of
cooperativity. If the intrinsic affinity of CI for OR2 was increased even more, it may have
been possible to compensate completely for the loss of cooperativity. If this were true,
then the role of CI cooperativity is to occupy OR2. When OR2 is occupied, PRM is
stimulated and PR is repressed. Without expression of Cro firom PR, the switch can never
be flipped.
4. Y21OF cooperativity
Lysogens of the pseudorevertant CI Y210F behaved like wild type lysogens in
physiological experiments. Further, the CI levels were the same. This was because
phenylalanine restored CI tetramer cooperativity. Bell et al (2000, 2001) show specific
contacts for tyrosine 210 at both cooperativity interfaces. These contacts are based on the
tetramer and octamer crystal structure and are hypothesized to be critical for both types of
cooperativity.
At the tetramer cooperativity interface, they speculate that the -OH of tyrosine
interacts with glutamine (Bell et al, 2000). Phenylalanine does not have this group and
therefore cannot make this specific interaction. Therefore, the predicted interaction of the

tyrosine -OH group may not be necessary for wild type cooperativity. Another possibility
is that this specific interaction does not exist. A third possibility is that the -OH
interaction is real but contributes a very small amount of energy to the tetramer.
At the secondary interface, or the octamer cooperativity interface, they speculate
that tyrosine has a hydrophobic interaction with proline (Bell et al, 2001). Phenylalanine
is more hydrophobic than tyrosine and therefore may strengthen octamer cooperativity.
At the present time, we lack the ability to test octamer cooperativity.
5. Octamer cooperativity
CI octamer cooperativity is gaining recognition as important to lambda regulatory
circuitry. Dodd et al (2001) have shown altered regulation of Prm when looping is
inhibited. Likewise, Revet et al (1999) have shown altered regulation of PR when looping
is inhibited. There are data showing that octamer cooperativity links the expression from
promoters within OL and OR. This work has added to the evidence linking CI octamer
mediated communication between OL and OR. Cells with lysogen levels of exogenous CI
expressed from a piasmid were not immune to infection by XJL16I (v/v^). However,
when the exogenous level of CI was higher, the ceils were immune to XJL161 infection.
ORI

and OR2 were occupied when exogenous CI levels were higher and the lytic genes

were repressed.
When a third mutation was present in the Ol region (Xvir), this pattern of
immunity was different. Even with the higher levels of exogenous CI, the cells were not
immune. >.vir grew lytically. We isolated several phage with different tertiary mutations
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in the Ol region which could overcome immunity, even in the presence of the higher CI
levels. These were considered strong mutations.
The ability of the triple mutants (vy vj,+ an OL mutation) to grow lytically in the
presence of high levels of CI indicated that there was CI mediated communication
between OL and OR. Defects in CI occupancy of the OR region could be compensated by
increasing the level of CI to an intermediate level, allowing enough occupancy of the Or
region to prevent PR expression at high CI levels (i.e. in JL5433). However, when another
mutation was added in OL, this intermediary level of CI was not enough. This tertiary
mutation inhibited the communication between the two. Since an even greater increase in
the CI levels compensated for the loss of communication, this indicated that the
communication between the two operator regions was mediated by CI.
Several tertiary mutations were isolated which inhibit the communication between
the two operators. These mutations were in OLI and OL2; none were in OL3. In addition,
the stronger mutations were in OLI. We hypothesize that communication between OL and
OR

involved in lytic and lysogenic growth occurs between Oil, Ol2 and ORI, OR2.

Further, occupancy of OlI is more critical to the communication than occupancy of Ol2.
It is also possible the looping occurred between ORI and OR2 and OlI without binding to
OL2.

6. Low Burst Size
Many of the lysogenizing variants isolated in the various selections and screens
described in this work could not successfully complete lytic growth after induction. Their
burst sizes were low. However, after addition of chloroform, many of the cultures
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cleared, indicating some expression of the late genes required for lytic growth after
induction. We determined that the cause of the defective lytic growth was not due to
delayed burst. We performed several experiments to determine if the low burst was the
result of defective excision of the prophage DNA. In these experiments, the wild type
control did not behave as predicted based on the current understanding of the switch to
lytic growth in lambda. While this may be an exciting area to explore, it was divergent
from the question at hand. The final approach was to start with a culture of low burst size
phage and enrich for those with an increased burst size. The location of the suppressing
mutation would give insight into the defect in lytic growth. While some variants were
isolated in these screens, none were isolated with a significantly increased burst size.
We do not understand why certain phage have defective lytic growth after
induction. Most of these phage (with the exception of the cro' mutants) had normal lytic
growth after infection; they had a high burst size and the plaques were healthy. We
hypothesize that, at least in the CI cooperativity mutants, this may be the result of
mistimed expression between PL and PRM and PR. This would normally be controlled by a
CI octamer bound between the two operator regions. This may result in the phage DNA
not being replicated or excised or packaged.
Future Directions:

Here I suggest some avenues for extending the present work. These include
eliminating positive feedback, isolating octamer cooperativity specific mutants, and
eliminating all residual tetramer cooperativity interactions.
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1. Dispensability of positive feedback
Positive feedback is believed to be important in stabilizing states of a bistable
switch. In lambda, there are three elements of positive feedback (dimerization being the
third). We have shown here that cooperativity is not essential. Another type of CI
cooperativity mediates the positive auto-regulation of CI via contacts with RNA
polymerase. This contact occurs when CI is bound to Or2. Binding of RNA polymerase
to the promoter is unaffected by the presence of CI. The positive auto-regulation occurs
because CI stimulates isomerization. Concurrent work in the lab by Chris Michalowski
indicates that positive auto-regulation is dispensable if PRM is made to be stronger. To
determine if both t>'pes of CI cooperativity are necessary to wild type physiology, a CI
cooperativity mutant can be crossed onto a phage with a positive control mutant. This
resulting phage would be deficient in both types of CI cooperativity.
2. Possibility of octamer cooperativity-specific mutants.

Bell et ai hypothesize that there is a secondary interface involved in CI octamer
cooperativity. These interactions are impendent of those that occur in tetramer
cooperativit}'. They are unique to octamer cooperativity, indicating that it should be
possible to isolate a CI which is wild type for tetramer cooperativity and mutant for
octamer cooperativity and vise versa (as suggested by Bell et al).
We have designed a selection and screen to isolate a CI mutant which has
deficient octamer cooperativity but retains wild type tetramer cooperativity. This is done
using two constructs. Ideally, both would be in the same host so that the selection and
screening could be done in one step. CI mutants which have wild type tetramer
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cooperativity can be selected for defective octamer cooperativity as shown in figure 6.2a.
An antibiotic resistance gene is sandwiched between two pairs of operators. The
downstream operators, Oa and OB, are strong CI binding sites while the upstream
operators, Oc and Od are weak binding sites. If the CI mutant has strong octamer
cooperativity, Oc and Od will occupied due to octamer formation with Oa and OB.
Occupancy of Oc and Oo will block transcription of the antibiotic resistance gene.
However, if the CI contains an octamer cooperativity defect, then Oc and Od will not be
occupied, the resistance gene will be expressed, and the colony will survive.
Since any defect in repressor DNA binding, dimerization, or tetramer
cooperativity would also allow survival, the strain will contain a second fusion to allow
us to screen against these. Figure 6.2b illustrates the screen for tetramer cooperativity.
ORI and 0R2 are the same as in wild type. Therefore, CI has stronger affinity for ORI, but

if tetramer cooperativity is unaffected, both ORI and OR2 will be occupied. When ORI
and OR2 are occupied, expression from PRM is stimulated and there is expression of the
reporter gene. Since Prm is a very weak promoter, there will not be much expression from
it without OR2 occupancy; CI mutants will be isolated based on the degree of "blueness"
of the colony. Light blue colonies will be CI mutants which are defective for tetramer
cooperativity; the dark blue colonies will be CI mutants of interest. Table 6.1 shows the
expected phenotypes of various types of CI mutants.
3. Elimination of Residual Cooperativity
CI Y210H (preliminary data) and Y210N have residual cooperativity. There are
no other identified mutations within CI which are cooperativity deficient but do not affect

dimerization or cleavage. While the residual cooperativity is negligible, it would be
interesting to study a phage completely deficient in tetramer cooperativity. The easiest
way to do this is not to isolate a CI mutation. Instead, a phage with no OR! will behave as
cooperativity knockout mutant since Or2 will be occupied based on its intrinsic affinity.
When ORI is not present, CI tetramers will form between OR2 and OR3. To
prevent this, OR3 must be mutated in such a way that CI cannot bind while not altering
Cro's affinity for the operator. The OR3 mutation rl has been characterized (Dodd et al,
and shown to not alter Cro's affinit)^ for OR3. However, it does prevent CI binding to this
operator.
CI will bind to the OR region of an ORI (-3), 0R2(wild type), 0R3(rl) phage based
on its intrinsic affinity for OR2. This affinity can be increased by making this phage
OR2UP. It is unlikely that this phage will have wild type physiology. To design phage
which do, PRM-10 and P RM-35 can be doped. The center of OR2 can also be doped. The
last two or three bases on either end of OR2 cannot be altered without affecting the -35 of
P R or PRM- The

resulting phage which can form lysogens can be selected from those

which cannot. The lysogens can then be screened for those variants which can switch to
and successfully complete lytic growth.
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Figure 6.2a: Selection for CI octamer cooperativity mutants
To select for octamer cooperativity, two set of operators flank an antibiotic
resistance gene. The strong binding sites are downstream, while the two weak binding
sites are upstream. CI should bind to the strong two sites. If this CI still exhibits octamer
cooperativity, it will facilitate a looping interaction with the two weak binding sites. In
this even, transcription of the resistance gene will be inhibited. However, if there is
weakened or no octamer cooperativity, these sites will not be filled and the cell will be
resistant to the antibiotic.

Figure 6.2b: Screen for CI mutants with wild type tetramer cooperativity
CI mutants which exhibit tetramer cooperativity will occupy ORI and OR2
simultaneously resulting in stimulation of the weak promoter Prm- This is the same as
what is observed in wild type lambda, except in this construct, the reporter lacZ is driven
by PRM, not the repressor CI. CI mutants which have little or no tetramer cooperativity
will occupy ORI, but not OR2 at specified CI levels. The weak promoter PRM will not be
stimulated and there will be very little lacZ expression.

promoter

Oc

Antibiotic
resistance

Oi)

Weak binding
sites

ORI

binding sites

OR2

lacZ
PRM
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Table 6.1: Table of Phenotypes of Various CI mutants
Type of CI

wild type CI
CI DNA binding
mutant
CI dimerization
mutant
CI knock out
CI tetramer
cooperativity mutant
CI octamer
cooperativity mutant

Tetramer
Cooperativity Test
(lacZ expression)
white
white

Cooperativity Test
(antibiotic
resistance)
sensitive
resistant

white

resistant

white
white

resistant
resistant

light blue

resistant
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Another possibility is to increase the spacing between OR2 and ORI by three base
pairs. Previous work has determined v/hat spacing between the operators will abolish
tetramer cooperativity between ORI and OR2 (Hochschild and Ptashne, 1986). Further,
previously published work in this lab also increased the spacing between operators in
HK022

to abolish cooperativity between repressor dimers (Mao et al, 1994). Then, the -

35 of PR can be put into the larger space between the two operators. This method (shown
in figure 6.5) may be the best option, since CI would retain the ability to bind to ORI and
repress PR. Further, CI could bind OR3 and inhibit its own transcription.
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Figure 6.3a: First design of an OR region which does not respond to CI tetramer
cooperativity
We do not have a CI mutant which is completely deficient in tetramer
cooperativity. To compensate, we can construct an OR region in which CI can bind to
only one operator, eliminating the possibility of cooperative interactions with dimers at
the other two operators. To stimulate PRM, OR2 should be occupied. Therefore, CI
binding to ORI and OR3 must be blocked. Three mutations described earlier in this work
block binding to OR 1. The mutation rl blocks binding of CI to OR3 without inhibiting
Cro binding. Since the affinity for OR2 is lower than ORI, the OR2UP mutation is
introduced to OR2.
Figure 6.3b; Second design of OR region which does not respond to CI
tetramer cooperativity
Three bases (shown in blue) are added between ORI and OR2. This serves two
purposes. First, the spacing between ORI and OR2 is increased in such a way that
tetramer cooperativity between dimers bound at the two sites cannot occur. Second, the
additional base pairs restore the -35 of PR.
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a.

cm

OR1(-3)

Oji2up

OR3

rl

b.
Wild type OR region

ORI

OR2

OR3

ATTATCACCGCCAGAGGTAAAATAGTCAACACGCACGGTGTTAGATATTTATCCCTTGCGGTGATAGATT

PR-10

PR-35

Piuvi-35

PRM-1

Mutated Or region:
ORI

OR2

OR3

ATTATCACCGCCAGAGGT/IAAATAGTCAACAACACGCACGGTGTTAGATATTTATCCCTTGCGGTGATAGATT

PR-10

PR-35

PRM-35

PRM-10

CHAPTER VII: MATERIALS AND METHODS

Strains used in this work are discussed in table 7.1.

Table 7.1a: Phage strains
Strain

Genotype

Source

>JL161
ML163
AJL175
XJL282
/JL300

vlv3
Wild type lambda
Or3, OR2, 0|<3
prmupl
OR2UP

}vJL413
UL420
>JL500
>JL504
/JL506
/JL508
/JL509
aJLSIO
AJL511
}JL512
/JL514
/JL515
A,JL516

CI Y210C, prmupl

Little et al., 1999
Little et al., 1999
Little et al., 1999
J. Littie
J. Little and K.
Newell
J. Little

XJL520

O

o

>JL526
XJL530
/JL53i
/JL532
/JL533
/JL534
/JL535
AJL536
/JL537
XCI857

Ci Y210C
CI Y210F
CI Y210N
CI ¥21ON, pmypi
CI Y 2 ] O N , p r m u p l
CI Y21(m,prm252
CI Y210 prm252
CI Y210N, Or3(-1)
CI Y210H
CI Y210H, vl, v3
CI Y210N, OR2UP,
prm252
CI Y210H, OR2UP,
prm252
CI ¥21OH, OR2UP
OL1(5): T to C, vlv3
OL1(6): G to C, vlv3
OL1(12): C to A, vlv3
OL2(7)
OL2(7) G to T, vlv3
OL2(5) T to C, vlv3
OL1(6) G to A, vlv3
vl, v2, v3 (=Xvir)
temperature sensitive

this work
this work
this work
this work
this work
this work
this work
this work
this work
this work
this work
this work
this work
this work
this work
this work
this work
this work
this work
this work
this work

Table 7.1b: Plasmid strains
Plasmid
pDW12

Genotype
pBS(-), trp attenuator between Kpnl
and EcoRl
pETlla
T7 expression vector
pFG600
Lac promoter::wild type CI
pJAM13
lacP::CI
pJWL236
X:HK022 CI

PJWL244
OR region with vlv3 mutations
pJWL344 Wild type OR region with homology
in both cl (up to Nsil) and cro (up
to Bglll)
pJWLSOO
Made from pJWL344, lacks Sail
site
pJWLSOl
Made from pJWLSOO, contains
OR2UP
pJWL502
Made from pJWLSOO, lacks Spel
site
pJWL504
Ptac;:CI Y210N
pJWL505
Made from pJWL236, CI Y210H
pJWL506
O^lup, prm252
pJWL509
Made frompET1 la
T7::CI Y210N
Made from pETl la
pJWLSlO
T7::CI Y210H

pJWLSll

OR!

pJWL512

OR1(-3)

and OR2 wild type

and OR2 wild type

Comments

from Novagen
from Fred Gimble
A NTD:HK022 CTD
hybrid CI

Hindi site is unique
No Spel oxXhol site

CI Y210N expression
vector
CI Y210H expression
vector
Used as PCR template to
make labeled fragments
for footprinting
experiments.
Used as PCR template to
make labeled fragments
for footprinting
experiments.
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Table 7.1b continued
Plasmid
pJWL514

Genotype
Op. I (-3) and 0,^2up

pJWL515

Made from pET11a
T7::CI Y210F
ORI wild type and
OR2(-3)

pJWL516

pLRl
pN+
pShep84

z-351acP:;CI
ptac:;N
Made from pETl la
T7::wild type CI

Comineiits
Used as PCR template
to make labeled
fragments for
footpriating
experiments.
CI Y210F expression
vector
Used as PCR template
to make labeled
fragments for
footprinting
experiments.

Wild type CI
expression vector

Table 7.1c: E. coli strains used in this work

Strain
JL468
JL2497
JL4058
JL5289
JL5433
JL5434
JL5901
JL5902
JL5932
JL6039
JL6335
JL6348

Genotype
AB1157/<F'lacIQ>
lac-, N99strR su-/<F'!acIQlacZdM15::Tn9>
JL2497(/JLCI857ts)
AB1157/<F'lacIQ>/<pN+>
JL468/pTac::N/pJAM13
JL5289/pLRl
JL468,recA730 (constitutively active)
JL2497 recAA306 (recA knock out)
JL2497(/JL163)
MC150::Tnl0 derivative of IL2497
JL2497(>JL509)
JL468 /pJWL505
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Table 7.1d: Primers designed for use In this work
Primer
KpnmJ

Kpnll-3

BamHlo
r3-l

Or2miii
us3

cndcro
endci
attP
attB
int
PI Heft
Til right

Project/purpose
Sequence
Creation of
GTACATGGTACCATTATCACCGCC
pJWLSll and
pJWL5I4, adds a
Kpnl site outside of
ORI
Creation of
GTACATGGTACCATTATCAACTCCATAGG
pJWL512, adds a
Kpnl site outside of
ORI and 3 mutations
in ORI.
Creation of
CTATCACCGCAAGGGATCCATA
pJWL511,512, 514,
and 516. Adds a
BamEl outside of
OR2 and eliminates
all but 3 bases of
OR3.
Creation of
AGAGGATCCATATCTAACAACTTGCTTGT
pJWL516. Adds a
BamBl site outside
of OR2, eliminates
all but 3 bases of
OR3, and adds 3
mutations to OR2.
Sequencing
CAGGGCTGGAATGTCTAAG
Sequencing
CAGCTATGCGCCGACCAG
Multiple lysogen test
TATATTGATATTTATATCATTTTAC
Multiple lysogen test
GAGGTACCAGCGCGGTTTGATC
Multiple lysogen test
ACTCGTCGCGAACCGCTTTC
Sequencing N region
TTGCCTCACGATCGCCCC
Sequencing N region
GTTTGATGAGTATAGAAATGGAT
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Chemicals and eazyines
Restriction enzymes and T4 DNA ligase were purchased from New England
Biolabs. DNase I was from Promega. Taq was purchased from Roche.
Growth media:

Cells were grown in either LB (10 gm bactotryptone + 5 gm yeast extract + lOg
NaCl and one peilet NaOH per one liter) or X broth (10 gm bactotryptone + 5 gm NaCl +
per one liter water, pH7.5 with NaOH). Top agar was made with 5 grams tryptone
peptone + 3.25 bacto agar + 2.5 grams NaCl per 500 mis water. Special growth media
(such as LBCMMl and LBCKGM 1) were made with 0.2% maltose or glucose, 10 jig/ml
chloramphenicol, 30 ^g/ml kanamycin, and/or an additional lOmM MgS04. The plates
used were made with X broth. TMG was lOmM Tris pH8, lOmM MgS04, and .001%
gelatin. Bactotryptone, bactoagar. and yeast extract were all purchased from DIFCO.
Overnight bacterial lawns for plating phage were made by resuspending an overnight
culture of bacteria in 0.5 volume TMG and growing at 37° for an additional hour.
Exponential bacterial lawns for plating phage were made by growing bacteria to mid log
phase and resuspending in I/IO"' volume TMG.

Isolation of lysogenizing variants
Theory behind the isolation of lysogenizing variants
Any phage stock contains a very small fraction of variants which arise
spontaneously during the growth of the stock. If any of these spontaneous mutations
allowed a CI cooperativity mutant to lysogenize, we could select for it. The strain of X
used for these studies contained a resistance marker for kanamycin. Therefore,
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lysogenized cells were resistant to kanamycin and could be selected. Two further
considerations were taken into account. First, it is possible that a particular spontaneous
secondary mutation will arise early in the growth of the phage stock, becoming the
predominant spontaneous mutation in the stock. To ensure that the suppressors obtained
arose independently, the selection was done on several individually prepared stocks of
each CI coopcrativity mutant (/JL500, CI Y210C and >JL506, Y210N).
Second, to isolate suppressors from a vast excess of the starting phage (XJL500 or
XJL506), we wanted to ensure that cells infected with a suppressing variant were infected
only with that variant. A lysogen mixedly infected with such a variant and either X
Y21OC or k Y21ON would have properties different from a lysogen of either phage.
However, k lysogcnizes very poorly after single infection. This difficulty can be
overcome by use of an hfl strain. In this strain, a phage that can lysogenize at all does so
with high efficiency. This is most likely due to the stabilization of CII, which favors
lysogenic growth. Therefore, JL6039 (hfl') was infected with phage from each of these
independent stocks and plated on kanamycin plates. By using JL6039, a rare lysogenizing
variant would not be lost.
JL6039 was grown in LBCMMl to mid log phase and resuspended in 1/10*
volume of the same media. From this point, the isolation of XJL500 and }\,JL506
lysogenizing variants differed slightly. Each are discussed below.
Isolation of lysogenizing variants of CI Y210C

The concentrated JL6039 cells were infected with AJL500 at a M01~.005 and a
total volume of 200 |ii and adsorbed at room temperature for 20 minutes. This was
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diluted into 1 ml of LBCKGMl and incubated for 20 minutes at 37°. 200 |A1S were plated
on kanamycin plates and incubated overnight to select for iysogenizing variants. Zero to
five variants were found per plate. These colonies were purified.
Prophage were recovered by spontaneous induction of lysogens as follows. An
overnight culture of each colony was diluted 1:4 into LBCKGMl and grown to mid log
phase. The cultures were centrifiiged and the supernatant treated with chloroform to kill
any cells. The free phage were diluted and titered on JL6039 and JL2497. Spot test were
also done with the free phage to determine if all of the isolated free phage could form
turbid plaques (make lysogens) or if the original cultures were polylysogens of different
genotypes.
Free phage from some isolates did not have uniform plaque morphologies, giving
rise to both clear and turbid plaques. This meant that many of the Iysogenizing variants
were mixed lysogens even though the variants were isolated using JL6039. Therefore,
some of these purified variant phage may not have been able to lysogenize on their own.
Polylysogeny with prophage of different genotypes may have resulted in genes acting in
trans, allowing for variants to lysogenize when they normally could not.

Single lysogens were made by infecting JL2497 with the free phage purified from
turbid plaques. The resulting plaques were turbid and streaked for lysogens. These
lysogens were of the same genotype because the phage were purified before they were
used to infect cells. The new single genotype lysogens gave free phage. This indicated
that they could successfully complete both the lytic and lysogenic pathways. These were
good candidates for further study so the CW-OR-CI region was sequenced.
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Isolation of CI Y210N lysogenizing variants

The selection used for the CI Y210C lysogenizing variants was revised,
incorporating steps to resolve some of the problems encountered in that selection. In the
Y210C selection, lysogens were purified and characterized before the variant phage were
isolated. This resulted in the purification of lysogens which were genotypic heterozygous
polylysogens. The purified phage did not meet our requirements for wild type behavior,
but were isolated in the selection and screen since their gene products acted in trans. In
the Y210N selection, the variant phage were purified immediately after they were
selected. This was done by treating with UV to release the phage. Treating with UV early
on also selected for variant phage which had the ability to complete l3rtic growth after
prophage induction. The progeny of prophage which had a low burst size should be so
low in comparison to the overall burst size that they were not purified. The purified phage
were then used to infect cells and make lysogens. By purifying the phage first, the
lysogens were of one phage genotype.
JL6039 was grown in LBCMMl to an OD59o=0.4, centrifuged at 4,000 rpm for 5
minutes and resuspended in 1/10** volume TMG to a concentration of 2*10^ cells/ml.
Aliquots of A,JL506 (CI Y210N) stocks were dechloroformed by pipeting into Falcon
tubes and allowing the chloroform to adsorb to the tube. The phage stocks were then
adsorbed to the concentrated cells at an MOI = 0.5 (10® phage to 2*10^ ceils). In
retrospect, a lower MOI would have been preferable. Several independent stocks of
>JL506 were used to reduce the number of sibs isolated. The phage were allowed to
adsorb for 20 minutes at room temperature and diluted into 9 mis of pre-warmed
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LBCGMl. This culture was shaken for 30 minutes at 37° to allow expression of the
kanamycin resistance gene. An aliquot (100 p.!) was taken to titer for unabsorbed phage
and another portion was streaked onto kanamycin plates for characterization and
quantification of the number of variants within the stock. The rest of the culture was
diluted 1/100 into pre-warmed LBCKGMl and shaken overnight (17 hours).
A number of the resultant colonies streaked for characterization were transformed
with pFG600 and their lysogen number was tested. Each was found to be a multiple
lysogen. The strain JL6039 can be iysogenized by a single infecting phage, but it does not
prevent polylysogeny. Polylysogeny can occur after single infection since some.
replication of the phage DNA can occur after infection. Another possibility is that
XJL506 and a variant phage co-lysogenized.
The next day 100 fil of the overnight culture was diluted into 20 mis of
LBCKGMl and grown to an OD59o=0.4. The lysogens were chilled, centrifuged at 4,000
rpm for 5 minutes, and resuspended in an equal volume of TMG. The lysogens were
irradiated with 10, 20 and 40 J/m~ and diluted 1/10 into pre-warmed LBCKGMl. These
cultures were shaken for two hours in the dark, treated with chloroform, diluted, and spun
down in a microfuge to remove cell debris. The supernatant was plated on a JL6039 lawn
so that rare suppressors would not be masked by multiple lysogens. Turbid plaques were
purified and lysogens characterized.
Physiological tests

Multiple lysogen test
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This test is described by Powell et al (1994.) Three primers are used to distinguish
between a single and multiple lysogen. Figure 7.1 illustrates the test. The primers attP
(attachment site ghage) and int recognize the prophage DNA, while attB (attachment site
bacterial) recognizes the region of the host DNA adjacent to the site of prophage
integration. In a single lysogen, only attB and int can make a product, a 500 base pair
band. AttP cannot pair with another primer. However, in a multiple lysogen, int can also
make a 300 base pair product with attP. Therefore, the multiple lysogen has two bands, a
500 and a 300 base pair product.
A single lysogen of wild type /. always has a faint lower band. This is due to
spontaneous induction followed by prophage excision and DNA replication. Excision
rearranges the prophage DNA in such a way that a 300 bp product can be made from attP
and int. In a single lysogen, this band will be very faint since the contribution from
spontaneous excision is small. In a very stable lysogen, there will not be a faint lower
band since spontaneous excision seldom occurs. Conversely, the lower band will be veryprominent in an unstable lysogen because the prophage is excising readily and
replicating.
To differentiate between a 300 bp band being the result of a multiple lysogen or a single,
unstable lysogen. the lysogen was transformed with pFG600. pFG600 expresses high
levels of wild type CI which prevents any spontaneous excision. Therefore, an unstable,
single lysogen will not have the bottom band. However, if the bottom band persists even
in the presence of high exogenous CI, then the lysogen is a multiple lysogen.
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Figure 7.1: The multiple lysogen test
7a: Single lysogen
In the single lysogen, the only PGR product made is from attB and int. attP does
not form a product.
7b: Multiple Lysogen
In the multiple lysogen, there is an additional product formed from attP and int.
7c: Excised prophage:
Once excised, only one product is made. This is from attP and int.

int

attP

attB

500 bp

300 bp
mt

,
attP A . int
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attB
500 bp
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UV induction

Lysogens were grown to OD590-O.4 in LBCKGMl and resuspended in an equal
volume of TMG. 10 mis was irradiated at predetermined doses. After each dose, 50 |a1s
were diluted into 950 |iis of pre-warmed LBCKGMl. The cultures were shaken for an
additional 2 hours, the first half hour in the dark. After two hours, each dose was treated
with chloroform and then diluted into 4 mis of TMG. From these, dilutions were made
and titered on JL2497 lawns.
Lysogenization Frequency:
PEG concentration of stocks

Stocks of XJL163, XJL504, and /JL516 were PEG concentrated by adding an
equal volume of 2xPEG phage precipitation solution to phage stocks made by UV
induction. The 2xPEG phage precipitation solution was made as .67gm PEG (Sigma) +
1.34 M NaCl. These sat on ice overnight. After sitting overnight, the PEG + phage
solution was transferred to centrifuge tubes and centrifuged for 5 minutes at 8,000 rpm in
the HB4 rotor. The supernatant was discarded, the pellet resuspended in 0.6 ml TMG and
transferred to an Eppendorf tube. 0.4 mis of chloroform was added and the mixture was
centrifijged for 10 minutes at 10,000 rpm in a Baxter centrifuge. The supernatant
contained the phage, of which there was approximately 40-50% recovery from the
original UV stock.
Lysogenization

JL2497 was grown to mid log phase in LBCMMl and concentrated tenfold. The
cells were then infected with various phage at an MOI =8 in a total volume of 20 [il. The
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phage were allowed to adsorb for 20 mimites at room temperature and then diluted into 1
mi of prewarmed LBCGMl and grown with shaking for 20 minutes to allow for
expression of the kanamycin resistance gene on the phage. The cultures were then diluted
in more prewarmed LBCGMl and aliquots were added to 3 mis top agar +300 |ils LB.
The LB is to prevent a slowing of growth and/or a change in physiological state of the
lysogens due to the downshift in nutrients when going from the rich LB growth media to
the X media plates and top agar. This was then plated on plates prewarmed to 37° and
containing kanamycin to select for lysogens.
Samples were also taken after the initial 20 minutes of adsorption and titer for the percent
unabsorbed phage. The percent unabsorbed was consistently negligible.
Preparation of Genomic DNA from Bacteria (from Current Protocols in Molecular
Biology, 2.4.1)

Cells were resuspended in TE and brought to 0.5% in SDS and 100 |ig/ml in
protease K. This was incubated for 1 hour at 37° and then brought to .71 M in NaCl and
10% total volume in CTAB/NaCl buffer. This was incubated ten minutes at 65° and then
an equal volume of chloroform/isoamyl alcohol was added. After centrifogation, the
supernatant was removed and to it was added an equal volume of
phenol/cHoroform/isoamyl alcohol to extract the DNA. This was centrifiiged five
minutes. The supernatant was transferred to a new tube and .6 vol of isopropanol was
added. The resulting pellet was washed in 70% EtOH and centrifuge five minutes. The
pellet was dried and dissolved in 100 t,iis TE.
Isolation of CI proteins (buffers described below)
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The various CI alleles were cloned in the expression vector pETl la (Novagen,
described in figure 7.2). This plasmid was transformed into a cell line containing pLysS.
One liter cultures were grown in LB to OD590 =0.2, induced with .OOIMIPTG (Sigma),
and grown another 3 hours. Induced cells were resuspended at 1 gram cells/10 mis lysis
buffer and flash frozen. They were then thawed and sonicated until no longer viscous.
Sonicated cells were centrifuged at 13,000 g for 15 minutes to pellet cell debris. The
sheared DNA along with CI and other soluble proteins remained in the supernatant.
All of the following steps were carried out at 4°. The supernatant from the crude
lysate, initially 200 mM KCl, was made 600 mM with solid KCl. This was stirred for 6
minutes, made 0.6% in polyethyleneimine by slow addition of the reagent, and stirred
another 10 minutes. This solution was centrifuged at 6,500g for 15 minutes. The high salt
prevented CI from binding DNA so the CI remained in the supernatant while the sheared
DNA pelleted with the polymin P (Sigma).
CI was precipitated by bringing the supernatant to 3.03 M ammonium sulfate (BRL)
and stirring 30 minutes. This was centri&ged at 13,000g for 45 minutes. To remove any
material (presumably polymin P) that was trapped within the CI containing ammonium
sulfate pellet, the pellet was resuspended in Ix standard buffer brought to 3.03M
ammonium sulfate. This is done using the same volume as in the ammonium sulfate
precipitation step. This was gently agitated for 6 minutes and centrifuged 9,500 to 10,000
rpm in the SA600 rotor for 10 minutes. The supernatant was discarded.
The pellet was resuspended in 1 ml of Ix buffer B for every 2 grams of starting
cells. This was dialyzed overnight against lOOx volume buffer B + lOOmM NaCl
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(lOOBB). The buffer was replaced after two hours and the protein was dialyzed
overnight. After overnight dialysis, the protein was centrifliged in a swinging bucket rotor
at 4,000 rpm for 5 minutes to remove a small amonnt of precipitate. The CI remained in
the supernatant.
CI was purified using three columns: phosphocelluiose (Whatman),
hydroxyapatite (BioRad), and Affigel Blue (Biorad). A 7 to 8 ml phosphocelluiose
column 1 cm in diameter was packed and equilibrated to pH 7. The sample was slowly
loaded onto the column and washed with lOOBB. CI was eluted with a 100 ml gradient
from 100 mM to 900 mM NaCl. The CI cooperativity mutants had approximately the
same behavior. Therefore, the conditions did not need to be adjusted for their isolation.
The peak fractions were pooled and loaded onto a 6 ml hydroxyapatite column in
O.IM KP+1.5mM Pmercaptoethanol (PME). The fractions did not need to be dialyzed.
The column was washed with O.IM KP + 1.5 mM pME. CI was eluted with a 100 ml
gradient from O.IM KP +1.5mM PME to IM KP +1.5mM j3ME. The peak fractions were
pooled and dialyzed against lOOx volume lOOSB (KCl). After 2 hours, the buffer was
changed and the protein was dialyzed overnight.
A 10 mi affigel blue column was packed in the 1 cm (diameter) column. Dialyzed
HA fractions were centrifuge at 4,000 rpm for 5 minutes and the supernatant was loaded
onto the affigel blue column and washed with lOOSB for about 20 minutes. There was no
peak after the sample was loaded. CI was eluted with a 40 ml gradient from lOOmM to
IM KCl in SB. The peak fractions were dialyzed against lOOx volume 200SB for 2
hours. The buffer was changed and the fractions dialyzed overnight.
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The dialyzed sample was centriflige in a swinging bucket rotor at 4,000 rpm for 5
minutes. The protein was aliquoted and flash frozen. The concentration of the protein was
determined using equation 2.

828o(l/M,cmH# of W)(5500) + (# of YX1490) + (# of C)(125)
£ /molecular weight*OD28o=mg/ml
Equation 2

BUFFERS FOR CI PURIFICATION
Ammonium sulfate wash

The added KCI and (NH4)2S04 are not brought to volume. The starting volume was
determined, then the amount needed to bring to the particular molarity was determined.
This amount was added without adjusting the volume. Therefore, the final concentration
of KCI and (N1-14)2804 were slightly less than 600 mM and 3.03 mM respectively. This
was done to keep the wash buffer exactly the same as the ammonium sulfate pelleting
buffer. This buffer was made by starting with lxSB+200mM KCI and adding solid KCI
to a final concentration of 600 mM KCI. The new volume was measured and made 3.03
M in (N 114)280.1.
Lysis buffer was 100 mM Tris pH 8 + 200 mM KCI +1 mM EDTA + 2 mM CaCl2 +
10 mM MgCl2 +0.1 mM DTT + 5% glycerol (v/v). Buffer B was 20 mM potassium
phosphate + O.lmM EDTA + 10% glycerol + ImM DTT. The HA column buffer v/as 0.1
M potassium phosphate +1.5 mM p-mercaptoethanol. The potassium phosphate buffer
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was .7mol dibasic (K2HPO4) + .3 moi monobasic (KH2PO4) per liter. This was pH7. The
standard buffer or SB was lOmM Tris HCi, pH 8 + 2mM CaCh + 0.ImM EDTA +
0.1 mM DTT + 5% glycerol (v/v).
Footprinting
Labeling and isolation of template DNA

The DNA used for the footprinting reactions were made with a labeled primer
used in PCR. The templates for the PCR reactions were pJWLSll, pJWL512, and pJWL
514 (described below and in chapter 2). To label the end of the DNA fragment, a ^^P
labeled PC R primer was used. To label the primer, approximately 30 pmol of primer
(estimated by OD) was incubated with 33 pmol of y ^"P ATP (1.65 |xM ATP, ICN
4500Ci/mMol). This was incubated for a half hour to several hours at 37°. The kinase
was heat inactivated at 60 ° for 10 minutes then the reaction was chilled on ice.
Kinase reaction:

15 }ils gamma ''P ATP (33 pmol, ICN)
2 fils lOx polynucleotide kinase buffer (Roche)
1.5 Ills 20 pM primer (Midland)
2 uls polynucleotide kinase (Roche)
Labeling reaction:

The labeled primer from the kinase reaction was divided between either three or
four PCR reactions. An equi-molar amount of the other primer was also added. Pfti
poiymerase (Stratagene) was used since Taq adds an A to one end. The standard lOx PCR
buffer was not used in this reaction since it did not result in optimal amount of product.
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Instead, a buffer consisting of 114 mM tris, pH9.92 + .06M KCl + 5.7 mM (NH4)2S04 +
29mM MgS04 + 0.6% Triton X-100 + 0.6mg/mi BSA was used. Either pJWL5i 1,
pJWL512, or pJWL514 was added as template. The PCR reaction was run as 95°C one
minute, 50°C one minute, 72°C one minute for 30 cycles.
Purification of labeled template:

The labeled template was purified using a 12% acrylamide gel. The band
containing the labeled fragment was excised and the DNA extracted using TE buffer. The
amount of labeled DNA was estimated in the following maruier. In each PCR reaction, all
of the labeled primer was completely used as evidenced by the lack of a primer band.
Therefore, the amount of DNA product total in the desired band was equal to the amount
of total primer used. However, some percent of the DNA fragment was lost while
isolating the fragment from the gel. To account for this, the number of total counts
initially present in the band and the number of total counts present after DNA
precipitation were determined using the Geiger counter. The ratio of recovered to initial
counts determined the percent recovered. This percent was used to determine the }ig of
template DNA recovered.
The total concentration of template DNA in any single reaction was determined
based on the lowest concentration of CI used. In no reaction was the concentration of
total CI binding sites ever greater than 20% of the total CI concentration so that this value
was known. (Generally, the value was closer to 1%.) This concentration of DNA was
then kept constant for the entire protein dilution series. This was to ensure that the
concentration of bound CI was insignificant in comparison with the concentration of free
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CI. The concentration of CI dimers was determined as shown in equation 3. The Kd for
CI is 5.6nM. The total CI concentration was known.

KD=[monomer]^/[dimer]
CItotai=2(dimers)+monomers

®

Substitute the value for Kd and rearrange the equations:
5.6nM=[monomer]^/((CItotat-mononier)/2)
monomer^+2.8monomer-2.SCItotai
®

solve using the quadratic equation:
(-2.8+((7.84+4(2.8CItotai))0.5)/2

equation 3

Footprinting reaction (buffers described below)

The conditions of the footprinting reactions were the same as used by Burz and
Ackers (1994). Reactions contained a minimum of 3,000 cpm per lane. Labeled DNA
was diluted into 160 jils assay buffer, while protein was diluted into diluent. The total
reaction volume was 200 uls, consisting of 160 uls of DNA in assay buffer + 20 |ils of
protein + 20 ul of DNasel (for a total of 0.5 ng/|il). DNA and protein were allowed to
equilibrate for 90 minutes at 20

DNasel was added at ngl\il and allowed to digest for 10

minutes. The reaction was stopped with 20 p-ls stop mix and 160 fits phenol and chilled
on ice. This was centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 1 minute and the aqueous phase was
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mixed with 20 ui of 3 M NaOAC (pH 5.2) and 160 ul EtOH. The DNA was aliowed to
precipitate for several hours at -70° or overnight at -20°.
The next day the samples were centriftiged at 13,000 rpm for 40 minutes, washed
with 70% EtOH and centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 10 minutes. The pelleted DNA was
resuspended in 6 |il loading buffer and stored at -20

A portion of each sample was run

on an 8% urea gel (.35mm thick), after being heated for five minutes. The gels were prerun at 55 mAs until they were 60". The samples were run at 55 mA until the dye front
reached the bottom of the gel. The gel was dried for two hours and exposed to a
phosphoimager for one day. Gels were scanned on the typhoon scanner and analyzed
using IPLabgelH (Molecular Dynamics).
Analysis

The volume of each band was adjusted for both the local background and loading
inaccuracies. A single band within each operator was boxed and its intensity determined.
In addition, the intensity of a band outside of the operator region was also determined.
This value was used as a loading control. On several gels, the analysis was also
perfonned by analyzing the intensity in the entire operator region (using several band).
The results were the same. Percent protection was determined using equation 4:
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a. % protection (f)=(1-(x/average intensity of 0 nM CI band))*100
where x=intensity of the band(s) in question

b. Adjusted % protection = (100*f)/maximTjm f value
where the maximum f value is at saturating CI levels
Equation 4

Percent protection was plotted against concentration CI dimer, and the
concentration of CI dimers at 50% protection was determined. This value was used in
equation one (chapter 2) to determine the cooperativity coefficient, co.
Footprinting reagents

Loading buffer was .05% bromophenol blue + .05% xylene cyanol + 20 mM
EDTA + 82% deionized formamide (Sigma). Assay buffer was 10 mM bistris (pH7 at
20°) + 200 mM KCl + 2.5 mM MgCb + 1 mM CaCb + 125 |i,g/ml BSA + 2.5 ug/ml
sonicated carrier DNA. The diluent was the same as the assay buffer but lacked the
carrier DNA and the BSA.

The stop mix was .44 mg/ml sonicated DNA + 66 mM

EDTA. Carrier DNA was sonicated to reduce its size. When not sonicated enough, the
carrier DNA interfered with gel loading by clogging the loading tips. The sequencing gels
were 25 ml water, 20 ml 40% acrylamide, 20 ml 5x TBE, 48 g urea, 3.75 ml 1.6% APS,
and 25

TEMED.

Western Analysis
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Lysogenic and noniysogenic cultures were grown to mid log phase (OD59o~0.4),
centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 5 min 4°, and resuspended in 2x cracking buffer to 2.5* 10*'
cells/|ils. These were stored at -70

The total number of cells loaded per lane was kept

constant at 5*10 •J cells per lane. Membranes were probed with a 1/5000 dilution of a
commercial CI primary antibody (Invitrogen). The secondary antibody was conjugated to
horseradish peroxidase and detected with the ECL Plus detection kit (Amersham).
Membranes were scanned with the Typhoon 9410 scanner (Molecular Dynamics) and
analyzed with Image Quant (Molecular Dynamics). Bands were boxed and the volume of
pixels within the box was determined by the program. The background was determined
by the program using the local median average.
V /V.?* Virulent Phage

Sequencing of pL was done using PLlleft and til right.
Heat Shock Induction of CI857 Lysogens.

JL4058 (JL2497+CI857) is grown to log phase at 37° in LBCKGM1. The
temperature is then switched to 41° and the culture is grown for an addition two hours.
Removing aliquots at half hour time points and extract DNA from samples.
Plasm id Construction (see figure 7.2):
Construction of pJWL500

pJWL344 was cut with Sail, the ends were filled in with Klenow. The blunt ends
were ligated with T4 DNA ligase. Without the Sail site, the Hindi site is unique.
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Construction of pJWLSOl = Oglup immunity region

The backbone for this cross originated from pJWL344 which has an introduced
Xhol site in CI and an introduced Spel site before the start of Cro. A phage carrying these
sites formed plaques less turbid than wild type so these sites had to be removed from the
final piasmid. Therefore, a three piece ligation was done. The pJWLSOO backbone was
cut with Nsil and BgM, removing the interval containing the Xhol and Spel sites. Wild
type lambda immunity region was amplified and cut with Hindi to Bgill. The third insert
containing the OrIup mutation was isolated from a PGR of the immunity region of
A,JL300. (The only difference from wild type was the OR2UP mutation.) This OR2UP
containing fragment was cut with Nsil and Hindi.
Construction of pJWL502 = pJWLSOO without Spel site

pJWL344 has an Xhol and a Spel site within the immunity region. Phage with
these two sites within the immunity region are less turbid than wild type. To determine
which site is responsible for the reduction in turbidity, we removed the Spel site.
pJWLSOO was cut with Hindi and Bglll. XJL163 was used as a PGR template with the
primers endcro and endci and cut with the same enzymes for the insert.
Construction of pJWLSOS, CI Y210H

A piasmid containing CI Y21OH was obtained from Professor Gary Ackers
( Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri). This piasmid had CI Y210H under the
control of a strong promoter. We were concerned that this may result in immune cells,
making it impossible to do phage by piasmid crosses. Therefore, the Y210H mutation
was cloned into a vector which contained a promoterless CL The Ackers piasmid was cut
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with Clal, which cuts in the X, sequence downstream of CI (shown on map), and Nsil.
This insert was cloned into pJWL236 cut with these same enzymes.
Construction of pJVVL506 = Or2up, prm252
A PCR product of the immunity region of AJL511 (which contains prm252) was
cut with Nsil and BsaBl. This was cloned into pJWL501, cut with these same enzymes.
Construction of pShep84= T7::wild type CI (Made by D. Shepley)

The backbone for this construct was pETl la (Novagen) cut withBamRl and
Ndel. There were two inserts. The first was an Nsil to BamRl fragment from pFG600.
The second insert was cut from a PGR product made from a PGR performed on a wild
type CI lambda. One primer for this reaction had an introduced Ndel site near the start of
CI. This second insert was the Ndel to Nsil fragment from the PCR product.
Construction of pJWL509 = T7::CI ¥21 ON

This was the T7 expression vector for CI Y210N. The pShep84 vector was cut
with Nsil and BamRl. The CI Y210N insert was obtained from the plasmid pLRl ::CI
Y210N (from Professor Ann Hochschild, Harvard University) which was also cut with
Nsil and BamRl.
Construction of pJWL510=T7::CI Y210H

The backbone for the CI ¥21OH expression vector was pShep84 cut with Nsil
and BamRl. One insert was from pJWL505 cut with Nsil and Clal. This fragment
contained the CI Y210H mutation. A third insert was from pShep 84 cut with Clal and
BamRl.
Construction of pJWLSll, pJVVL512, pJWL514, pJWL516=
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footprinting templates

These piasmid were used as PGR templates to make the labeled DNA fragments
for DNase I footprinting. The backbone, pDW12, was cut wiikKpnl midBamHl. The
inserts were made using special primers, one containing the Kpnl restriction site and the
other containing the BamSl restriction site (see figure 7.2c and table 7. Id). To introduce
operator mutations, alternate versions of the primers were made which contained the
desired operator mutations. The PGR reaction using these primers was done on different
templates depending on the final mutations in the piasmid. These PGR products were cut
with Kpnl and BamRl and inserted into the pDW12 backbone.
For pJWLSll, wild type lambda was used as the template for a PGR reaction
using the primers Kpniwt and BamHIor3-l. For pJWL512, >JL 163 was used as the
template for a PGR reaction using the primers KpnIorl-3 and BamHIor3-l. For
pJWL514, pJWLSOl was used as the template for primers Kpnlorl-3 and BamHIor3-l.
For pJWL516, pJWLSll was used as a PGR template using the T7 universal primer and
the or2-3 primer.
Construction of pJWL515=T7::CI Y210F

The backbone for the GIY210F expression vector was pETl la (Novagen) cut
with Nsil and BamHl. There were two inserts. The first insert, containing the Y210F
mutation was obtained from the PGR product of the primers rexmid and Nsileft using
A,JL504 as the template. This PGR product was cut with Nsil and Clal. The second insert
was BamEl to Clal from pShep84. This insert was used since a Clal cut the A,JL504 PGR
product in too many places to obtain the needed full length fragment.
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Phage Construction:
Construction ofXJLSOO = CI Y2I0C:

Y210C was separated from the prmupl mutation on AJL413 (CI Y21QC, prmupl)
using a phage by phage cross with )JL163. JL2497 was grown to OD59o=0.4 and
concentrated to 1/10 vol in TMG. 10' cells were infected with 5*10^ AJL413 and 2*10'
/JL163. After adsorbing for 20 minutes, this was diluted into 5 mis of LBCMM1 and
shaken 90 minutes. The culture was treated with chloroform and screened for clear
recombinants on JL2497 under the assumption that X,Y210C could not lysogenize. The
parent phage AJL413 made fairly turbid plaques, while }JL163 makes turbid plaques.
Clear plaques were purified on JL2497, streaked for lysogens to ensure they could not
lysogenize, and the cro-O^-cl region was sequenced.
Construction of ML506 = CI Y210N

Wild type lambda was plated on JL6039 and three plaques were cored to obtain
three sources of wild type phage for crosses. Each plaque was plated on JL2497 to
determine the fraction of spontaneously arising clears. The cored plaque with the lowest
fraction of spontaneous clears was used in a cross with both pLRl and pLRl :CI Y210N.
The recombinants were screened for clear plaques based on the assumption that
phage with the CI ¥21ON mutation would not be able to establish and/or maintain
lysogeny. The control cross had .05%
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Figure 7.2:
a. pJWL344 and the general structure of pJWLSOO, pJWLSOl, and their derivatives
b. CI expression vectors and pJWL505 (not to scale)
c. Diagram of PCR primers and templates to make pJWLSll, pJWL512, pJWL514,
pJWL516
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spontaneously arising clears while the cross had .33% clears. Eight clear plaques were
purified and the cro-OR-cI region was sequenced.
Construction of X514, CI Y210H

A.JL514 was made via a phage by plasmid cross using pJWL505 and wild type
lambda. This was done on lawns of both JL2497 and IL6348 (JL468/ pJWL505). Plaques
from both crosses were screened. There were no clear plaques but some very slightly
turbid plaques. These were purified and sequenced. Several Y210H recombinants were
isolated, one of which came from the cross on JL6348, the rest from the JL2497 cross.
Construction of XJL515

CI Y210H formed slightly turbid plaques, making it difficult to screen for variants
which made more stable lysogens. Therefore, the vlv3 mutations were crossed onto the
CI Y210H phage. The resulting phage would make clear plaques, enabling one to screen
for turbid variants.
AJL515 was made with a phage by plasmid cross. AJL514 was crossed with
pJWL244 (v;v3). Progeny were plated on JL2497 and plaques were screened for clear
plaques. Streaks were made from the plaques to confirm that the phage could not make
lysogens and the immunity region was sequenced.
Construction of XJL516 = Y210N, OR2UP, prm252

A,JL516 was made through a phage by plasmid cross using XJL506 and prWL506.
The progeny were plated on JL2497 and screened for turbid plaques which were purified
and sequenced.
Construction of XJL520, Oslup, prm252, CI Y210H
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A phage by plasmid cross was done between >JL515 and pJWL506 {Op2up, PRM
252). The cross progeny were screened on a mixed indicator iawn of 5901 and 2497. The
mixed indicator lawn was used to ensure that the desired progeny could be isolated, even
if they formed very stable single lysogens. In this event, the phage would not form
plaques on JL2497. However, they should form plaques on JL5901 (recA constitutively
active). Therefore, plaques would be visible on a mixed lawn.
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